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Abstract
Recently, structured surfaces, consisting of deterministic features designed to produce a
particular effect, have shown promise in providing superior functional performance for a
range of applications including: low friction surfaces, hydrophobic surfaces and optical
effects.
Methods have been developed to characterise such structured surfaces. The most
widely used characterisation methods are based on segmenting the surface in feature and
background regions and then determining the geometrical properties of those features.
However, further work is needed to refine these characterisation techniques and provide
associated uncertainties.
This thesis considers the effect of various segmentation control parameters such as
thresholds on the final geometric parameters. The effect of varying filter size is also con-
sidered. These considerations should help in selecting a suitable characterisation method
for future projects.
Additionally, uncertainty in the characterisation should be estimated in order to give
an indication of the accuracy of the assessment. However, no previous work has assessed
uncertainty in the dimensional properties of structured surfaces. Therefore, this thesis
presents two methods to characterise the uncertainty in the geometric characteristics of
structured surfaces.
First, the measurement reproducibility is used, which can be determined by repeated
measurement of a feature. However, measurement reproducibility cannot account for all
sources of uncertainty and cannot assess any bias in the measurements.
Therefore, a second method based on assessment of the metrological characteristics of
the instrument is considered. The metrological characteristics estimate errors produced
by the instrument in a way that can easily be measured. Monte Carlo techniques are then
used to propagate the effects of the metrological characteristics and their uncertainties
into the final measurement uncertainty. For the example used, it was found that the results
using the metrological characteristics were in good agreement with the reproducibility
i
results.
From these results, it is concluded that the choice of segmentation method, control
parameters and filtering can all significantly effect the characterisation of features on a
structured surface, often in unexpected ways. Therefore, care must be taken when se-
lecting these values for a specific application. Additionally, two methods of determining
the uncertainty of the structured surfaces were considered. Both methods are valid and
produce similar results. Using the measurement reproducibility is simple to perform, but
requires many measurements and cannot account for some uncertainty sources such as
those due to the instrument amplification factors. On the other hand, the use of metrolog-
ical characteristics can account for all significant sources of uncertainty in a measurement,
but is mathematically more complex, requiring Monte Carlo simulations to propagate the
uncertainties into the final characteristics. Additionally, other artefacts than the sample
being measured are required to determine the metrological characteristics, which may be
an issue in some cases.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Structured surfaces, defined as surfaces consisting of a deterministic pattern of geomet-
ric features designed to produce a particular function (Evans and Bryan 1999; Stout
and Blunt 2001), are a new class of surface that has become increasingly popular in
recent years. They have shown promise in improving surface performance in a vari-
ety of applications including: tribological performance (Etsion et al. 1999; Wang 2014),
super-hydrophobicity (Martines et al. 2005), cell adhesion (Yang et al. 2009), meta-
materials (Pendry et al. 2004; Leskova et al. 2007) and anti-reflectance (Stavroulakis
et al. 2013).
One of the limiting factors effecting the mass adoption of structured surfaces in real
applications is the lack of appropriate metrology tools to analyse them. Without appro-
priate metrology it is difficult to correlate feature size with functional performance or
provide suitable tolerances. This lack of suitable measurements can then increase cost,
due to overly tight tolerances, or decrease performance, due to wide tolerances or an
unsuitable choice of parameters.
Due to the micro/nano scale of individual features and their large spatial extent,
consisting of many thousands of features across a surface, structured surfaces are generally
considered as part of the surface texture from a characterisation point of view. However,
techniques commonly used when characterising stochastic, non-structured, surfaces have
significant drawbacks when characterising structured surfaces and may be ineffective.
Recently, several researchers have considered an alternative characterisation approach
based on segmenting the surface to identify the features and characterising geometrical
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properties of those features in a similar way to how conventionally sized components are
characterised (Zhu 2012; Blunt and Xiao 2011; Hartmann and Loderer 2014; Senin et al.
2012a).
This approach of segmenting the surface and characterising geometric properties of
structured surfaces has been shown to be successful in identifying relevant parameters.
Therefore, this thesis looks to further develop such approaches. In particular, while many
of the characterisation techniques used for structured surfaces are developed from fields
such as machine vision and image processing, how they are applied and what factors are
significant when applying these techniques to structured structures need to be considered
further.
Therefore, it is important to consider factors such as how choice of segmentation
algorithm and controlling parameters affect the segmentation and resulting geometric
properties. These choices are of critical importance as they define how the feature is
identified. Up until now only cursory consideration has been given in the literature to
how these choices affect the results.
Additionally, measurement uncertainty is an important factor to consider. While tra-
ditional surface texture parameters are often presented without uncertainty, it is at least
possible to calculate the uncertainty associated with a measurement if desired (Hait-
jema 2013). However, for structured surfaces, no method has previously been published
to determine the measurement uncertainty. This is an important effect which should be
considered.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The work in this thesis aims to further develop techniques to characterise structured sur-
faces by considering how the choice of algorithm and various algorithm control parameters
affect the measurement result. Additionally, it aims to develop techniques to assess the
uncertainty in the measurement of structured surfaces. In particular the objectives of this
thesis are to:
• Review the currently used approaches and provide a coherent approach to the char-
acterisation of structured surfaces.
• Implement specific algorithms to allow for the characterisation of structured sur-
faces.
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• Investigate the effect of changing segmentation algorithm and control parameters
on the geometric properties of a surface.
• Develop and apply methods to assess the uncertainty of the characterisation of
structured surfaces.
• Consider how different approaches and assumptions affect the final uncertainty and
consider the validity of these choices.
1.3 Outline of thesis
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of the rel-
evant literature, including a definition of structured surfaces, characterisation methods
for structured surfaces, and assessment of measurement uncertainty. Chapter 3 describes
the samples, measuring instruments and characterisation algorithms used in the rest of
the thesis. Chapter 4 investigates the effect of changing the characterisation method, the
control parameters of these methods and the filtering used on the geometric properties
of a feature. Chapter 5 presents an initial assessment of measurement uncertainty via re-
peated measurement of a feature. Chapter 6 investigates an alternative method to assess
measurement uncertainty using the metrological characteristics of the measuring instru-
ment and compares this approach to that in chapter 5. Chapter 7 summarises the results
presented in this thesis, showing the main contributions and discussing possible directions
for future work. Figure 1.1 summarises the areas covered by the thesis and shows how
they are interrelated. The main focus of the thesis is on developing methods to determine
uncertainty in parameters for measurement of structured surfaces and two methods to do
this are show in chapters 5 and 6. However, the effect of varying segmentation method is
very important as it influences both the parameters themselves and their uncertainty.
1.4 Key contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are highlighted below:
• A thorough review of current surface segmentation techniques for structured sur-
faces has been carried out. This work provides a coherent framework for the analysis
of structured surfaces against which new methods can be compared and identifies
areas in which further research is needed.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the areas dealt with by this thesis and how they are interconnected.
• Demonstrated the effects of various segmentation algorithms and parameters on
structured surfaces. The range of results achieved by these different approaches
mean there can be no unique definition of a feature.
• Investigated the effect of varying filter size on structured surfaces. It was found that
there is no simple relationship between filter size and measured parameters.
• The measurement and manufacturing reproducibility of the features was investi-
gated in a way that could easily be adapted for other surfaces.
• The approach to determine reproducibility was also used to investigate position
dependence of the measurements.
• A method to determine measurement uncertainty using Monte Carlo simulations
was developed. This approach provides a robust method to determine uncertainty
using minimal additional measurements of the surface.
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Chapter 2
Review of current literature
This chapter provides a review of the current literature relating to the characterisa-
tion of structured surfaces. First, the definition and applications of structured surfaces
are defined and discussed. Next, surface metrology for conventional surfaces is consid-
ered, including the instrumentation and parameters used. From this starting point, the
characterisation of structured surfaces is considered, including possible methods and the
differences between characterising conventional and structured surfaces. Characterisation
methods based on segmenting the features from surrounding topography are found to
show promise for characterising structured surfaces and so are considered in further depth.
The segmentation step, where the significant features are separated from the background
is the key step in such characterisation approaches. Therefore, a number of segmentation
methods that have previously been applied to the characterisation of structured surfaces
are analysed and discussed. Finally, the principle of measurement uncertainty and its
application to structured surfaces is reviewed.
2.1 Definition of structured surfaces
Evans and Bryan 1999 provide one of the first definitions of structured surfaces as, “sur-
faces with a deterministic pattern of usually high aspect ratio geometric features de-
signed to give a specific function”. Subsequent researchers have added refinements and
further subdivisions. Stout and Blunt 2001 subdivided structured surfaces into direc-
tional and non-directional surfaces depending on whether the pattern has a dominant
direction. Similarly, Jiang and Whitehouse 2012 subdivided structured surfaces into ad-
ditional subcategories: tessellated, linear, rotationally invariant and multi-patterned as
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shown in figure 2.1. Tessellated surfaces are structured surfaces with a periodic pattern.
The most common subclass of tessellated surface has tiles with translational symmetry
(e.g. retro-reflector surfaces consisting of a Cartesian pattern of hexagonal prisms, or
the dimpled surface of a golf ball). The other subclasses of tessellated surface are linear
patterned surfaces consisting of a single linear texture unit, which is repeated in only
one direction (e.g. ribbed or grooved structures), and rotationally invariant patterned
surfaces, where periodicity is in a polar coordinate system rather than a Cartesian one
(e.g. Fresnel lenses). Finally, structured surfaces which do not have a periodic pattern
are defined as multi-patterned surfaces, an example being many MEMS devices. This
thesis focuses on tessellated surfaces and does not deal directly with other types of sur-
face. However, many of the approaches and techniques discussed could be adapted for
the analysis any type of structured surface with minor adjustment.
Figure 2.1: Examples of different types of structured surfaces: a) A tessellated surface with
a translational pattern, a laser textured silicon nitride disk. b) A linear patterned surface,
a micro-milled steel riblet surface. c) A rotationally symmetric Fresnel lens surface. d) A
multi-patterned surface, part of a silicon quantum oscillator chip.
As shown in figure 2.2, structured surfaces are made of topologically connected pat-
tern units, or tiles. Each tile consists of the same nominal topography, repeated multiple
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Figure 2.2: Pattern units or tiles (blue) and individual features (red) of two different
model surfaces. a) A dimpled surface where the features only fill part of the tile and are
surrounded by background surface. b) A pyramidal surface where the feature fills the entire
surface and no background exists.
times to form the periodic pattern. The tiles are occupied by the deterministic features
which make up the structured surface (e.g. the dimple of a dimpled pattern, a polygonal
prism in retro-reflectors or abrasive surfaces). These features may cover all or part of the
pattern unit. When the functionally relevant feature does not occupy the entire tile, the
space between adjacent features can be referred to as the background. The distinction be-
tween feature and background is somewhat arbitrary, since the background surface is still
important to the function. However, this distinction is often adopted when characterising
structured surfaces as it resembles the original surface design specifications.
It is important to note that all structured surfaces will inevitably have a stochastic as
well as deterministic component. The relative size of these components is a major factor
which determines whether a surface is viewed as structured or not. However, there is a
significant cross over, such as for stratified surfaces which have both significant stochastic
and deterministic components (Jiang and Whitehouse 2012). This thesis does not consider
this cross-over and will only consider the deterministic component of surfaces.
2.2 Applications of structured surfaces
In recent years, structured surfaces have grown rapidly in popularity and are now used in
a wide variety of applications. Evans and Bryan 1999, Bruzzone et al. 2008, and Malshe et
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al. 2013 have produced reviews describing the range of applications of structured surfaces.
Some of the main applications are summarised here.
A popular application for structured surfaces is friction reduction in sliding surfaces,
such as bearings, examples of which are shown in figure 2.3. Structured surfaces for this
application have been widely investigated (Etsion et al. 1999; Ryk et al. 2005; Uehara et
al. 2004; Andersson et al. 2007; Fowell et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2003) and results indicate
that significant reduction in friction is possible. These surfaces generally consist of a
repeated pattern of micro-scale pits; which produce lift, increasing separation between
the surfaces and, therefore, reducing friction. A similar category of structured surface are
riblets (Nieuwstadt et al. 1993; Bechert et al. 2000). These are designed for reduction
of fluid drag, for example over aircraft wings and consist of high aspect ratio ridges
perpendicular to the flow direction, which control the formation of the boundary layer.
Figure 2.3: Example structured surfaces for friction reduction: a) Etched squares on a
silicon surface (He et al. 2008), b) Staggered riblet structures (Bechert et al. 2000) c)
Laser textured steel surface (Etsion 2005), d) Textured silicon carbide (Wang et al. 2006).
There are many other applications of structured surfaces, some of which are shown
in figure 2.4. One application is optical effects, and many optical components, such as
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Fresnel lenses or micro-lens arrays (Evans and Bryan 1999) are a form of structured
surface. Similarly, structuring can alter the reflectance properties of surfaces, the most
famous example of which is the moth eye effect (Stavroulakis et al. 2013; Evans and Bryan
1999). Such surfaces consist of high aspect ratio, sub-wavelength pillars that mimic the
surface of a moth’s eye and produce a low reflectance surface.
Similarly, structured surfaces have many biomedical applications, primarily for the
control of cell adhesion and cell growth. Yang et al. (Yang et al. 2009) have shown
that adding narrow grooves can encourage cell growth on a surface. Similarly, Crouch
et al. (Crouch et al. 2009) have shown that varying groove width can control alignment
and elongation of cells growing on the surface. Although, in many cases a combination of
random and structured surfaces are used for biomedical applications (Roach et al. 2010;
Singh et al. 2012).
Another application is super-hydrophobicity (Martines et al. 2005; Bruzzone et al.
2008; Malshe et al. 2013). Super-hydrophobic surfaces can consist of patterns of pillars
or grids which alter the contact angle of any liquid on the surface. Water on the surface
will then have a larger contact angle than on traditional surfaces, will bead-up and easily
roll off the surface. By altering the size and shape of these features, the contact angle can
also be decreased and super-wetting achieved (Extrand et al. 2007). Similarly, Wecken-
mann and Hartmann 2013 have used structured surfaces consisting of repeated grooves
to control ink transfer from anilox rolls.
There are many other applications for structured surfaces including: control of boil-
ing (Bruzzone et al. 2008), producing optical metamaterials (Pendry et al. 2004; Leskova
et al. 2007) and as abrasive surfaces (Evans and Bryan 1999). In all cases the pattern
and shape of features must be controlled to achieve the desired function. Therefore, mea-
surement of the surface is required to validate that the surface has the correct shape.
2.3 Modelling of structured surfaces
On advantage of structured surfaces over stochastic surfaces is that it is often easier
to model the functional effect of deterministic structures. While this is not always the
case easy modelling is advantageous as it allows it allows a wider range of parameters
to be considered than could easily be manufactured. If these models can be validated
using a few measurements it is possible to optimise the surface relatively easily. Many
examples of modelling of structured surfaces exist. Etsion et al. (Etsion and Burstein
1996; Shinkarenko et al. 2009; Etsion 2013) have developed models for the reduction
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Figure 2.4: Example structured surfaces for optical and hydrophobic effects: a) Micro-
lens array (Kong et al. 2010), b) Retro-reflector mold (Brinksmeier et al. 2008), c) A
hydrophobic surface manufactured by photolithography (Greiner et al. 2007), d) A wetted
hydrophilic surface (Extrand et al. 2007).
.
in friction caused by regular micro-pits in a sliding surface. Similarly optical modelling
of structured components is relatively common, Huang et al. (Huang et al. 2007) used
optical modelling to support their measurements of a anti-reflectance surface.
The limitations of modelling should be considered. Numerical models, necessarily,
simplify reality the significance of these simplifications and the accuracy will inevitably
vary from case to case. However, they cannot be discounted and some support from real
measurements is needed to validate the results. I such cases accurate measurement of the
surface is needed to help validate the model.
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2.4 Introduction to surface metrology
Metrology is the science of measurement. For structured surfaces, there are two main
reasons to be interested in measurement. Firstly, the determination of functional relation-
ships, which is generally a relationship between the geometric properties of the surface,
such as feature size and shape and the functional performance of the surface: friction, hy-
drophobicity, etc. In most cases, in order to develop such a relationship, it is necessary to
be able to measure both the geometric properties and functional performance (although
functional performance is not dealt with in this thesis). Once a relationship is determined,
an optimal design can be manufactured. As no manufacturing process can be entirely ac-
curate, the design should have some tolerances within which it can be made and still
perform acceptably. To determine whether manufactured components fall within these
tolerances, measurement is again needed. Without dimensional measurements, perfor-
mance can only be related to manufacturing conditions, which can cause problems if the
manufacturing process changes. Similarly, an unsuitable choice of tolerances, can increase
manufacturing cost, for too tight a tolerance, or reduce performance, for loose tolerances.
Surface metrology focuses on measurements of surfaces and the deviations from their
intended shape (Whitehouse 2010). In particular, the focus is normally on assessment of
surface texture, which excludes the very long wavelength form components (Whitehouse
2010). Due to the micro or nano-scale of individual features and large lateral extent of
features over a structured surfaces, it is natural that the features of a structured surface
are considered part of the surface texture.
2.4.1 Instrumentation for surface metrology
While not the focus of this thesis, some understanding of the instrumentation used in
surface metrology is useful. Full details of how various surface texture instruments work
can be found elsewhere, for example Leach 2011; Stout and Blunt 2000; Whitehouse 2010.
Section 3.2 gives further details on the set-up and operating principles of the instruments
used in this thesis.
Surface metrology instruments can be broadly divided into profile and areal instru-
ments. Profile instruments measure a single row of points, i.e. z(x), while areal instru-
ments measure many rows or an image, z(x, y). For structured surfaces, areal instruments
are of most interest as the shape of most structures depends on both x and y position.
Figure 2.5 shows a possible schema for categorising areal instruments, although other
schema are possible. At the highest level, instruments can be divided into scanning probe
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and optical techniques.
Figure 2.5: Schema to categorise areal surface topography instruments
Scanning probe techniques move a physical probe over the surface to determine its
height. Several varieties of scanning probe instruments exist of which the contacting stylus
is one of the most common (Whitehouse 2010; Whitehouse 1997). This instrument runs a
stylus with a small tip, with a radius of normally 2− 10 µm, over the surface and detects
the change in height to create a profile (Whitehouse 2010; Stout and Blunt 2000; Leach
2014). By taking multiple profiles with a known spacing between them an areal map of the
surface can be created. Stylus instruments are one of the oldest types of surface texture
instrument and can be easily modelled by a ball moving across the surface. However, the
stylus must move relatively slowly across the surface and can cause surface damage if
the load is not carefully controlled. Other types of scanning probe instruments are the
atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) (Mainsah et
al. 2001; Stout and Blunt 2000; Leach 2014). These instruments are designed to measure
very small features. However, their bandwidth is limited and they cannot measure larger
scale structures. Therefore they are of little interest to measure the surfaces used in this
thesis.
Another broad category of instruments is optical instruments. They can be divided
into imaging instruments, which use a CCD or similar to measure the entire field of view
in a similar way to a camera, and point measuring instruments, which only measure a
single point at a time and scan across the surface in a similar way to scanning probe
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instruments.
There are various imaging techniques that can be used, of which interferometric tech-
niques are one of the most common. Interferometry relies on interference between light
travelling down different paths, which creates alternating patterns of constructive and
destructive interference as the different paths move in and out of phase. A classical inter-
ferometer uses monochromatic light, resulting in a sine wave intensity pattern as the path
length varies. Such an approach is of limited use for measuring rough surfaces or large
steps, as many different heights can give the same response. Some method to deal with
this ambiguity is needed. For rough surfaces, the most widely used technique is the co-
herence scanning (white light) interferometer (Groot 2011; Stout and Blunt 2000), which
uses a white light source rather than a monochromatic one. The short coherence length
of the white light means that constructive interference only occurs when the path lengths
are the same. Therefore, by scanning the object vertically, the height of each pixel can
be determined by searching for the interference peak. Interferometry is popular as it can
give very high vertical resolutions. However, the maximum slope that can be measured
is limited by the numerical aperture (NA) of the lens, which for interferometers the NA
is often limited to lower NA than other optical instruments, due to difficulties in manu-
facturing high NA interferometric lenses. Another commonly used imaging technique is
the focus variation microscope (Danzl et al. 2011; Helmli 2011), which uses an optical
microscope to determine surface height. By scanning in z, the height of the surface can
be determined by calculating at which height each pixel is most in focus. This approach
requires enough contrast between pixels to determine the focus, which generally limits the
application to rough surfaces. However, it only needs diffuse reflection and can, therefore,
measure high slopes beyond the NA of the lens.
An alternative approach is point scanning instruments, which only determine the
height at a single point and must be scanned across the surface in a similar way to a
stylus instrument. One commonly used instrument of this type is the laser confocal mi-
croscope (Artigas 2011), which relies on the confocal effect, whereby the laser is reflected
off the surface and focused on a pinhole. When the light focused on the surface it passes
through the pinhole, producing a high signal. However, if the light is not properly focused
on the surface, it will not properly focus on the pinhole and will be blocked producing a
low signal. By scanning in z, the height of the point can be determined by finding the peak
intensity. Laser confocal instruments generally have slightly lower vertical resolution than
equivalent interferometers, as the confocal only has intensity information, giving a wider
peak. However, they can also use higher NA lens allowing for measurements of greater
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slopes. A related approach is the chromatic confocal microscope (Blateyron 2011). If a
white light source is used instead of a laser, a lens with defined chromatic aberration can
be used, so that the different wavelengths of light will have different focal lengths. As the
distance to the surface changes, the pinhole will block all except a specific colour of light,
determined by the height of the surface, which can be measured using a spectrometer.
This method can be very fast as it does not need to scan in z. However, the range that
can be measured is limited by the optical set-up used (Blateyron 2011).
As well as the instruments described here, there are many others which could be used
for surface measurement. In particular, area integrating methods, such as capacitance
measurements and scatterometry (Vorburger et al. 2011; Leach 2014; Whitehouse 2010),
are not considered as they do not provide a direct measurement of surface topography,
but a value that depends on the average topography (and other factors) over an area.
In this thesis, the measurement result is always viewed as a height map consisting of an
array of surface heights at nominally regular spacing. While in reality the spacing between
points may not be entirely regular, either due to variations in pixel spacing across the
CCD, uncertainty in the distance moved by the probe between measurements or some
other effect, it greatly simplifies calculations to view the pixels as a regular grid as the
data can then be treated as a 2D array.
2.4.2 Preprocessing of areal data
Before measured data can be analysed, it must be preprocessed to treat incorrectly mea-
sured points and put the data in a more useful form for analysis. The exact steps involved
in preprocessing will vary depending on the instrument and surface being measured but
the general principles are outlined below.
Treatment of non-measured points
Areal topography measuring instruments often fail to measure the entire surface. Optical
instruments, in particular, may fail to collect enough information to determine the height
of a pixel, for example due to low reflectance or high slopes, in which case the instrument
may mark that pixel as non-measured (Senin and Blunt 2013). Some consistent method is
needed to treat non-measured points so that the data can be used. There are two general
strategies that can be adopted to deal with non-measured points. Either they can be left as
non-measured, in which case algorithms capable of excluding them are needed, or they can
be replaced with a plausible height value, computed from interpolation of neighbouring
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points. The first approach would be preferable from a metrological standpoint, because
it would not introduce additional error in the data. However, adapting data analysis and
processing algorithms so that they can discriminate between measured and non-measured
points (e.g. through masking solutions) is generally not straightforward and performance
may suffer (Senin and Blunt 2013; Senin et al. 2012a). Therefore, correction of non-
measured points is often a simpler solution. There are many standard approaches that
can be used, usually based on interpolation or fitting of the surrounding valid pixels to
determine a best fit value. Notable examples include: median interpolation (Gonzalez and
Woods 2008; Senin et al. 2012b), splines (Seewig 2013) and kriging (Raid et al. 2013).
Treatment of measurement artefacts
As well as non-measured points, areal topography measuring instruments may incorrectly
determine the surface height for some pixels. A typical example is the bat-wing formations
generated by coherence scanning interferometers when encountering a step which is less
than the coherence length of the source (Gao et al. 2008; Harasaki andWyant 2000). These
errors, known as measurement artefacts, often look like false topographic formations
(e.g. peaks) which are characterised by height values that significantly differ from their
immediate surroundings, and can be recognized by outlier-detection techniques.
Unlike non-measured points, measurement artefacts are not easily differentiated from
the rest of the measurement. Therefore, an algorithmic approach is required to identify
measurement artefacts before treating them. For situations where it is possible to iden-
tify measurement artefacts through the detection of outliers, multiple outlier detection
techniques derived from statistics can be applied. The standard approach consists of esti-
mating the probability density function of the measured pixels and then identifying those
pixels whose heights can be classified as outliers with respect to such a distribution. An
example of this approach is Grubbs’ test (Grubbs 1950) which marks the pixel furthest
from the mean as an outlier until the remaining pixels agree with a students t-distribution
with N − 2 degrees of freedom (N is the number of remaining pixels in the image). Many
other similar algorithms exist, for example Le Goic et al. 2013; Ismail et al. 2010; Hodge
and Austin 2004.
One issue with such approaches is that they rely on the underlying assumptions of the
outlier identification techniques. For flat surfaces consisting of uni-modal, approximately
Gaussian local height distributions, identifying outliers is generally simple; the ideal case
being a horizontal rough surface with no significant high-scale formations. On the other
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hand, even the simplest step, or the presence of an underlying non-flat form or long
wavelength components, complicates the situation and makes the detection of outliers
more difficult. Unfortunately, structured surfaces often contain such components. The
typical solution to this problem is to remove form and long wavelength components from
the topography, by subtracting a filtered version of the surface from the original. The
resulting surface will contain only the higher frequencies. The filtered topography can be
obtained in a variety of ways, such as polynomial fitting or by using Gaussian or median
filter (Senin et al. 2012b; Gonzalez and Woods 2008). However, polynomial fitting does
not work well in the presence of steps and other sharp discontinuities. Another recent
approach by Le Goic et al. 2013 is to use discrete modal decomposition, which decomposes
the surface into different modes, in a similar way to the Fourier or wavelet transform.
Once the residual, high frequency surface is obtained, outliers can be searched for. Once
identified, outlier pixels can either be excluded or corrected to more plausible height
values, as for non-measured points.
Filtering
It is often necessary to filter a measured surface to reduce high frequency noise, which is
outside the measurement bandwidth of the instrument being used. For stochastic surfaces
a Gaussian filter is commonly used, which has the advantage of being a linear filter, so
the frequency response is constant. Additionally, the Gaussian filter has a monotonic
frequency response and does not produce ringing effects that many other linear filters,
such as the mean filter do (Seewig 2013; Brinkmann et al. 2001). Figure 2.6 shows an
example of the Gaussian filter and its frequency response. The shape of a Gaussian kernel
can be given by
g(x, y) = 12piσ2 e
−x2+y22σ2 (2.1)
where g(x, y) is the amplitude at point (x, y) from the centre of the filter and σ is the
standard deviation of the filter. The standard deviation of the filter determines its spatial
(xy) extent and, therefore, the strength of the filter. However, in surface metrology, it is
more common to consider the size of a filter in terms of a cut-off wavelength, λc where the
frequency response of the filter drops below 50 %. The frequency response can be thought
of as the amplitude of a sine wave of given frequency or wavelength that is measured after
filtering compared to the input. Alternatively, the frequency response can be assessed in
terms of the Fourier transform of the filter. The Gaussian filter can also be written in
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terms of the cut-off frequency such that (Seewig 2013)
g(x, y) = piln(2)λ2c
e
− pi2
ln(2)λ2c
(x2+y2) (2.2)
In which case σ and λc are closely related with
σ =
√
ln(2)
2
λc
pi
(2.3)
Figure 2.6: a) Kernel of 2D Gaussian filter and b) frequency response for 8 µm cut-off
Gaussian filter
The standard Gaussian filter, as described above, will have issues at the edges of the
measured area. Towards the edge of the image, some points in the filter kernel will lie
outside the measured area. If this is the case, the filter will not return a valid result for
these points. Padding using either a constant value or replicated data is often used to
allow the filtered data to be calculated near the edge of the image. However, this approach
can still skew filtering, producing distorted results. Another, more effective, method of
correcting for edge effects is to modify the filter kernel where it would otherwise cross
the edge of the image, such that the total amplitude of the kernel is maintained (Seewig
2013), see figure 2.7.
For structured surfaces, Gaussian filters may not be ideally suited, as they can dis-
tort the position of edges in the image and can therefore distort the features of the
surface (Bergholm 1987; Zhong and Ma 2010). If the features are large compared to the
size of the smoothing kernel used, then this distortion will be relatively small. However,
as the feature size decreases, the distortion effect will become more and more significant.
Therefore, other, edge preserving, filtering techniques are considered.
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Figure 2.7: Example of Gaussian kernel and modified kernel as it crosses the image bound-
ary given by the edge corrected Gaussian filter.
One edge preserving filter is the morphological filter (Gonzalez and Woods 2008;
Seewig 2013). This filter is based on applying morphological opening and closing operators
to the surface, with spherical or flat structuring element. While it is superior to the
Gaussian filter in terms of preserving significant edges, the conventional algorithms are
computationally intensive, especially for large structuring elements. This issue can make
the filter prohibitively slow to apply, especially for large images. Recent research (Lou
et al. 2013) has investigated novel algorithms to perform morphological filtration which
show promise to achieve much faster computation.
Another possible filter, proposed for use on structured surfaces by Jiang and White-
house 2012, is the anisotropic diffusion filter, which has been used for filtering objects in
image processing applications (Perona and Malik 1990; Gerig et al. 1992; Bovik 2010).
This filter results in efficient smoothing of low-gradient regions while at the same time,
sharp edges are preserved.
Levelling and form removal
Many surfaces have a large scale form that is approximately planar. It is important
to level these surfaces such that the surface is flat and the mean is at zero, as these
assumptions are used in calculation of most parameters. One way to do this for surfaces
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with small tilts is by subtraction of a least squares mean plane. The least squares plane
of the unlevelled surface is calculated, then for each pixel the corresponding value on the
plane is subtracted, such that the least squares plane of the resulting surface is at z = 0.
The disadvantage of this technique is that it will distort the surface, see figure 2.8. A
more robust approach is to calculate the slope of the fitted plane and perform a rotation
on the surface such that the plane is flat. In which case, no distortion in the surface
occurs (Senin and Blunt 2013). However, rotation is far more computationally intensive
than subtraction and will change the pixel spacing, which can cause complications in later
analysis. Therefore, for small angles, where the distortion caused is small, subtraction is
preferred and the distortion is ignored.
Figure 2.8: Example of errors caused by levelling with subtraction vs rotation: a) Simulated
profile, of triangular feature tilted at 20◦. b) Profile levelled by subtraction, feature is
distorted but constant spacing is maintained. c) Profile levelled by rotation, feature is not
distorted but pixel spacing is not constant.
The standard levelling approach described above was developed for use with stochastic
surfaces and assumes that small-scale roughness is the only deviation from the plane.
However, for structured surfaces this is not the case. When levelling structured surfaces,
it is necessary to exclude the surface features from the least-squares fitting, as otherwise
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they can skew the mean plane (Senin and Blunt 2013), as shown in figure 2.9. It is
important to note that the plane should still be subtracted from the entire surface, to
ensure a single reference plane for the entire surface. Fitting a least-squares plane to
the background surface implies that the features have been identified and their position
is known, for example using one of the segmentation methods described in section 2.6.
However, the segmentation techniques often rely on having well levelled images. Therefore,
an iterative approach is recommended whereby the image is segmented, then levelled, then
segmented again until a stable image is reached (Senin et al. 2014). An additional issue
is that selectively fitting to the background is not possible for structured surfaces where
the features contain the entirety of the tiles, such as in figure 2.2(b). Levelling against
the whole surface may still be unsatisfactory if all the surface pixels are used, as partial
tiles are likely to be present at the image borders and these could skew the least-squares
mean plane.
A similar approach could be taken when dealing with a non-planar form. The general
approach is to separate the form from the surface texture when calculating parameters.
Therefore, rather than subtracting a plane from the surface, a higher order polynomial
can be subtracted.
2.4.3 Areal surface texture parameters
Traditionally, the focus of surface metrology has been on the characterisation of unstruc-
tured, or stochastic, surfaces. For stochastic surfaces it is of little use to characterise the
geometrical size and shape of individual features as would be done for larger scale dimen-
sional metrology (Whitehouse 2010). Instead, parameters are defined based on statistical
properties of the topography and these parameters are used to characterise the surface.
For areal data, a standard set of parameters are specified in ISO 25178-2 (ISO 2012).
This standard, which builds on previous standards for profile data (ISO 1997), specifies
a number of parameters in two broad categories: field and feature parameters. Table 2.1
provides a description of some of these parameters.
Field parameters are the most commonly used category of parameter and use all
the data on the surface without distinction between points. ISO 25178-2 breaks field
parameters into four sub-groups: height, spatial, hybrid and functional parameters. For
a full description of field parameters see ISO 25178-2 (ISO 2012) or Blateyron 2013b.
Height parameters consider only the heights of surface points, not their position, and
consist of statistical moments of the surface as well as extreme points. For example, Sq
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Figure 2.9: Effect of excluding features when levelling. a) An example profile containing a
feature measured at a slope. b) Profile levelled using all points. As feature is off-centre it
skews the levelling and resulting surface is not well levelled. c) Profile levelled excluding
the feature from the fit, resulting in a well levelled surface.
is the standard deviation of the surface (the second moment), Ssk is the skewness (third
moment), Sku is the kurtosis (fourth moment) and Sz is the difference between the
maximum and minimum points on the surface. Spatial parameters are concerned with
the autocorrelation function and two are given: the autocorrelation length, Sal, and the
texture aspect ratio, Str. Similarly there are two hybrid parameters defined: Sdq and
Sdr; these are based on the average gradient over the surface. The functional parameters
are based on calculating the material ratio curve of the surface (Blateyron 2013b). A
range of parameters are then defined based on properties of this curve.
Feature parameters are an alternative set of parameters, developed from the idea of
motifs (Dietzsch et al. 1998; Stout and Blunt 2000) used for profile measurements. Rather
than consider the entire surface indiscriminately, the surface is divided into different
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Table 2.1: Descriptions and formula for some surface texture parameters.
Parameter Description Formula and Notes
Sa Arithmetic mean height 1
A
∑
A |z(x, y)|
Sq Root mean square height
√
1
A
∑
A z(x, y)2
Ssk Skewness of the surface 1
Sq3
1
A
∑
A z(x, y)3
Sku Kurtosis of the surface 1
Sq4
1
A
∑
A z(x, y)4
Sp Maximum peak height
Sv Maximum valley depth
Sz Maximum height of the surface Sp+ Sv
Sal Autocorrelation length Horizontal distance of ACF which
has fastest decay to value, s
Smr(c) Material ratio of the surface Percentage of surface below
height, c
Sk Core surface height Calculate using material ratio
curve
Svk Reduced valley depth Calculate using material ratio
curve
Spd Density of peaks Calculate on segmented surface
S10z Ten point height of surface Sum of average of five highest and
lowest points after segmentation
regions or features. Properties of these features can be calculated and feature parameters
are the statistics of these properties. While feature parameters should be considered more
a toolbox than a fixed set of parameters (ISO 2012), some commonly used parameters are
named for example, Spd is the mean peak density and Sp5 is the mean of the five highest
peaks. When calculating feature parameters the biggest concern is how to determine the
features. ISO 25178-2 suggests using morphological segmentation and pruning to segment
the surface. This approach is discussed in more detail in section 2.6.2, or see Blateyron
2013a.
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2.5 Approaches to characterisation of structured sur-
faces
Structured surfaces are formed of micro or nano-scale tiles repeated many times, so that
the resulting pattern covers an area orders of magnitude larger than the scales of the in-
dividual features. Function in structured surfaces is generally exploited by the combined
interaction of numerous tiles (Evans and Bryan 1999; Bruzzone et al. 2008). Therefore,
the final goal of a procedure for characterising a structured surface is the assessment of
properties pertaining to the pattern as a whole, rather than the characterisation of a sin-
gle tile or feature. Conceptually, this is consistent with the approach adopted in surface
metrology for characterising conventional surface texture, where the ultimate goal is the
identification of surface texture parameters, which describe information pertaining to the
whole topography (ISO 2012). However, although the final goal of the characterisation is
the same, the approaches adopted in the literature to obtain such results for structured
surfaces have been varied, sometimes departing significantly from those adopted for more
conventional stochastic surfaces. While a detailed illustration of the main existing ap-
proaches will be provided in the following sections, a preliminary taxonomy is discussed
below and shown in figure 2.10. Regardless of the characterisation method, it is assumed
that surface topography data has been obtained by an areal topography measuring in-
strument and is available as a height map, consisting of a set of pixels arranged into a
regular grid.
Two general categories of characterisation methods can be considered. The first group
of methods views structured surfaces in a similar manner to how stochastic surfaces would
normally be assessed, i.e. field parameters are calculated based on statistical properties
of the entire measured area. These parameters can either be based on the standard areal
surface texture field parameters, described in ISO 25178-2 (ISO 2012), or on other, custom
parameters. These methods consider all measured pixels similarly, with no differentiation
between pixels and, therefore, ignore the tile structure of structured surfaces.
The second group encompasses many different methods, sharing a common trait in
that they introduce differentiation between different regions of the surface. In these meth-
ods, a few key steps are always recognisable: the surface is segmented so that the individ-
ual tiles and features are isolated, and parameters are computed starting from the tiles
and features. Once many individual features have been classified parameters can trivially
be constructed based on the statistics of the individual features.
There are a variety of ways of performing segmentation and feature identification, and
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Figure 2.10: Overview of the classification taxonomy for structured surfaces
there are a variety of ways to encode the results through parameters. One of the most
common methods consists of using morphological segmentation, and then computing the
related ISO feature parameters (ISO 2012). However, many different, non-ISO methods
have been explored to segment the surface into tiles and features, and to compute param-
eters that describe the segmented surface. Some of these methods target the tiles, others
the features within the tiles. In either case, the parameters proposed in the literature
generally try to capture either tile and feature-related properties (i.e. tile and feature
shape and size), or lattice-related properties (i.e. distance between and alignment of the
tiles and features). These two different approaches to characterisation are now discussed
in more detail.
2.5.1 Characterisation without segmentation
This section discusses characterisation methods aimed at structured surfaces, which do
not require the topography to be segmented in order to identify tiles and the function-
ally relevant features located within them. With no segmentation, pixels are all treated
equally, and included in the computation of the parameters. The techniques belonging
to this category can be divided into those adopting ISO parameters for describing the
topography and those that are based on devising custom parameters instead.
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ISO field parameters
Some researchers have attempted to characterise structured surfaces using ISO field pa-
rameters. In particular, Podgornik and Sedlacek 2012 have tried, with some degree of
success, to find a correlation between the kurtosis and skewness of laser textured dimples
and grooves, and their coefficient of friction under boundary and mixed lubrication condi-
tions. They succeeded in showing correlation between skewness, kurtosis parameters and
the friction coefficient. Such research results demonstrate that standard surface texture
parameters may be useful for characterisation of structured surfaces. However, it must
be questioned whether similar relationships between field parameters and function could
be derived for similar unstructured surfaces. Indeed, Podgornik and Sedaleck note that
the relationship they obtained follows the same pattern as that observed for friction in
conventionally machined surfaces. Therefore, while a correlation was found between the
surface texture parameters and friction, no information could be obtained about how
structuring affects the functional performance. This is because many different feature
shapes and layouts may lead to the same height distribution and, therefore, to the same
field parameters.
Accordingly, while ISO field parameters are widely used in analysis of surface texture
for stochastic surfaces, several researchers have questioned their suitability for the analysis
of structured surfaces. Weckenmann and Hartmann 2013 claim that as profile and areal
field parameters assume the surface has a random topography, such parameters are poorly
suited to the analysis of surfaces with micro and nano-scale structures and fail to map
the geometry of the micro-structures successfully onto the functional performance of the
surface. Therefore, many micro-structured components can currently only be verified by
functional tests. Similarly, Blunt and Xiao 2011 argue that conventional surface texture
parameters are designed to determine statistical properties of the entire surface, whereas
for structured surfaces the primary interest is in the deviations from the nominal of the
individual features.
ISO field parameters of a structured surface may, in certain cases, partially succeed
in correlating with functional performance or the size of individual feature. However,
such relationships do not uniquely define the surface and can be affected by many other
factors.
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Custom parameters
Researchers have also attempted to define custom parameters in order to obtain a stronger
relationship between the parameter and functional performance, or even with the actual
geometric properties of the features forming the pattern. Of particular note, Geringer
et al. 2013 propose a method based on a 3D analogy of granulometry. By calculating the
volume of the surface after morphological opening and closing operations with a range
of structuring element sizes, a relationship between volume and structuring element size
can be created. In this relationship, the structuring element size corresponding to the
maximum rate of change of the volume curve was found to be related to the characteristic
lateral size of the dominant features in the pattern. Geringer et al. tested this approach
on a laser textured surface and showed a good correlation between the calculated and
actual lateral feature size.
While Geringer’s method appears promising for the characterisation of the specific
features tested, care must be taken when applying this method to other surfaces. All the
surfaces used by Geringer consist of features that are approximately circular in shape. The
behaviour when other surfaces are considered has not been investigated. In particular, it
appears that if severely elongated features were used, then only the smallest dimension of
the feature would be detected correctly. Additionally, this approach is limited to consid-
ering the lateral size of the feature. While deeper features will give a stronger response,
due to a greater change in volume, there is no way of directly determining feature depth
or other properties which may be of interest.
Another approach, suggested by Zeng et al. 2013, uses the autocorrelation function
(ACF) to find the lattice properties of a structured surface by finding the translation vec-
tors between peaks in the ACF. The translation vectors can be used to define parameters
describing layout properties. Due to the regular nature of structured surfaces, the ACF
should consist of a number of regularly shaped, sharp peaks. By measuring the distance
between such peaks, the average lattice properties of the surface can be calculated.
While the custom parameters discussed above show some promise in characterising
structured surfaces, they have similar drawbacks to using ISO field parameters in that
they have limited direct relationship to the geometry of the features. Therefore, these
parameters are easily affected by factors other than those they aim to characterise. This
limitation makes it difficult to generalise such approaches to different surfaces.
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2.5.2 Characterisation based on segmenting the topography
Many characterisation methods for structured surfaces are based on identifying the fea-
tures and tiles of the surface. This identification implies that the surface is segmented into
different regions. While an overview of the approaches and parameters used are discussed
in this section, detailed consideration of segmentation methods is given in section 2.6.
Once the segmentation has been performed, the final characterisation of the surface is
based on computing parameters that capture the properties pertaining to the isolated
tiles and features and their spatial layout.
ISO morphological segmentation and feature parameters
Morphological segmentation is currently the only segmentation method recommended by
ISO 25178-2 (ISO 2012). In morphological segmentation the topography is segmented into
topologically connected hills or dales (Senin and Blunt 2013; Gonzalez and Woods 2008;
Xiao et al. 2006). After segmentation has been performed, parameters can be computed
that capture the properties of such hills or dales; these are known as ISO feature parame-
ters (ISO 2012). For structured surfaces, the ISO approach to segmenting and computing
parameters may be applicable, as long as a hill or dale segmentation can be appropriately
configured to capture the tiles and the features contained within. This is a non-trivial
problem, as illustrated by Senin et al. 2013. In addition, even when each tile or feature
is appropriately modelled by a subset of the segmentation regions, it is still necessary to
identify those feature parameters that better capture the properties of the tiles and of
their layout. If successful, the combination of ISO morphological segmentation and ISO
feature parameters allows the topography to be described in standardised and repeatable
terms.
Hartmann and Loderer 2013 have used morphological segmentation to identify the
features in dimpled surfaces for friction reduction. Once features are identified their di-
ameters and depths are calculated to produce distributions of diameter and depth for the
entire surface.
Blunt and Xiao 2011 and Blunt and Scott 2012 have considered the characterisation
of laser textured hard disk drives with a tessellating pattern of bumps. The Laplacian
of a Gaussian (LoG) operator is used before ISO morphological segmentation on the
resulting image, to ensure that the segmented regions are representative of the real bumps.
Parameters, such as average diameter and depth of the bumps and average separation
between bumps, are then assessed.
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An alternative strategy, still involving an ISO-compliant segmentation process, con-
sists of applying a segmentation technique not directly to the original topography of the
structured surface, but to an ancillary surface obtained from it. Jiang et al. 2007 and
Jiang and Whitehouse 2012 have applied ISO morphological segmentation to the ACF
of a structured surface. This segmentation leads to a robust identification of the general
shape of the tile and, therefore, lattice parameters, because dale segmentation correctly
identifies the shape of the region comprised within adjacent peaks in the ACF.
While the use of morphological segmentation and ISO feature parameters show some
promise for characterising structured surfaces, other methods are also possible which may
be better suited for some surfaces.
Other segmentation techniques and custom parameters
Many other methods have been used to segment the topography of a structured surface;
they are discussed in detail in section 2.6. Accordingly, researchers have developed various
custom parameters to describe the pattern units and their spatial layouts as obtained
after the segmentation. For example, Kong et al. 2010 used a height-based threshold (see
section 2.6.1) to identify the lenses in a micro-lens array. Various parameters were then
used to characterise the micro-lens array, including the minimum, maximum and standard
deviation of the roundness and lattice deviations in both a spatial and angular sense.
Zhu 2012 and Zhu et al. 2009a have applied an active contour (see section 2.6.3) based
algorithm to the segmentation of a range of surfaces, including etched silicon patterns,
laser textured patterns and computer chip pins, and show that this method can accurately
identify the surface features. However, the calculation of relevant parameters from these
regions is not directly considered.
While custom parameters based on segmentation can be used to identify surface fea-
tures and characterise them, further consideration must be given to how the choice of
segmentation method effects the result as well as the effect of varying the topography.
2.6 Segmentation methods
Segmenting an image divides it into different regions based on some heuristic. Therefore,
segmentation can be used to identify tiles and features on a structured surface and their
boundaries. In the following section, various segmentation methods will be examined and
the application of such methods to feature and tile extraction in the specific case of
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structured surfaces will be discussed.
2.6.1 Thresholding
One of the most straightforward and widely used ways to segment surfaces is to threshold
the surface based on some local property of the pixels. Under this approach, a threshold,
T, is set; all pixels with value less than T are marked as part of a feature and all pixels
greater than T are marked as not belonging to a feature, or vice versa as appropriate
for the surface. Many different local surface properties, such as height, gradient or lo-
cal texture parameters, can be used for thresholding with differing effects, as shown in
figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Effect of thresholding on example profile using different image properties.
The principle is the same for areal data; profiles are shown here for ease of visualisation.
In each case the red line shows the threshold value and feature areas are highlighted: a)
surface height, b) gradient, c) local Sq in 21× 21 moving window.
The height of the pixel is probably the most straightforward and widely used threshold.
Height thresholds provide an intuitive and computationally simple way to segment the
surface. They are most effective when used to detect sharp edges, such as steps, and have
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been used extensively in the field of computer vision (Sahoo et al. 1988; Lee et al. 1990).
Senin et al. 2012b have recently devised a technique for the identification of thin foil laser
targets for ion beam acceleration experiments, which uses a height thresholding operation
to discriminate between the target and background surfaces, as shown in figure 2.12. For
structured surfaces, Kong et al. 2010 have used a height threshold to identify lenses and
separate them from the background in a micro-lens array.
However, there are several issues with height thresholds which limit their applicabil-
ity. Firstly, it is difficult to select an appropriate threshold value. While several tech-
niques exist to aid in selection of an appropriate threshold, including using the image
histogram (Gonzalez and Woods 2008), Otsu’s method (Otsu 1975), k-means cluster-
ing (Macqueen 1967; Xu and Wunsch 2009; Senin et al. 2007) or using a percentage of a
field parameter (Senin and Blunt 2013), these approaches rely on the height distribution
being multi-modal and the feature being contained entirely within a well-defined number
of modes. If this is not the case, the correct threshold is not well defined (Gonzalez and
Woods 2008). Another concern is that height thresholds can produce many spurious fea-
tures, such as those shown in figure 2.13, either due to noise in the measurement or the
roughness of the background surface. While it may be possible to use filtering or other
techniques to remove these falsely identified regions, these approaches are unlikely to be
perfect and must be tuned for a particular surface. A third serious concern when per-
forming a height threshold is the effect of levelling. Height thresholds can perform poorly
when dealing with unlevelled data because slopes can affect how pixels are marked. For
example, if the background is tilted, a threshold that successfully detects the feature is
likely to select a significant part of the background.
It is also possible to threshold on other local surface properties. One option is to use the
value of a surface texture parameter as the threshold. From a metrological point of view,
surface texture is generally considered in terms of the areal surface texture parameters
described in ISO 25178-2 (ISO 2012) and is calculated as a single value for the entire
surface or image. However, if these parameters are calculated in a local region around
each pixel, rather than for the whole image, then a value can be attached to each pixel
and thresholds can be set to segment the surface. Senin et al. 2007 have used this method
and successfully segmented different textured squares and micro-indentations by using
k-means clustering to determine thresholds on the local Sq value.
Depending on how texture parameters are calculated, texture-based thresholds may
be less susceptible to levelling issues than height thresholds. However, there are additional
drawbacks to consider. Texture parameters are calculated on each pixel using information
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Figure 2.12: Height thresholds can be
very effective when the surface contains
step-like features (Senin et al. 2012b).
Figure 2.13: When the surface contains
shallow features with not sharp edges
height thresholding often produces many
false features (Senin and Blunt 2013).
from a given amount of neighbouring pixels. Therefore, sharp transitions in the topogra-
phy, such as a step, will produce different results in terms of the transition of the local
texture parameter. This is because at each position the parameter is computed from
an aggregation of pixels belonging to both sides of the transition, with varying relative
weights as the point moves across the transition itself. The simplest example of this would
be the moving average, which results in a smoothed transition when applied to a sharp
step. Most texture parameters computed locally over a region of neighbours would have
similar behaviour, which must be taken into account.
Additionally, variations of the texture parameter value when computed over boundary
pixels must be considered; at the image boundaries, fewer pixels are available to compute
the local texture parameters, and this may affect the parameter value. Also, choices of
how to obtain the missing points (e.g. symmetric extrapolation, wraparound, constant
value padding) affect the parameter, and thus the segmentation results.
Finally, texture thresholds suffer many of the same issues as height thresholds with
regard to setting appropriate values. Senin et al. 2007 used k-means clustering, with
between two and six clusters to deal with this problem, which was effective for the surfaces
they used.
Another common option is to set the threshold based on the gradient of the surface.
There are a number of ways to calculate the gradient of a surface. The Sobel filter is a
popular method for range images, which convolves the surface with a pair of filter kernels
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to produce gradients in the x and y directions (Gonzalez and Woods 2008). These maps
can then be combined to produce the gradient magnitude, against which the threshold is
applied. Setting such a threshold detects areas of high local slope, which is generally the
feature boundary and, therefore, separates the background and feature regions. Thresh-
olding based on the gradient has similar advantages and disadvantages to texture-based
thresholds, as they are closely related. In particular, the choice of threshold is still an
issue. As before, automated methods can be used. However, one possible advantage of
gradient-based thresholds is that it may be slightly easier to set the threshold manually,
as in many cases the expected gradient of the background is zero (or at least very small).
However, in practice the choice of threshold still has a significant effect on the segmen-
tation boundary. Additionally, the centre of features often have low gradient compared
to the boundaries and therefore may not be marked as features, depending on how the
threshold is set. As for texture based thresholds, filling of enclosed regions can mitigate
this issue.
Threshold based techniques are generally poorly suited to identifying pattern units
(tiles) in structured surfaces. As when considering pattern units, all the units will have
similar properties and cover the entire surface. Depending on the specific surface, it may
be possible to set a threshold such that a region near the boundaries of the texture units
is segmented from the rest of the surface, for example, by setting a threshold on the height
on the pyramidal surface in figure 2.2(b). However, this is still a non-ideal situation as
the resulting boundary region will inevitability not result in a thin region and so high
accuracy in determining the tile boundaries will not be possible.
2.6.2 Morphological segmentation
Morphological segmentation is another segmentation approach, which is based on the
idea of morphological watersheds, proposed by Maxwell 1870. The idea is similar to the
principle of the watershed of a river basin; in that the surface is segmented such that a drop
of water placed at any point within a region flows down to the same point. The boundaries
between regions are then the watershed lines, where a drop can flow in either direction.
Inverting the topography, or equivalently the direction of gravity, leads to morphological
segmentation into hills. Figure 2.14 shows a schema of morphological segmentation for
profile data. This can easily be generalised to areal data. Several different algorithms for
efficient watershed segmentation have been developed (Meyer 1994; Vincent 1993; Bieniek
and Moga 2000). These operate either on the basis of immersion simulations (floodfill
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of morphological segmentation on a profile. Watershed lines exist
at maxima of the profile (ridge lines for when generalised to areal data).
techniques) (Vincent 1993), where the image is flooded from beneath and watershed lines
are defined where two flooded regions meet, or by assessing how each point on the image
flows to a minima (rainfall techniques) (Meyer 1994)
One of the major issues with the watershed transform is that it tends to severely
over-segment the image, as shown in figure 2.15a on a test surface of a laser-textured
micro dimple. This over-segmentation is due to the fact that each local minima in the
image will have its own watershed region. Due to noise in the image and roughness of
the surface, there will be many such regions which are unlikely to have any relevance to
the surface function. Therefore, some method of region merging is required to merge the
insignificant regions together into more significant regions, which ideally correspond to
the structures on the surface. One of the simplest ways to merge regions is to smooth the
image before segmentation using a Gaussian, or some other filter (Gauch 1999; Undeman
and Lindeberg 2003), which will reduce the number of minima in the image and, therefore,
the number of watershed regions. However, such smoothing will also distort the image
and cause the boundaries to move.
Another approach to deal with over-segmentation, often used in conventional image
processing, is marker-based segmentation (Gonzalez and Woods 2008; Gao et al. 2004;
Sun and He 2008). Marker-based segmentation relies on placing markers on the image
which correspond to the significant features. The image is then morphologically deformed
such that minima only exist at these markers. This reduces the number of watershed
regions and helps them to agree with the significant features. However, marker-based
segmentation is not widely used in surface metrology because placement of markers re-
quires significant a priori knowledge about the location of the features, either to place
the markers manually or to control some algorithm to place them, which is not gener-
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.15: Comparison of a laser textured dimple surface, segmented by the watershed
transform. a) With no pruning the feature is severely over-segmented. b) After pruning
with a height threshold of 20 % of Sz and area threshold of 10 % of the image the feature
is segmented but does not match the boundaries well. c) Using the watershed transform
on the gradient map and pruning with 5 % of maximum gradient and 10 % area threshold
the feature matches the observed boundary far more closely.
ally available for stochastic surfaces. However, for structured surfaces marker placement
should be much easier due to their deterministic nature.
A third approach to the over-segmentation problem is region merging techniques, of
which several equivalent methods exist (Wolf 1991; Bleau and Leon 2000; Scott 2004).
These rely on setting thresholds on properties of the watershed regions, often the depth
and area. Watershed regions with values smaller than these parameters are then merged
with neighbouring watersheds until all remaining regions are above the threshold. The
problem with region merging approaches is that the thresholds must be chosen heuristi-
cally, as they will depend on both the desired segmentation and the surface. Therefore,
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there is no guarantee that a threshold which was successful for one surface will also be
successful for another (Senin et al. 2013).
In surface metrology, morphological segmentation is primarily used as the method to
segment a surface before determining feature parameters (ISO 2012; Blateyron 2013a).
For this purpose, region merging techniques are used to deal with over-segmentation. ISO
25178-2 (ISO 2012) recommends using Wolf’s method (Wolf 1991) for region merging,
although it points out that other methods, such as that of Bleau and Leon 2000 are
equivalent. Scott 2004 has shown that Wolf’s method provides a stable segmentation for
determining surface features.
While application of morphological segmentation on height maps has been successful
for many surfaces, morphological segmentation can equally be applied to other surface
maps, for example the gradient map (Senin et al. 2013; Jackway 1996). In many cases
such approaches can be more successful in detecting the significant features. In particular,
morphological segmentation on the height map often produces unsatisfactory results when
there is a large flat surface with a sharp step, as shown in figure 2.15b. In such cases, there
is no sharp ridge and regions are merged such that the boundary lies a significant distance
from the transition. On the other hand, segmentation on the gradient map (figure 2.15c)
is more satisfactory in such situations and places the feature boundary in the centre of
the wall transition, which is a ridge of high gradient.
Other maps can also be used to segment the surface. Blunt and Xiao 2011 and Blunt
and Scott 2012 have applied morphological segmentation to the surface after applying
a LoG filter. This approach will detect the ridges of maximum curvature and has been
successfully used to detect the dimpled structures of a laser textured hard disk drive.
In many ways, morphological segmentation is ideally suited to detecting texture units,
as the segmentation approach can be interpreted as just looking for significant boundaries
and determining regions based on the boundaries. Therefore, it is just a question of
choosing a parameter such that the significant boundaries agree with the boundaries
of the texture unit. This choice will depend on the surface in question. One method,
proposed by Jiang and Whitehouse 2012 and Jiang et al. 2007, is to apply morphological
segmentation to the ACF of the surface. Just as peaks are formed in the ACF due to the
tile structure of the surface, the tile boundaries will lie on the valley lines of the ACF at
minimal correlation. This approach has been shown to successfully identify the tiles for
a range of surfaces.
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2.6.3 Active contours
Another approach to segmentation is active contours (Kass et al. 1988; Caselles et al.
2001; Goldenberg et al. 2001; Chan and Vese 2001). Active contours start by placing a
contour, C, on the surface and defining the contour energy, E(C), based on properties of
the surface. The contour is then evolved through space to try and minimise the energy.
The final (minimum energy) contour then defines the boundary of the segmented object.
Figure 2.16 shows the evolution of the algorithm on a test surface featuring a laser
textured micro-dimple, with initial, intermediate and final contours shown. Clearly the
definition of the contour energy will define where the boundary is placed. There are a
wide range of energy functions that could be used. In image processing, two of the most
common are known as geometric active contours (Caselles et al. 2001) and active contours
without edges (Chan and Vese 2001). The geometric active contour is based on an edge
detection approach such that
E = α
∫ 1
0
|C ′(s)|2ds+ β
∫ 1
0
|C ′′(s)|2ds− λ
∫ 1
0
|∇z(C(s))|ds (2.4)
where C ′(s) and C ′′(s) are the first and second derivatives along the contour, α, β and
λ are coefficients controlling the relative magnitude of each term, although commonly
β = 0 is used, and ∇z(C(s)) is the image gradient at that point. From equation 2.4 it is
clear that, barring effects due to the contour shape, the energy will be minimised when
the gradient around the contour is maximised.
An alternative approach, proposed by Chan and Vese 2001, is active contours without
edges. This method is more similar to thresholding as described in section 2.6.1. Active
contours without edges defines the contour energy as
E =µ.Length(C) + ν.Area(inside(C)) + λ1
∫
inside(C)
|z(x, y)− c1|2dxdy (2.5)
+ λ2
∫
outside(C)
|z(x, y)− c2|2dxdy
where the first two terms serve a similar purpose to the first two terms in equation 2.4
and similarly ν = 0 is generally used. z(x, y) is the surface height at the point (x, y)
and c1 and c2 are the average heights inside and outside the contour respectively. λ1 and
λ2 are constants controlling the position of the segmentation, with λ1 = λ2 = 1 being
the standard choice. This approach minimises the variance between the two groups and
is, therefore, similar to k-means clustering (Macqueen 1967) and Otsu’s method (Otsu
1975), which also try to minimise the inter-region variance.
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Figure 2.16: Evolution of the active contour algorithm showing: a) initial contour, b)
intermediate contour and c) final contour. In this case, the active contours without edges
algorithm was used.
One of the issues with active contours is the choice of initial contour. Ideally, this
contour should be placed close to the optimal contour to ensure swift convergence. If it
is not, then the solution may take a long time to converge, especially when the initial
contour is far from the feature with little in the way of gradient for the contour to move
down. In severe cases, the algorithm may become stuck in a local minima and not converge
to the optimal solution.
Another issue is that if attempting to detect multiple features is that the numerical
can increase significantly making the time for the algorithm to converge unreasonably
long. Additionally, unless separate initial contours are created for each feature then the
algorithm used must also allow for splitting the contour which is not always the case.
In surface metrology, there has been some limited use of active contours for surface
segmentation. In particular Zhu 2012, Zhu et al. 2009a and Zhu et al. 2009b, have used
active contours with the geometric active contour algorithm for segmentation of various
structured surfaces, such as microprocessor chips and etched structures. In these cases,
the authors appear to be able to accurately segment the features, although no quantitative
tests are made.
2.7 Feature identification and determination of geo-
metric attributes
Feature identification involves identifying the relevant geometric features on the surface,
which are then used to calculate parameters. This section considers two methods of feature
identification: via segmentation, using one of the methods in section 2.6, or via template
matching, a technique to identify features without segmenting the surface. Additionally,
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the process of determining relevant geometric attributes from these features is discussed.
2.7.1 Feature identification
The segmentation methods in section 2.6 partition the surface into different regions, but
inherently assign feature and background or similar classifications. Feature identification
aims to make these classifications. This can either be implemented as a subsequent step
to segmentation, in which case the regions produced by segmentation are post-processed
and analysed in order to identify the features and pattern units. Alternatively, template
matching approaches can be used to identify the features and pattern units without
segmenting the surface.
Feature identification based on segmentation
This family of techniques first involves post-processing the regions resulting from segmen-
tation, for example for removing the ones that do not comply to specific size and shape
criteria, or by merging regions into more relevant formations. Common approaches are to
remove regions below a certain size (Senin et al. 2014) or that are an abnormal shape (e.g.
not round) (Hartmann and Loderer 2013). Similarly, some segmentation methods (e.g.
gradient thresholds) may result in regions that do not correspond to the feature being
searched for, just to its boundary. In which case, if the region forming the boundary can
be identified, any region enclosed by this boundary can be merged with it to obtain a
filled region.
Another common issue with segmentation based feature identification is that regions
intersecting the boundary of the image generally need to be excluded, as they may even-
tually result in features that are partially cropped out of the image, thus unusable for
the determination of most geometric attributes. Finally, sometimes regions may need to
be merged with each other before they can represent good candidates for feature iden-
tification. Whether such merging is required is dependent on the algorithm used, but is
most common when using thresholding with multiple thresholds (Senin et al. 2007) or
morphological segmentation (Senin et al. 2013). In some cases, having features consisting
of multiple regions can be advantageous, for example if the combined regions provide a
more accurate description of the feature than could be achieved by segmenting the fea-
ture into a single region. In such situations, these regions should be merged together to
form a single feature. Suitable algorithms to perform such merging are often determined
heuristically. A common approach is to mark the largest single region as the background
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and merge all other adjacent regions together.
The classification of the post-processed regions can often be implied from the seg-
mentation used, for example regions below a height threshold may be features. However,
this is not always possible and some other heuristic may be needed to perform the final
identification step. Typically, this identification is based on compliance to specific size,
placement and form factor attributes, such as a dimple’s circularity and size.
Feature identification based on template matching
Template matching is an alternative feature identification approach that does not rely
on segmentation. Rather than segmenting the surface and using the resulting regions to
identify the feature, template matching starts with a geometric model (template) of the
surface feature and moves this model over the surface to search for a best match with the
local topography, as an indication of successful feature identification. Deviations between
the identified features and the template can then be assessed to determine the feature’s
properties.
Senin et al. 2011 describe template matching as consisting of three steps. Firstly,
feature identification is performed. This step finds candidate regions in the image where
features matching the template can be found. Secondly, feature extraction is performed,
where the template is aligned with the feature in each candidate region and the region
bounded by the template is extracted as a separate geometric entity. Finally, the nominal
(aligned template) and measured (extracted region) geometry are compared to determine
deviations from the model. Each of these steps will now be considered in more detail.
Feature identification is one of the key steps in template matching. Some method must
be used to compare the template and surface to find points where there is a good agree-
ment between the two. This provides the rough location of the features which can then
be accurately matched to the template. Many methods have been developed to perform
this feature identification. Primarily, these methods are based on finding a correlation
between some property of the template and the surface.
Directly performing cross-correlation between the template and surface can be suc-
cessful in some cases but is not ideal as the result is sensitive to the orientation of the
template to the feature on the surface. Therefore, a variety of other properties of the
template have been investigated for locating the features. Senin et al. 2011 use a method
based on the ring projection transform (Lin and Chen 2008). Jiang et al. 2010 have also
developed a similar technique called the structured region signature based on the point
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signature method (Chua and Jarivs 1997). The ring projection approach looks at the
sum of heights around rings of different radii, whereas the structured region signature
approach takes a single radius ring. In either case, locations with a similar signal to the
template indicate a possible match.
Once the features have been identified, coarse registration can be performed. This step
aims to determine the approximate alignment of the feature so that the fine alignment
step can be performed successfully. If the alignment is already known, for example if the
template is rotationally invariant or is already determined by the feature identification
step, then coarse alignment is not necessary. Alternatively, if the template consists of
similar size area to the measured area, rather than just a single feature, then need for
feature identification is lessened as coarse registration should cover all the significant
features.
Various methods of coarse registration exist. The most simple approach to coarse
registration, as used by Senin et al. 2011, is to try a fixed number of orientations and
determine which has the best fit between the template and the model. Yu et al. 2011a have
developed an alternative approach based on matching the salient points of the template
and surface. This approach may be more complex, but is well suited to cases where feature
identification has not been explicitly performed and the location of the features is not
yet well known.
Fine registration is used to create an accurate alignment between the template and
surface. The most widely used algorithm for fine registration is the iterative closest point
(ICP) method (Besl and McKay 1992). This algorithm computes the rigid transformation
of the template which minimises the least squares sum of differences between the tem-
plate and surface. However, being an iterative algorithm it is relatively computationally
expensive and can easily become stuck in local minima. To avoid this issue, good coarse
registration is needed.
Once the surface and template are well aligned, the difference of the two can be taken
to determine form error in the surface model. This error could be assessed in a number
of ways depending on the surface, either using the sum of errors over the surface (Lin
and Chen 2008) or conventional dimensional tolerancing approaches, such as tolerance
zones (ISO 2013).
While template matching is a powerful tool that identifies features on a surface with-
out relying on segmentation, it has some drawbacks. Firstly, template matching relies
on having a template that is representative on the nominal or expected surface, ideally
this would be obtained from a CAD model or similar. However, it is not always possi-
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ble to obtain such a template, especially in cases where the surface is poorly specified.
Additionally, template matching does not directly extract the geometrical properties of
the surface, only their difference from the template. In many cases, this is not a prob-
lem. However, large systematic errors due to misspecification or similar can swamp other
errors, which may be of more interest and make analysis difficult.
The above sections have described two methods of feature identification. Feature iden-
tification based on segmentation follows directly from the segmentation methods discussed
in section 2.6 and is primarily aimed at removing noise and misclassification from the
segmentation and identifying regions as feature or background. Template matching is an
alternative approach, which relies on knowledge of the features on the surface to deter-
mine the regions on the surface which best match. While template matching does not
explicitly segment the surface, a segmentation can often be implied from the identified
features.
2.7.2 Geometric attribute determination
The final step in determining feature parameters is to determine the relevant attributes
of the individual features. The statistics of these attributes, computed from a sample of
features collected while inspecting the measured area, are what constitutes the feature
parameter. There are a vast array of different attributes that could be considered. It is,
therefore, useful to consider attributes of the individual features and attributes of the
pattern separately.
Attributes of the feature refer to properties of the individual features such as their
shape and size. In general, attributes of the features will either fit a shape to the boundary
to determine its size (e.g. fitting a circle to determine feature radius) or will use some or
all of the height data in the feature to determine the attribute (e.g. roughness or depth
of the feature).
Attributes of the pattern, on the other hand, focus on the properties of the lattice
which makes up the structured surface (e.g. the spacing and angle between features). To
determine these attributes, a consistent reference point is needed for each feature or tile
to allow for consistent calculation of the parameters. For circular shaped features, such
as the dimpled surface test case, one common approach, as applied by Kong et al. 2010,
is to fit a circle (or other appropriate shape) to the boundary of the feature and use the
centre of the fitted shape as the centre of the feature. Other similar approaches could be
used based on placing the centre at the centre of mass of the feature.
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Once the relevant attributes have been computed, feature parameters can be calcu-
lated by calculating the relevant statistics of the attribute distribution. Commonly used
statistics are the mean, standard deviation and median. However, a wide range of other
statistics could be used, such as, mean of the five smallest or largest values.
2.8 Assessment of measurement uncertainty
In order for a measurement to be complete, it must have an associated measurement
uncertainty, which describes the range in which the true value of a measured property
is believed to lie. Therefore it is important to be able to estimate the uncertainty in
the measured properties of a structured surface, as the uncertainty can have a significant
impact on tolerances and the significance of any correlations drawn from the measurement
results. For structured surfaces, uncertainty has not previously been widely considered.
Therefore, methods to assess the uncertainty in structured surfaces should be developed
to allow for full characterisation of such surfaces.
The main document guiding the assessment is the Guide to the expression of un-
certainty in measurement (GUM) (JCGM 2008a). An updated version of the GUM is
currently in committee draft (JCGM 2015). This section reviews the principles of mea-
surement uncertainty as they are set out in the current version of the GUM (JCGM
2008a). Cases where there are major differences in the new draft are also noted.
2.8.1 Uncertainty terminology and definitions
There are lots of terminology and definitions associated with determining uncertainty,
many of which are often used incorrectly or inconsistently. The official definitions of many
of these terms are set of in the International vocabulary of metrology (VIM) (JCGM 2012)
as well as their usage in the GUM (JCGM 2008a). This section provides a brief overview
of some of the important terminology and their definitions.
• Accuracy - describes the difference between a measured value and the true value
of that quantity. While related accuracy does not directly describe measurement
uncertainty as it only refers to a single value, whereas the uncertainty the expected
value. Additionally, it is rarely possible to determine the accuracy exactly as there
will almost always be some uncertainty in what the true value is.
• Trueness - describes the difference between the expectation of a measurement and
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the true value. This is the inverse idea to systematic measurement error. Just as for
accuracy it is difficult to determine what the true value actually is.
• Measurement error - is the difference between a measurement and a reference value.
This reference value may be the supposed true value or the result of a previous
measurement or calibration.
• Systematic measurement error/Bias - is the component of measurement error that
remains constant between measurements. Therefore, it does not introduce any un-
certainty into the measurements, but may result in bias in measurements which
may be corrected if appropriate. It is normally defined as equal to the expectation
of the measurement error.
• Random measurement error - is the component of measurement error that varies
between measurements and is what makes up the uncertainty. By convention, it is
normally defined with expectation 0.
• Precision - is the closeness of repeated measurements under the same or similar
conditions. This is normally what is mean by the uncertainty of a measurement
and is usually defined by the standard deviation of a set of measurements, although
other metrics of precision could also be used.
• Measurement repeatability - Is the measurement precision while the measurement
conditions (or strictly a defined set of measurement conditions) are kept constant or
as close to constant as possible. The relevant measurement conditions could include
measurement position or instrument settings such as brightness.
• Measurement reproducibility - Is the measurement precision while a subset of the
measurement conditions are allowed to vary. This may involve repositioning the
sample or adjusting measurement positions and will normally result in a higher
uncertainty than that given by the measurement repeatability and can be considered
more representative of real measurement results.
2.8.2 Sources and types of uncertainty
Measurement uncertainty describes the expected dispersion of a set of measurement re-
sults. There can be many sources of error in an measurement set-up such as, electronic
noise in the detector, temperature fluctuations or repeatability of the positioning system.
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Many of these error sources will be random, giving varying values between measurements
or over time. Such random errors will result in uncertainty, as multiple measurements of
the same thing will result in different values.
Additionally there may be some systematic errors, which cause a constant error be-
tween the measured and ‘true’ value. Such errors will result in a bias in the measurement.
Where possible bias should be corrected, such that the mean of multiple measurements
agrees with the ‘true’ value of the quantity being measured. In reality, the ‘true’ value can
never be known entirely accurately and so there will be some residual bias which remains
unknown. This can be estimated and considered another contribution to the uncertainty.
The GUM (JCGM 2008a) breaks the sources of uncertainty into two categories, which
are not related to the source but to how the uncertainty is determined. Type A uncertain-
ties are those determined by statistical analysis of a series of observations, whereas type
B are determined using a priori knowledge or other means. In practise, these differences
only affect how the initial uncertainty estimate is reached.
2.8.3 Evaluation of uncertainty
A measurement and its uncertainty can be fully described by the probability distribution
function (PDF) of the property being measured. However, in reality this is not a practical
way to describe a measurement and uncertainty is normally described by a confidence
interval, giving a range within which the measurement will fall with a certain probability.
Combined with a description of the shape of the PDF, the confidence interval is sufficient
to describe a measurement.
For type A uncertainties, it is assumed that a set of n repeat measurements are
representative of the underlying distribution. The standard deviation of the measurements
given by
σ =
√√√√ 1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2 (2.6)
where, xi is the ith measurement and µ is the mean of the measured values, gives a basis
to define a confidence interval.
The standard deviation in equation 2.6 can be used directly to estimate uncertainty.
However, such an uncertainty implies that only one actual measurement of the quantity
of interest is made. While in some cases this may be true, the standard approach for a
type A uncertainty is to use the mean of the repeat measurements as the best estimate of
the value being measured. In this case the mean of the results is the parameter of interest
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and the standard deviation of the mean determines the uncertainty given by
u = σ√
n
(2.7)
where the standard deviation of the mean here is defined as the standard uncertainty, u.
Note, the current committee draft for the new version of GUM (JCGM 2015) recommends
using
u =
√
n− 1
n− 3
σ√
n
(2.8)
to determine standard uncertainty. This modification accounts for the lack of knowledge
of the true standard deviation when few measurements are made. However, this difference
is not significant for this thesis.
For type B uncertainties, u is determined via prior knowledge or other, non-statistical
means, such as the value from a measurement certificate.
2.8.4 Uncertainty distributions
As well as the value of u, it is also important to know the shape of the PDF. While,
in theory, an arbitrary PDF could be used to describe the uncertainty distribution, for
most practical cases the PDF is approximated by a well defined function to simplify the
analysis. Several standard functions are used which have useful properties and provide
a good approximation for most processes. Here, some of these useful distributions are
considered in more detail: the Gaussian, uniform, triangular, curvilinear trapezoid and
Student’s t-distributions.
Gaussian distribution
The Gaussian (also known as normal) distribution is probably the most commonly used
distribution and is a good model for variations occurring in many processes. Due to the
Central Limit Theory, a combination of multiple different distributions will tend towards a
Gaussian distribution (Hughes and Hase 2010). This means that many complex processes
will result in roughly Gaussian distributions. The PDF of a Gaussian is defined as
P (x) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 (2.9)
the shape of this distribution as a function of σ is shown in figure 2.17(a).
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Figure 2.17: Plots of PDFs of different uncertainty distributions. a) Gaussian and t-
distribution with a range of degrees of freedom, v. b) Rectangular distribution. c) Trian-
gular distribution. d) Curvilinear Trapezoid
Student’s t-distribution
The Student’s t-distribution can be viewed as a modified Gaussian distribution which
is more applicable for small sample sizes. The shape of the distribution, as shown in
figure 2.17(a), is controlled by the degrees of freedom, v. For independent, repeated
measurements the degrees of freedom are determined by the number of measurements,
such that for n measurements
v = n− 1 (2.10)
As can be seen from figure 2.17(a), the difference between the t-distribution and the
normal distribution is greater for small v, whereas for large v the solutions converge.
Indeed, the normal distribution is just the limit as v →∞.
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Uniform distribution
Another often used distribution is the uniform (or rectangular) distribution. A uniform
distribution has an equal chance of returning any value within a certain range and is
described by the PDF
P (x) = 12a µ− a < x < µ+ a
P (x) = 0 otherwise (2.11)
where 2a is the width of the distribution. The standard deviation of this distribution is
then
σU =
a√
3
= 2a√
12
(2.12)
An example of a rectangular distribution is shown in figure 2.17(b). Generally, a uniform
distribution is a good model for situations where maximum and minimum values of
distribution are known, but there is no extra knowledge about what values are most
likely (or all values are considered equally likely).
Triangular distribution
The triangular distribution is similar to the uniform distribution, but triangular in shape
rather than rectangular. Therefore, it has a PDF of
P (x) =
∣∣∣∣x− aa2
∣∣∣∣ µ− a < x < µ+ a
P (x) = 0 otherwise (2.13)
where again the width is 2a. This gives the standard deviation as
σTri =
a√
6
(2.14)
An example of a triangular distribution is shown in figure 2.17(c). Such a distribution is
often used in situations where the bounds are known and it is expected that values close
to the mean are more likely than values far from the mean.
Curvilinear trapezoid distribution
In some cases a uniform distribution may be desirable, but the appropriate limits are
uncertain. In such situations a curvilinear trapezoid can be used to account for this
uncertainty JCGM 2008b. The curvilinear trapezoid centred on zero, CTrap(−a, a, d) has
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nominal bounds on the rectangular distribution of ±a and uncertainty in these bounds
of ±d, resulting in a PDF of
P (x) = 14d ln
(
a+ d
−x
)
−a− d < x < −a+ d
P (x) = 14d ln
(
a+ d
a− d
)
−a+ d < x < a− d
P (x) = 14d ln
(
a+ d
x
)
a− d < x < a+ d
P (x) = 0 Otherwise (2.15)
The standard deviation of this distribution is then
σCTrap =
√
4a2
12 +
d2
9 (2.16)
An example of a curvilinear distribution is shown in figure 2.17(d).
2.8.5 Propagation of uncertainty
As mentioned in section 2.8.2, there are many sources of uncertainty that can contribute
to the final measurement. Often it is more practical to determine the uncertainty of each
of these sources separately than to try and measure the entire uncertainty of a measure-
ment directly. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to understand how these individual
uncertainties affect the final result and how to propagate them into the combined uncer-
tainty of the entire measurement.
In general, there exists an equation y = f(x1, x2, ...xn), to combine the n individual
inputs into the measurement result, y. For example, to determine the combined length of
two rods the equation would be
LT = L1 + L2 (2.17)
where L1 and L2 are the lengths of the rods and LT is the combined length. The standard
approach is then to use a first order approximation to the Taylor expansion to calculate
the combined standard uncertainty of the measurements given by the law of propagation
of uncertainty
u2c =
N∑
i=1
(
∂f
∂xi
)2
u2i (2.18)
where uc is the combined uncertainty, xi is the ith input and ui is its associated un-
certainty. Equation 2.18 assumes that the inputs are all uncorrelated. If this is not the
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case, the equation must be modified as discussed in section 2.8.7. A full derivation of
equation 2.18 can be found in the GUM (JCGM 2008a).
The law of propagation of uncertainty, given in equation 2.18, relies on several sig-
nificant assumptions. Firstly, that higher order terms in the Taylor expansion terms are
negligible. For all cases in this thesis, higher order terms will not be a major concern.
However, if they are, extra terms can be added to the law of propagation of uncertainty
to account for them (JCGM 2008a). Additionally, it is assumed that the Central Limit
Theorem can be applied and the combined distribution is approximately Gaussian. While
this assumption tends to be valid if the number of inputs is large, care should be taken
when the number of inputs is relatively low. In general, the validity of the Central Limit
Theorem will not only depend on the number of inputs, but also their distributions, so
no universal limit can be made. Thirdly, it is required that f is well known and every-
where differentiable. For many cases in surface metrology, f may not be differentiable or
may not be easy to evaluate. In such cases, further approximations may be made. The
derivative ∂f
∂xi
may be replaced with a more general sensitivity coefficient ci which can be
determined experimentally or by theory. Alternatively, a numerical approximation of the
gradient may be made such that
∂f
∂xi
ui ' 12[f(x1, ...xi + ui, ...xn)− f(x1, ...xi − ui, ...xn)] (2.19)
This approximation assumes that the underlying function is approximately linear in the
region considered, which is not always the case.
When the second and third assumptions above do not hold, one option is to determine
the uncertainty numerically using Monte Carlo techniques. This approach can be an
effective way to determine uncertainty even when f cannot be defined algebraically or
the resulting distribution is not Gaussian, and is discussed in more detail in section 2.8.8.
2.8.6 Expanded uncertainty
While knowledge of the combined uncertainty and the uncertainty distribution of a system
is sufficient to fully describe the uncertainty, in many cases it is desirable to give a
uncertainty value which better describes the probability of finding the true value in a
given range. This description is given by the expanded uncertainty, which is determined by
multiplying the combined uncertainty by a coverage factor, k. This expanded uncertainty
is what is generally quoted when the uncertainty is stated, in the form
Y = y ± kuc (2.20)
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The value of the coverage factor defines the number of standard deviations the con-
fidence interval covers. However, how this value relates to a percentage coverage of the
PDF will also depend on the shape of the PDF. Often k is chosen such that it corre-
sponds with the 95 % confidence level, but other percentages can be used if appropriate.
95 % confidence corresponds to a value of k = 1.96 for a Gaussian distribution (this is
often approximated by k = 2). However, for a uniform distribution the same confidence
level corresponds to a value of k = 1.68. This difference highlights the importance of
considering the shape of the distribution when calculating the expanded uncertainty.
2.8.7 Correlation
The law of propagation of uncertainty in equation 2.18 considers that the variables are
independent of each other. In many situations this is a reasonable assumption. However,
for some cases there may be significant correlation between variables which should be
accounted for. In the general case, correlation between variables can be considered by
determining the correlation coefficient between all pairs of variables. The correlation
coefficient between two variables, r(xi, xj) is given by
r(xi, xj) =
E ((xi − µ(xi))(xj − µ(xj)))
σiσj
(2.21)
which should lie in the range ±1. Once the correlation coefficient is known, then the
combined uncertainty of the measurement is given by (see JCGM 2008a)
u2c =
N∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
2
u2i + 2
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
∂f
∂xi
∂f
∂xj
uiujr(xi, xj) (2.22)
This equation can also be written in matrix form, which for many situations may be more
convenient, as
u2c = cΣcT (2.23)
where Σ is the co-variance matrix, with Σij = E ((xi − µ(xi))(xj − µ(xj))), and c is a
row vector of the sensitivity coefficients, ∂f
∂xi
.
2.8.8 Monte Carlo methods
Equation 2.18, relies on several assumptions. Mainly that the combined uncertainty has a
Gaussian distribution due to the Central Limit Theorem and that the function propagat-
ing the uncertainty is everywhere differentiable. These assumptions are not always met.
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In some situations analytical solutions may be possible, for example when combining two
rectangular distributions (Dietrich 1991), but analytical solutions become increasingly
complicated as the problem difficulty increases. For cases where the analytical solution
does not exist or is too difficult to solve, Monte Carlo methods (JCGM 2008b; Schwenke
et al. 2000; Lemieux 2009) provide an alternative approach based on statistical sampling.
Monte Carlo methods are a class of technique that rely on random sampling to es-
timate the output. The basic principle is that given a function y = f(x1, x2, ...xn), the
distribution of y can be estimated by repeatedly sampling the function using random
values of xi, sampled according to the PDF of each xi. Each set of random numbers will
provide a single estimate of y. After many repeats, these estimates of y will build up to
provide an estimate of the PDF of y. This PDF can either be used directly to estimate
uncertainty or used to estimate a model of the distribution. Figure 2.18 shows an overview
of this approach.
The advantage of the Monte Carlo method is that it is not dependant on the shape of
the underlying or final distributions and does not require differentiation of f . However, due
to the statistical nature of Monte Carlo methods, a large number of samples are needed
to get an accurate result. Generally, there is no simple relationship between number of
samples and accuracy of the result. Indeed, due to the random nature of Monte Carlo
methods no finite number of samples can be guaranteed to give a desired accuracy (JCGM
2008b). Generally, several thousand samples at least are required, with the main limiting
factor generally being computation time. An alternative approach, to ensure results are
within a given tolerance would be to use an adaptive method (JCGM 2008b), which
increases the number of samples used until the results converge sufficiently. Therefore,
the main disadvantage of the Monte Carlo approach is that due to the large number
of samples required it is relatively computationally intensive, at least compared to the
approach in equation 2.18.
2.8.9 Application of measurement uncertainty to structured sur-
faces
Previous work in the field has only considered ways to characterise structured surfaces
and their geometric properties, no detailed consideration has previously been given to how
to determine the associated uncertainties in such measurements. Therefore, assessment
of uncertainty is an important area of work, worthy of further research. Due to the lack
of previous work in the same area it may be of interest to consider related areas and how
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Figure 2.18: Overview of Monte Carlo algorithm. A single estimate of y can be made by
sampling from the underlying distributions. By sampling many times, many estimates of
y are made and the distribution of y can be estimated.
they assess uncertainty.
The obvious area to look for related work on uncertainty estimation is in computer
vision and image processing where many of the segmentation and analysis techniques
used for structured surfaces originated. A limited amount of research has considered the
uncertainty due to segmentation processes. De Santo et al. 2004 have propagated im-
age measurement uncertainty through the calculation of the Gaussian and gradient of
the image and applied these uncertainties to the calculation of lengths and areas of seg-
mented images. Similarly, De Santo et al. 2000 and Anchini et al. 2007 have calculated
analytical uncertainties in various edge detection operators. These approaches consider
the uncertainty of each pixel in the field of view and propagate them through to the final
measurement uncertainty. Several simplified models must be used to avoid issues caused
by non differentiable functions and relatively large correlation matrices are required to ac-
count for relationships between nearby pixels. Despite these limitations these approaches
seem to be successful in determining an uncertainty in the geometric properties of in-
terest. However, only relatively simple operators are considered and it is not clear how
easily such an approach would generalise to more complex segmentation methods.
Another area to investigate is how uncertainties are determined for surface metrology
of stochastic surfaces. Assessment of uncertainty in field parameters is difficult and rarely
performed as many influence factors of the instrument can effect uncertainty (Leach 2011;
Harris et al. 2010). However, uncertainty can be assessed using the instrument’s metrolog-
ical characteristics (Haitjema 1998; Haitjema 2013). The metrological characteristics of a
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surface texture measuring instrument convert the many influence factors that can effect
an instrument’s uncertainty, such as scan speed, illumination intensity, stage repeatabil-
ity, etc. into a set of characteristics that describe the geometrical errors caused by these
influence factors and can be directly measured. The metrological characteristics and how
to measure them are described in Giusca et al. 2012a; Giusca et al. 2012b; Giusca and
Leach 2013.
Metrological characteristics appear to be a natural way to describe the uncertainty
created by the instrument as they describe observed errors in an easily measurable way.
However, care is required when propagating the metrological characteristics into uncer-
tainty of structured surfaces as there is no simple relationship between the two. This
suggests that Monte Carlo simulation will be needed, at least initially to avoid making
false assumptions.
Finally, the simplest way to estimate the uncertainty may be via repeated measure-
ment of a feature, i.e. direct type A uncertainty evaluation. However, the difficulty in such
a situation is to consider the full range of conditions observed in a real measurement, while
not requiring an excessive number of measurements.
2.9 Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the current state of the art and main factors to
consider when measuring and characterising structured surfaces. The main points are:
1. A wide range of instruments capable of measuring structured surfaces exist and
the most suitable instrument will depend on the surface being measured and the
desired resolution.
2. Field parameters are well developed from characterisation of conventional surface
texture. However, field parameters also have many limitations for characterising
structured surfaces and generally do not account for the deterministic tile layout
and shape, typical of structured surfaces. Therefore, they may be insensitive to
changes in topography, which change the functional performance of the surface. For
this reason, field parameters are often poorly suited to characterising structured
surfaces. However, in situations where functional relationships with field parameters
can be established or only verification is required, field parameters may be suitable
due to their relative simplicity and widespread understanding.
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3. Segmentation-based methods show greater promise for characterisation of struc-
tured surfaces as they allow for characterisation of the geometric properties of fea-
tures, which are closely related to how such surfaces are designed. Such parameters
allow for easier direct comparison with the specification and are more likely to corre-
late with functional performance. For these reasons, this thesis will primarily focus
on the use of segmentation techniques. However, such techniques are complicated
with a large number of control parameters to optimise. Therefore, chapter 4 will
investigate how various segmentation methods respond to changes in their control
parameters and the differences between segmentation algorithms.
4. The principles behind several types of segmentation algorithm: thresholding, mor-
phological segmentation and active contours, that have previously been used for the
analysis of structured surfaces, were considered in detail and pros and cons of each
method was discussed. These methods are the main methods used throughout the
rest of this thesis.
5. Template matching approaches are an alternative approach to characterising sur-
faces, which rely on having a relevant template of the features from a CAD model
or similar and determine errors in this model rather than directly characterising
the surface. For the surfaces used in this thesis a suitable template was not eas-
ily available and the main interest was in characterising the geometric properties.
Therefore, template matching approaches are not considered further.
6. Estimation of uncertainty in structured surfaces is an area where little research has
been done and further work is of interest. Therefore, the fundamental principles
of uncertainty estimation where reviewed. These ideas will form the mathematical
basis to allow for the assessment of uncertainty in the geometrical properties of
structured surfaces in this thesis.
7. Several possible approaches to assess uncertainty in structured surfaces were identi-
fied. The most simple way being a reproducibility analysis using repeated measure-
ments. However, suitable experiments must be designed and performed to account
for the wide range of factors that can vary between measurements. An alterna-
tive approach would be to calculate uncertainties analytically based on knowledge
of the uncertainties introduced by the measurement instrument. Such approaches
have previously been used in image processing (De Santo et al. 2004; De Santo et al.
2000; Anchini et al. 2007), but are currently limited to easily analysable functions
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with well understood measurement noise, which would limit their usefulness for
surface measurement. A third approach would be to use the instrument’s metro-
logical characteristics to determine the uncertainty in a similar way as for areal
field parameters (Haitjema 2013; Haitjema 1998). However, new techniques would
need to be developed to propagate the metrological characteristics into the relevant
geometric properties and their uncertainties.
8. Based on this assessment of the literature, the remainder of this thesis will fo-
cus on segmentation based techniques to characterise structured surfaces. These
approaches show the greatest promise to produce characterisations that are func-
tionally relevant. In particular, the thesis will investigate the difference between
the different segmentation methods and how changing various control parameters
affects the results as it is important to understand how these factors affect the
characterisation. Additionally, uncertainty for structured surfaces is still a relatively
unexplored topic and the thesis will also investigate methods to assess uncertainty
in structured surfaces.
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Chapter 3
Measurement and characterisation
set-up
This chapter presents the various samples, instruments and analytic techniques that are
used in the rest of the thesis. Where appropriate, consideration will also be given to
advantages and disadvantages of particular measurement equipment and other important
factors.
3.1 Samples used for measurements
The samples used in this thesis are silicon nitride disks, with a repeating pattern of
features manufactured by laser texturing. The features, known as dimples, are nominally
cylindrical pits with a specified diameter and depth. Figure 3.1 shows one of these disks
with dimples at a range of scales. For this thesis disks with dimples of nominal diameter
50, 150 and 300 µm were used. The dimples had 10 µm nominal depth and 20 % nominal
surface area density.
The disks where designed to demonstrate friction reduction in sliding contacts. Under
hydrodynamic lubrication the shape of the dimples causes additional lift to be generated
between the two surfaces reducing friction (Etsion et al. 1999; Wang 2014). Tests on
these disks have been carried out by the materials group at NPL and Southampton
NCATS. However, their results were inconclusive, and resulted in higher friction under the
experimental conditions used. However, further research into the functional performance
of the disks is ongoing and it is believed that friction can be reduced under suitable
experimental conditions.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of dimple features at different scales: a) 3D heightmap of a single
dimple. b) Microscope image of an area of the disk, approximate field of view 5 mm×4 mm.
c) Image of the entire disk.
3.2 Measurement instruments used
This section considers the instruments used for measurements in this thesis. For the
measurement of structured surfaces, of the size used in this thesis, 3D optical microscopes
are ideally suited due to their relatively fast measurement speed, compared to stylus
based methods, and suitable measurement range, with the field of view varying from
one to several features , depending on the precise set-up used. Two different instruments
are used here: laser scanning confocal microscopy and focus variation microscopy. Both
these approaches are well suited to measuring the relatively high slopes often found in
structured surfaces. This section discusses the operating principles of these instruments
in more detail. An overview of the general principles of a range of instruments has been
presented in section 2.4.1.
3.2.1 Laser scanning confocal microscope
One of the main types of instruments used for in this thesis is laser scanning confocal
microscopy, which relies on the confocal (or pinhole) effect to determine the height of the
surface, as shown in figure 3.2. A monochromatic laser is focused on a point in space.
The laser light reflected from the surface travels to the detector which has a pinhole just
in front of it. The system is aligned such that if the light is reflected from the focal point
it will be in focus at the pinhole and detector and a high intensity will be recorded. If
the surface does not lie on the focal point then the reflected light will not be in focus on
the pinhole. In this case, most of the light will be blocked by the pinhole and only a very
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low intensity will be recorded. By scanning the system in the z direction the height of
the surface can be determined by finding the maximum intensity. It is important to note
that the laser focuses on a point on the surface and must scan in the xy plane to measure
the entire surface. Various methods are possible to achieve such a scan, either using a
spinning Nipkow disk which has holes in a specific pattern to focus light on different parts
of the surface, using a series of deformable or movable mirrors to adjust the focus or by
physically moving the sample, although the last approach is rarely used in commercial
instruments due to its slowness (Artigas 2011).
Laser scanning confocal microscopes are capable of reasonably high measurement
speed, and good lateral and vertical resolutions, on the order of 1 µm and 10 nm re-
spectively. Additionally, they generally use higher numerical aperture (NA) lenses than
comparable interferometric instruments, which allows for measurement of higher slopes
than would be possible using a comparable white light interferometer. This is an impor-
tant property for the measurement of structured surfaces, which often contain significant
slopes that are important to measure.
The particular instrument used is an Olympus Lext OLS4000 (Olympus LEXT OLS4000 ).
Primarily the 20× lens was used. The 20× has NA 0.60, vertical resolution 10 nm and a
0.64 × 0.64 mm field of view. 50× and 100× lenses were also available but the 300 µm
diameter disks do not fit in the field of view for these lenses.
3.2.2 Focus variation microscope
The other main type of instrument used is the focus variation microscope. The set-up is
essentially a simple optical microscope consisting of a white light source and detector, as
shown in figure 3.3. The system scans in the z direction and calculates the sharpness of
each pixel at each step. Sharpness can be calculated using a region around each pixel.
Many definitions of image sharpness are possible and it is unknown what algorithm is
actually used in the instrument. One possible definition, which will serve to illustrate the
principles, is that sharpness can be defined as the standard deviation in the window
F (x, y, z) =
√√√√ 1
Nwin
∑
win
(I(x, y, z)− µwin,z)2 (3.1)
where F (x, y, z) is the sharpness at that height and position, Nwin is size of the window,
I(x, y, z) is the intensity at that height and position and µwin,z is the average intensity
over the window at that height. Considering the sharpness of a single pixel will result in
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Figure 3.2: The principles of a scanning confocal microscope. a) When the distance be-
tween surface and objective lens is correct the laser is focused on the surface. Reflected
light then passes through the pinhole and a strong signal is detected. b) If the height of the
surface changes The light is not focussed on the surface and most of the reflection will be
blocked by the pinhole. In this case only a weak or no signal is detected. By scanning in z
the surface height is determined by finding the peak in the signal. The microscope scans
the xy plane to measure different points on the surface.
a curve of sharpness against height. The height of each pixel is determined by finding the
height at which the pixel is in focus and has maximum local sharpness (Helmli 2011).
As the focus variation microscope uses a white light source and conventional imaging
system it does not rely on specular reflection to determine the surface in the same way
as the laser confocal microscope or white light interferometers do. This allows the fo-
cus variation microscope to measure steep slopes with relatively low NA lenses by using
diffuse reflections from the surface. The low NA of the lenses also allows for a larger
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Figure 3.3: The principles of a focus variation microscope. Light is reflected from the
surface before being collected by the detector, much like a standard microscope. As the
surface is scanned an area around each pixel is used to determine the sharpness. The
height of a pixel is determined by finding the maximum sharpness.
stand-off distance than other instruments capable of measuring such slopes. The disad-
vantage of this set-up is that it is not possible to measure very smooth surfaces where the
sharpness has no clear peak. Additionally, to determine the sharpness, a moving window
operation must be performed on each image. This window limits the lateral resolution of
the instrument, which is generally several times what is achievable by other equivalent
techniques.
The focus variation instrument used in this work is an Alicona Infinite Focus G4 (Al-
icona Infinite Focus). As for the laser confocal, primarily the 20× lens was used, which
has NA 0.40, vertical resolution 50 nm and a 0.715 × 0.544 mm field of view. Higher
magnification lenses were available, but again the 300 µm diameter disks do not fit in the
field of view for these lenses.
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3.3 Characterisation techniques and algorithms used
for analysis
Four different segmentation techniques: height thresholding, gradient thresholding, mor-
phological segmentation and active contours are used for a variety of purposes throughout
this thesis. The general principles of these segmentation techniques have already been de-
scribed in chapter 2 and are not repeated here. This section provides an overview of the
algorithms used along with some important specific points. Unless otherwise noted, the
algorithms were programmed using Matlab.
3.3.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing consists of two main steps: levelling and filtering. Levelling was performed
by subtraction of a least squares plane. The approach used allows exclusion of points,
determined by a binary mask when fitting the plane. This approach makes it possible to
exclude the feature, which would otherwise skew the results, from the fitting. However,
knowledge of the feature position is required to exclude it. Therefore, the segmentation
algorithm is generally run multiple times. First on unlevelled data, or data levelled with
all points, to provide an initial segmentation. This segmentation provides the mask for
subsequent levelling. In general, it was found that two or three levelling steps were suf-
ficient to produce a well levelled surface. However, care must be taken to ensure that
the initial segmentation produces a sensible result, otherwise the levelling will fail. The
necessary steps depend on the measured data and segmentation method. If the measured
data is reasonably level, then it may be possible to perform levelling without any addi-
tional preprocessing. However, for the height threshold in particular, it is also necessary
to ensure that the mean height is near zero, as any change will effectively modify the
threshold used. Therefore, the mean height is subtracted from the surface to ensure that
the mean is zero.
Filtering was performed using a Gaussian filter with edge effects corrected (Seewig
2005; Seewig 2013). Although, in most cases the filter size is small enough that the edge
correction is insignificant, as long as the feature is reasonably central. The filter size can
either be specified in terms of a standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel or a cut-off
where the frequency response drops to 50 %. It is straightforward to convert between
these two descriptions, as described in section 2.4.2. Unless otherwise noted, a filter of
σ = 4 pixels was used. This corresponds to a cut-off of 9.3 µm using the focus variation
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microscope and 13.3 µm using the confocal microscope.
3.3.2 Height thresholding
The height threshold is the most straightforward of the segmentation algorithms used.
It produces a binary mask where points with heights below the threshold value are 1
and points above are 0. As noted previously this, and all other segmentation algorithms,
should be run at least twice to ensure that the surface is properly levelled. For the height
threshold, it was necessary to subtract the mean height before the initial levelling, as
the instruments used recorded the minimum height as zero, whereas the segmentation
algorithm assumes that the mean height is zero. Therefore, the segmentation would likely
fail if the mean height was not subtracted.
3.3.3 Gradient thresholding
To apply the gradient threshold, the gradient map is first calculated using the Sobel
gradient. The Sobel gradient is widely used in image processing (Gonzalez and Woods
2008) and uses two 3× 3 kernels, shown in figure 3.4 to calculate the x and y gradients.
These can then be combined to calculate the gradient magnitude. The gradient is reported
as a ratio of height/spacing and is therefore unitless provided the lateral and vertical units
are the same (e.g. µm/µm).
The gradient thresholding algorithm then works similarly to height thresholding, ex-
cept on the gradient map. In this case points above the threshold where marked as features
(1) and points below as background (0). The post-processing steps are particularly im-
portant for gradient thresholding as the base of the feature is often flat and is likely to
be misidentified.
3.3.4 Morphological segmentation
To perform morphological segmentation, MountainsMap software (Mountains Map 7 )
was used. This software provides a fast and stable merging implementation, which is
difficult to implement and achieve practical running speeds for in Matlab. MoutainsMap
allows merging based on both height and area of regions, by setting thresholds were
watershed regions with height or area below the threshold are merged, and can easily
perform watersheds on the gradient. Information about the exact merging algorithm
used is not available. However, given the option to use both height and area thresholds,
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Figure 3.4: 3 × 3 Sobel filters. a) x gradient. b) y gradient. Gradient magnitude can be
calculated from combination of x and y gradients.
and the stability of the method, it is assumed a version of Barre and Lopez’s (Barre and
Lopez 2000) algorithm is used. The diameter of the segmented regions can be determined
directly from the software. Alternatively, maps of the segmentation can be exported and
analysed further in Matlab.
The software reports the thresholds used as both absolute values and as percentages.
Absolute values are preferred in this thesis, particularly for height/gradient thresholds
where the result is reported as a percentage of Sz, which is known to be sensitive to
noise. Additionally, when segmenting based on the gradient map the height (gradient)
threshold is still reported in micrometres. This is obviously incorrect for a gradient and
in this thesis the value is reported as a unitless gradient, although the exact definition of
the gradient in this case is unknown.
3.3.5 Active contour
The active contours without edges algorithm (Chan and Vese 2001) was used and was
implemented using Matlab’s built in algorithm. The active contour approach requires an
initial contour to be set and a simple square 300 pixels from the image edge was used.
This is not the optimal solution and faster convergence could be achieved using a more
advanced technique to choose the initial boundary. The algorithm was allowed to run for
a maximum of 5000 iterations for initial levelling, which should help ensure convergence.
The number of iterations is particularly important for higher smoothing factors which
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where found to need longer to converge. After the initial levelling, the segmentation from
the initial run could be used to define a contour to re-initialise the algorithm for the final
segmentation. This approach provides a more accurate initial contour and so only 2000
iterations were needed for subsequent runs.
3.3.6 Post-processing
The post-processing step aims to correct any misidentified regions and produce a final
segmentation map that accurately represents the feature measured. Two steps are used in
the post-processing. First, background regions, which are surrounded by feature regions,
are filled in and marked as features. This step deals with parts of the feature which were
not correctly marked and is particularly important for the thresholding methods, where
some regions of the base of the feature are often misidentified.
Additionally, small feature regions are removed and marked as background. This step
accounts for the effect of background roughness or other effects that can cause background
points to be misidentified. In cases where partial features are present on the boundary,
removal of small regions should also remove partial features, either due to their small size
or as an additional constraint. The size of region that should be removed is somewhat
dependant on the feature size. For most situations, regions below 5000 pixels were re-
moved. In practise, it was helpful to perform filling before removing small regions as filling
the main feature helped ensure that it was large enough to not be removed. However,
small regions were not removed when levelling, only for the final segmentation. As noted
above, removing small regions also removes partial features on the boundary. These can
significantly skew the levelling and so should be excluded.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of the combined segmentation and post-processing stages
for gradient thresholding. The process is similar for other methods.
3.3.7 Determination of geometric properties
Three geometric properties are considered in this thesis, but there are a wide range
of others that may be of interest. Figure 3.6 shows these three properties and gives a
graphical indication of how they are calculated. Due to the nominally circular shape of
the dimples investigated, it is natural to fit a circle to the feature boundary. In particular,
the NPL LSGE toolbox was used to perform this circle fitting (NPL LSGE library). From
this fitted circle the radius, or equivalently diameter, is defined.
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Figure 3.5: Overview of the height thresholding process showing: a) Gradient map of a
dimple. b) Initial segmentation after gradient thresholding. c) Final segmentation after
removal of small feature regions and filling of enclosed background regions. d) Circle fitted
to feature boundary imposed on original topography.
Dimple depth is considered using an areal step-height analogy. The depth is defined
as the mean height, assuming the background is levelled to zero, of a circle concentric
with the circle fitted to the boundary, but with half the radius. Using a circle of half the
radius ensures that the feature walls are excluded from the depth calculation. Various
other methods of calculating feature depth, such as using the bearing area curve (ISO
2012), could also be used but were not directly considered here.
Thirdly, the out of roundness is defined as the sum of the maximum positive and
negative radial deviations from the fitted circle. The radial deviations of the boundary
pixels can be calculated given the circle centre and radius. The difference between the
maximum positive and negative values give the out of roundness. Again other definitions
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Figure 3.6: Example of geometrical properties of a dimple. Red contour shows extracted
feature boundary (height threshold −0.5 µm). Blue circle is the least squares circle of
the boundary. Black contour is the half the diameter and used to calculate depth. Out of
roundness (OOR) is calculated as the sum of the maximum radial deviations from the
fitted circle.
of out of roundness could be considered, for example based on maximum inscribed and
minimum circumscribed circles. However, given that the radius has been defined in terms
of a least squares circle, this definition seems the most natural.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has considered the samples, measurement and analysis techniques which
will be used. The main points were as follows:
1. The samples used are laser textured silicon nitride disks consisting of a regular
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pattern of pits or dimples, with various different nominal diameters and depths on
different disks.
2. Laser confocal and focus variation microscopes are used to measure individual dim-
ples on the surfaces.
3. Characterisation of the geometric properties of the measured dimples, diameter,
depth and out of roundness, is performed using four different segmentation methods:
height thresholding, gradient thresholding, morphological segmentation and active
contours.
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Chapter 4
Factors affecting geometric
characterisation of structured
surfaces
The segmentation methods presented in chapters 2 and 3 are well understood from var-
ious fields, such as image processing and computer vision. However, their application to
structured surfaces has not been investigated in detail and care is needed to fully under-
stand the physical meaning of the results. In particular, it is important to understand
how a feature is defined, as this will have a significant impact on the usefulness of various
segmentation methods.
Therefore, this chapter considers the definition of a feature in more detail, before
comparing the various segmentation methods and investigating how they respond to
changes in their control parameters and the size of filter used.
4.1 Definition of a feature
Before considering the effect of segmentation, it is important to define what segmentation
is trying to achieve. Segmentation aims to identify the position, size and shape of the
feature. One way to determine whether this is achieved would be to compare the boundary
of the segmented feature with the true feature boundary, with any differences indicating
an error. In practise, such a comparison is not possible without first considering how the
feature is defined.
Holistically, a feature can be defined as a region of the surface with similar values of
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some property; this property will generally be height but other local properties could be
used. Alternatively, a feature can be defined by its boundary, where the boundary defines
some transition in a property of the surface. These definitions can be viewed as equivalent;
if there is no transition at the boundary, then regions outside the feature are still similar
to regions inside. The problem then becomes one of how to define the transition at the
boundary or equivalently how to define what constitutes a region of similar pixels.
One approach, common in computer vision and image processing, is to place the
boundary along the ridge with maximum gradient. This approach would be consistent
with that used in morphological segmentation and some active contour algorithms, as
well as traditional edge detection algorithms from image processing, such as Canny’s
algorithm Canny 1986. Alternatively, regions of similar pixels could be defined, for exam-
ple, by thresholding methods or the active contours without edges algorithm Chan and
Vese 2001. However, in practise, these definitions do not always agree. In particular, dif-
ferences often occur at diffuse (non-sharp) boundaries. Such boundaries consist of edges
with a significant spatial extent. Depending on how the feature boundary is defined, the
boundary can lie at a different position within this diffuse edge.
It is, therefore, important to consider how changing segmentation method and pa-
rameters affects the segmentation. If different segmentation choices are equally valid, it
could be interpreted as an uncertainty in the geometrical properties of the feature due to
uncertainty in the correct specification of the segmentation. However, this viewpoint is
not used in this thesis, as there is no easy way to determine if a particular segmentation
is valid. Instead, the choice of segmentation method and parameters is viewed as defining
the feature, such that changing the method is assessing a ‘different’ feature. In this case,
it is still important to consider the effect of changing the method, as a suitable choice of
method should provide the most relevant results.
4.2 Effect of changing control parameters
The effect of changing the control parameters of the segmentation algorithm was inves-
tigated using an example dimple of nominal diameter 300 µm and depth 10 µm. Four
segmentation methods were investigated: height thresholding, gradient thresholding, mor-
phological segmentation and active contours. For each method, a range of segmentation
parameters were investigated. A circle was fitted to the segmentation boundary and the
radius and depth of the feature were determined, as detailed in section 3.3. The following
sections present these results for the four different methods used.
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4.2.1 Height thresholding
Height thresholding was used to segment the surface using a height threshold ranging
between −8 and 2 µm. This range was used as initial investigations found that outside
this range the segmentation was unsuccessful. Figure 4.1 shows the segmentation bound-
aries produced by height thresholding at some example threshold values and how they
relate to the visible boundaries of the actual dimple. At mid-ranged threshold values,
the segmentation boundaries lie somewhere on the sloped walls of the dimple; at very
low thresholds they travel into the base of the feature and the dimple boundary is lost.
Similarly, at high threshold values, the segmentation boundary begins to expand towards
the regions surrounding the dimple.
Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the radius, computed using the circle fitted to the feature
boundary as described in chapter 3, against threshold used. The regions, where segmen-
tation degenerates and the dimple radius is lost, are clearly visible on both the left and
right-hand sides of the plot. In the middle region, where segmentation is successful, the
dimple radius changes gradually with threshold due to the slope of the dimple walls.
Any of these intermediate threshold values could provide a valid dimple boundary, which
indicates the possibility of customising the segmentation via the threshold value in order
to fulfil specific, application dependent characterisation requirements. For the test case, a
radius change of about 20 µm is observed in the region corresponding to valid threshold
values. It should be noted that the sensitivity of the algorithm is strongly dependent on
the geometry (e.g. slope) of the dimple walls, and different topographies may not give
the exact same sensitivity to the threshold value.
Interestingly, in figure 4.2 there is also an unstable region at low threshold, before
the segmentation degenerates completely. This instability is caused by the boundary the
boundary entering the base of the dimple (see the red contour in figure 4.1), where
the roughness of the feature base causes the feature boundary to become significantly
deformed and unstable. The measured radius can, therefore, increase as well as decrease
due to incisions into the centre of the dimple that tend to have a longer length and so
have a greater weight when fitting. At lower thresholds, these incisions are then removed
as some of the surrounding regions are removed from the feature, conversely resulting
in a larger fitted radius. However, it should be noted that the trend is still towards a
decreasing radius at lower threshold.
One way of evaluating the quality of the result is to use the standard deviation of
the residual to the fitted circle. Figure 4.4 shows the standard deviation of the residual
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Figure 4.1: Boundaries produced by height thresholding using different threshold values.
xy axis in micrometers µm.
as the height threshold changes. There is a significant increase in the standard deviation
in the region where the segmentation fails. On the other hand, there is relatively little
change in standard deviation where the algorithm is performing properly. It should be
noted that this result does not give any indication of the accuracy of the segmentation,
just how close to a circle it is. However, sharp changes in the standard deviation still give
a useful indication that a significant change has occurred, which may not be immediately
noticeable in the measured radius.
The effect of choosing the threshold value algorithmically via k-means clustering
(k = 2) of image heights is shown by the dashed lines in figure 4.2 and by the black
contour in 4.1. The threshold value determined by k-means clustering (k = 2) is influ-
enced by the relative number of data points (pixels) being assigned to the two clusters.
This may not necessarily correspond to any functionally relevant height in the dimple
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topography. To keep the advantages of using an algorithmic approach for determining the
threshold while reducing this effect, a k-means clustering with k > 2 (see e.g. Senin et al.
2014) could be chosen, as long as a sufficiently robust procedure can be set up under
post-processing to merge the excess clusters into a meaningful binary partitioning that
correctly discriminates feature and background. However, this choice is not considered
and the question of how many clusters to used is not trivial.
Figure 4.3 shows the measured depth of the feature against threshold used. The data
follows a similar pattern to that of the radius measurements. This similarity is unsurpris-
ing due to the way the depth is defined; the area over which the depth is calculated is
dependent on the radius. For the test case, there is less change in depth across the range
of suitable threshold values than for the radius measurement. This is because the region
at the dimple bottom used to compute the depth is at roughly uniform height and so a
small change in the area considered will have minimal effect on the measured depth.
4.2.2 Gradient thresholding
Gradient thresholding was performed using thresholds over a range of gradients between
0.02 and 2. Figure 4.5 shows how the segmentation boundary evolves in gradient thresh-
olding. Both low and high thresholds lead to failure in the segmentation. Thresholds that
are too low will lead to many irrelevant topography regions being picked up as high-
sloped, even if located in reasonably flat areas outside the dimple. Whereas, Thresholds
that are too high will cause the algorithm to miss most of the relevant slopes. Post-
processing can mitigate these effects to some extent, but the range of useful threshold
values for computing dimple radius is still limited. This behaviour is demonstrated by
the change in dimple radius as a function of threshold value, as illustrated in figure 4.6.
As for height thresholding (figure 4.2), the plot in figure 4.6 suggests that, in the
range of valid threshold values, gradient thresholding may be adjusted to produce range
of radii that depends on which points are considered part of the feature. Algorithmic de-
termination of optimal thresholds may also be attempted, following the same conceptual
lines suggested for height thresholding. Again k-means clustering (of gradient values, with
k = 2) is applicable, as shown by the dashed lines in figure 4.6 and the red boundary at
0.72 threshold in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.8 shows the standard deviation of the residual as the threshold changes.
Most noticeably, there is a large increase in the standard deviation at threshold 1.3.
This point corresponds with a small decrease in measured radius. Further examination
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Figure 4.2: Dimple radius as a function of height threshold. Dotted line shows the values
that would be achieved by k-means clustering with k = 2.
Figure 4.3: Measured depths as a function of height threshold.
Figure 4.4: Standard deviation of residual as a function of threshold.
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Figure 4.5: Boundaries produced by gradient thresholding using different threshold values.
xy axis in µm.
shows that these changes are caused by the increased threshold producing a gap in the
detected boundary, resulting in a horseshoe shaped contour shown by the black contour in
figure 4.5, for threshold 1.4. This demonstrates that a significant change in the detected
boundary, which is easily noticeable in the standard deviation of the residual, can have a
relatively small effect on the diameter, which could easily be missed. Additionally, there is
a significant increase in standard deviation at about threshold 0.6. While this value does
not correspond to any jump in diameter or significant change of measured boundary, it
can be seen from figure 4.5 that boundaries below this value, such as the blue contour, are
much smoother than those with higher thresholds, such as the red contour. This effect
is likely because, as the threshold increases, more and more regions with low gradient
are removed from the feature. It is not clear why there is a jump at threshold 0.6. One
possibility is that on this dimple a particularly large region is removed at this threshold.
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The large incision at the top right of the red contour in figure 4.5 is a good candidate for
this effect.
Figure 4.7 shows the dependence of the depth on threshold value. This plot follows
the same pattern as for height thresholding, with the depth giving a near constant value
over the range where the threshold is generating a valid segmentation result. A larger
step in depth values corresponds again to where the maximum of circle fitting residuals
is located.
4.2.3 Morphological segmentation
Due to how morphological segmentation, and in particular watershed merging, are de-
fined, changing the threshold parameters can only cause watershed lines, i.e. region bound-
aries, to be added or removed, not distorted. Therefore, provided that the segmentation
performs correctly, it will not change with threshold. Morphological segmentation on the
image gradient with an area threshold on minimum watershed size of 5 % was found
to effectively segment the surface. Additionally, a gradient threshold on the watershed
boundary could be used, with any threshold between 0 and 1.8 having no effect on the
result. For larger gradient thresholds, no feature was detected. Similarly, a range of area
thresholds could achieve the same effect. It was found that above 11 % area threshold
no segmentation could be achieved. Also, for area thresholds below 2.5 % the feature
was not fully identified and consisted of multiple regions. In some cases, additional post-
processing could be used to merge these regions and alternatively, a combination of area
and gradient thresholds was sometimes effective.
Once the feature was successfully identified, it was measured as having a radius of
124.3 µm and a depth of 7.19 µm.
4.2.4 Active contours
The active contour without edges algorithm was used to segment the surface with smooth-
ing coefficients, µ in equation 2.5, ranging between 0 and 30. Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the
dimple radius as a function of the contour smoothing factor. The radius decreases slightly
with increasing smoothing factor within the range of definition of the control parameter;
this decrease is to be expected because high smoothing factors induce the formation of
shorter contours, which will be fitted to circles with smaller radii. It is suspected that the
observed variations in the radius are due to protruding and intruding deviations in the
contour being smoothed out. Protruding deviations will be preferentially removed by the
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Figure 4.6: Measured radius as a function of gradient threshold. The dotted line indicates
the values given by k-means clustering with k = 2.
Figure 4.7: Measured depth as a function of gradient threshold.
Figure 4.8: Standard deviation of residual as a function of threshold.
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algorithm, as they tend to increase contour length more than intrusions, resulting in the
general trend of decreasing radius.
It was found that the number of iterations required for convergence increased with
smoothing factor. Therefore, the maximum smoothing factor was chosen in order to keep
the number of iterations required for convergence within feasible limits. Within the chosen
range of the smoothing factor, only valid binary segmentations are generated.
Figure 4.10 shows dimple depth as a function of smoothing factor using active con-
tours. As can be seen, depth is essentially constant. This is expected given the very small
change in measured radius, which implies a small change in the fitted circle.
Figure 4.11 shows the standard deviation of the residual against smoothing factor.
The general trend is that the residual decreases as smoothing factor increases, which is as
expected as deviations are smoothed out by the higher smoothing factor. There is a large
spike at µ = 22, which may be an indication that the algorithm has failed to converge at
this point. However, this effect is not noticed at higher values and appears to have had
minimal influence on radius and depth.
In the future, it may be of interest to investigate how changing the initial contour
affects the final segmentation and the time for the algorithm to converge. However, for the
current tests, the same initial contour was used for all runs, consisting of a square towards
the edge of the image. This contour was chosen as initial tests found that, the initial
contour position had no effect on the final segmentation and only effected convergence
time, which is not a primary concern for this analysis.
4.3 Comparison between segmentation methods
Comparison between the different segmentation methods is not straightforward. For ex-
ample, it is not possible to make a direct comparison between dimple radii or depths
obtained with each segmentation algorithm, at any given value of the control parame-
ter, because the control parameters themselves are not directly comparable between the
different segmentation methods. However, an overall assessment of the algorithms’ be-
haviour can be obtained by considering the distributions of the radius and depth values
generated by each segmentation algorithm over the range of control parameters used.
Box plots of the dimple radii for each segmentation method are shown in figure 4.12;
depths are shown in figure 4.13. Each plot provides an indication of range and quartile
distributions. Wider distributions are an indication of higher sensitivity of the algorithm
to the main control parameter. High or low sensitivity is not necessarily an advantage
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Figure 4.9: Measured radius as a function of smoothing factor.
Figure 4.10: Measured depth as a function of smoothing factor.
Figure 4.11: Standard deviation of residual as a function of smoothing factor.
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or disadvantage. On one hand, higher sensitivity gives greater ability to adjust the seg-
mentation method to provide a relevant result. However, increased sensitivity also makes
choosing an appropriate set-up more challenging.
Figure 4.12: Box plot showing the range of achievable radius measurements for each
method. The dotted line shows the nominal radius of the dimple.
For the dimple radius, height and gradient thresholding show the highest sensitivity,
while morphological segmentation and active contours have lower sensitivity, indicated
by the more constant outputs. These results may suggest that morphological segmenta-
tion and active contours are easier to set-up. However, height and gradient thresholding,
while possibly being more difficult to adjust and optimise, provide greater flexibility and
thus greater control over the physical diameter measured. For the test case, both active
contours and morphological segmentation locate the feature boundary near the centre of
the dimple side surfaces; this boundary corresponds, approximately, with standard def-
initions of an edge in image processing. However, many mathematical models that are
currently applied to model friction reduction on structured surfaces Etsion et al. 1999;
Etsion 2013 consider the dimple radius as the top of the dimple, where it meets the
background surface. Indeed, height and gradient thresholding could be set-up to provide
a corresponding radius, by choosing an appropriate control parameter value. Obtaining
equivalent behaviour with active contours or morphological segmentation would be more
difficult.
For the depth, the results follow a similar pattern to the radius measurements, al-
though the depths are generally more similar than the radius measurements. This equiv-
alence is to be expected given that depth computation is less sensitive to variation in the
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Figure 4.13: Box plot showing range of achievable depth measurements for each method.
These heights are all significantly lower than the nominal depth of 10 µm
control parameters, as shown in section 4.2.
4.4 Effect of filtering
Beyond the control parameters of the segmentation method, other choices in the feature
identification algorithm can have an effect on the final geometric properties of the feature.
One of the most obvious choices is the choice of filter. As mentioned in section 2.4.2,
filtering the surface is necessary to remove noise and high spatial frequency components
that cannot be measured accurately by the measurement instrument. However, Gaussian
filters which are commonly used are known to distort the position of edges and so their
effect on feature size should be considered.
In order to estimate the effect of filtering on the surface, the analysis of section 4.2
was run again using a range of different cut-offs for the Gaussian filter. The resulting
diameters from this analysis are shown in figures 4.14 to 4.17.
For the height threshold, there is little change to the maximum and minimum us-
able thresholds. However, there is some change in measured diameter with filter size. It
is interesting to note that this change is not consistent with changing threshold height.
The maximum change in diameter across the filters investigated here is about 4 µm.
Although, in most cases it is approximately 1 µm. Additionally, there is not always a
linear relationship between filter size and diameter; sometimes a smaller filter can result
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Figure 4.14: Effect of height threshold and filter cut-off on measured diameter
Figure 4.15: Effect of gradient threshold and filter cut-off on measured diameter
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Figure 4.16: Effect of active contour smoothing coefficient and filter cut-off on measured
diameter. Some points where the algorithm failed to converge have been removed.
Figure 4.17: Effect of filter cut-off on measured diameter using morphological segmenta-
tion.
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in a larger measured diameter. These effects are believed to be due to the interaction of
local topography with the filter. Near the top of the feature where the gradient begins
to decrease, there will be higher curvature and the filter will have a greater effect. Ad-
ditionally, the lower slope near the top of the feature mean that small changes in height
will result in greater changes in diameter. Similarly, changing filter size can move local
undulations in or out of the filter and so can cause the surface to be distorted in many
different ways.
For the gradient threshold, the change in diameter with gradient is more severe, ap-
proximately 20 µm. Additionally, the range of gradients where a successful segmentation
can be achieved changes significantly. For small filters, local undulations cause high gra-
dients and the segmentation can fail at low thresholds, as a significant amount of the
background is detected as feature. These high local gradients are smoothed out as fil-
ter size increases and a lower threshold can be used to get a successful segmentation.
However, at high thresholds the segmentation may fail earlier as the high gradients are
smoothed out.
For the active contour method, there is little change in measured diameter with filter
cut-off, with a change of less than 1 µm as the filter size changes. From the results using
the height threshold, it is known that the surface topography must change more than this
amount. Therefore, it can be concluded that the height of the threshold position using
the active contour changes with filter size. What is interesting is not so much that this
effect occurs, but that it occurs in such a way as to keep the diameter approximately
constant.
The effect of filtering on morphological segmentation is shown in figure 4.17. As with
the other methods, the filter changes the position of the ridge of maximum gradient.
Therefore, the position of the watershed lines and measured diameter changes with fil-
ter size, varying in a range of approximately 1 µm. As before, changing the threshold
values for the merging algorithm does not effect the boundary position, provided that
the segmentation is effective. However, the range of values that will achieve a successful
segmentation will change with filter size.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has considered the effects of changes in the algorithm control parameters
and filter size on the geometric properties of a structured surface. Based on this analysis
it can be concluded that:
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1. The choice of segmentation method strongly effects the geometric properties, both
in terms of absolute value and the effect of changes in the algorithm control parame-
ters. These results were more or less as expected in that morphological segmentation
and active contour methods are insensitive to changes in the control parameters,
resulting in no and very small changes in the feature boundary respectively. Thresh-
olding methods, on the other hand, are far more sensitive as they gradually add
or subtract from the feature as the threshold changes, whereas the other methods
place the boundary at more or less fixed positions.
However, these results are somewhat dependant on the feature being investigated.
Square or triangular features are likely to be more affected by the smoothing factor
in the active contour method than circular features, which have no sharp corners.
Similarly, the sensitivity of the thresholding methods is closely related to the slope
of the respective map. Features with more vertical walls will be less influenced by
the value of the threshold used.
2. It was also shown that, for the thresholding methods particularly, the algorithms can
produce a poor or incorrect segmentation while still providing an answer. If using
these approaches on other surfaces, care should be taken to ensure that thresholds
where poor segmentation occurs are avoided. The values where this is the case
will depend strongly on the particular surface being investigated, but can often be
detected by an increase in the standard deviation of the residual, even when the
feature radius does not change significantly.
3. The filter size used was also shown to have a significant effect on the geometric prop-
erties. The effect of filter size was highly dependent on the segmentation algorithm
used, with a range of approximately 20 µm over the filter sizes investigated using
the gradient threshold method compared to approximately 2 µm for the height
thresholding and morphological segmentation, and even less for active contours.
Additionally, there was no linear or other simple relationship between filter size
and diameter. While initially a strong trend had been expected, it appears that
that local topography variations are very significant in determining the effect of
filtering.
4. It is important to note that there are many other factors, such as pre-processing
steps, levelling and circle fitting algorithms, that will also effect the final geometric
properties of a feature. The effect of all these factors will vary from surface to surface
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and cannot easily be accounted for without significant effort. A simpler alternative
is to keep the analysis method as consistent as possible and note that changing the
method will lead to a change in the results.
5. In general, the difficulty in choosing suitable control parameters or even the general
algorithm when measuring a structured surface could be considered to contribute
to the uncertainty in the resulting geometric properties. However, such an approach
has not been considered here, and the uncertainty is only defined with respect to a
particular characterisation algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Assessment of uncertainty of
geometric properties of structured
surfaces by repeated measurement
It is important to assess the uncertainty associated with any measurement of structured
surfaces, as without an associated uncertainty the practical use of a measurement is
limited. The assessment of uncertainty for structured surfaces is a challenging problem
as the identification of structured surfaces often involves many non-linear operations
which are not easily considered using the standard GUM (JCGM 2008a) approach. One
possibility to avoid these issues is to estimate reproducibility of the geometric properties
being characterised directly, by repeated measurement of the surface. Such reproducibility
studies are often used in industry and are relatively easy to perform, but no research using
the measurement reproducibility for structured surfaces has been published and care is
needed to ensure all sources of reproducibility are assessed.
Measurement reproducibility can be estimated by the standard deviation of repeated
measurements under slightly varying measurement conditions, where all conditions not
varied are kept the same (JCGM 2012). For these measurements the main factor that is
varied is the position of the feature in the field of view, which simulates making measure-
ments where the position of the feature is not carefully controlled. This is as opposed to
assessing the measurement repeatability, which is defined as the uncertainty in repeated
measurements where all measurement conditions are maintained (JCGM 2012). While as-
sessing repeatability only may appear to give a lower uncertainty, it does not account for
the uncertainty in positioning that is inevitable in any real measurement and, therefore,
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may underestimate the uncertainty.
This chapter applies such an approach to structured surfaces, estimating reproducibil-
ity in the geometric characteristics of a feature based on repeated measurements. Fur-
thermore, the presence, or lack, of any position dependence on the geometric properties
is considered, the effect of varying threshold values on the uncertainty is investigated, as
well as the effect of varying segmentation method and measurement instrument.
5.1 Assessment methodology
In many cases, the main contributor to measurement uncertainty is the measurement re-
producibility. Providing that tests are carefully planned, measurement reproducibility can
account for the main uncertainty contributions in measurements of structured surfaces,
by calculating the geometric properties of surface features as they are moved around the
field of view.
As a test case, three disks with differing nominal diameters (50, 150, 300 µm) but the
same nominal depth and area density (10 µm and 20 %) are used. On each disk, three
dimples are selected and measured repeatedly using the focus variation microscope. Each
dimple was measured on a 5× 5 grid of positions with ten repeat measurements at each
location. Grid spacing was chosen for each disk, as shown in figure 5.1, to ensure that
the dimple travelled across the entire field of view while remaining entirely within it. To
ensure any effect from the reproducibility of the positioning system is accounted for, the
microscope moves between each measurement, completing one 5× 5 grid before starting
the next repeat.
The geometric properties of the features are then assessed as described in chapter 3.
For this test, pre-processing consists of filtering with a 1.6 µm standard deviation Gaus-
sian filter and levelling against the background only. Segmentation was initially performed
by gradient threshold using a threshold on the gradient magnitude of 0.3. Enclosed re-
gions were then filled and small regions removed to produce a final segmentation. For the
smaller dimples, multiple dimples where present in the same field of view. The dimple of
interest was determined by calculating the expected shift from the centre and taking the
dimple nearest that point.
Once the feature was segmented, the diameter and out of roundness was calculated.
Other parameters could also be considered using the same approach but only these two
are used in this analysis. Once calculated, the diameter was compared to the nominal
value to create a diameter error, which allows for easier comparison between disks.
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Figure 5.1: Grid of dimple centre positions for different nominal diameters in the field of
view, in µm. Axes cover the entire 715 µm× 544 µm field of view of the instrument.
Reproducibility is assessed in terms of standard deviation associated with each param-
eter. Additionally, it may be useful to consider whether there is any position dependence
across the field of view. Position dependence can be useful to assess whether there are
any systematic distortions in the measurement across the field of view, and can be as-
sessed by measuring the mean for each grid position. These means can be used to create
a correction map for each dimple. If there is a similar pattern across the three dimples
measured on each disk, then an average can be taken to create a distortion map for that
disk.
Additionally, it is important to consider how the measurement reproducibility of a
single dimple compares with the reproducibility of the manufacturing process. Additional
measurements were made to assess the reproducibility in the manufacturing. A random
selection of 100 dimples were chosen on each disk and measured once using the same set-
up and analysis procedure as above. This sample was then used to estimate the average
parameters over the disk and their reproducibility. This manufacturing reproducibility
can be compared to the results on a single dimple to determine the significance of the
measurement reproducibility. If the measurement reproducibility is small compared to
the manufacturing reproducibility, then type A uncertainties are likely to dominate the
uncertainty in mean values of the features and measurement of the manufacturing quality
not be strongly affected by the measurement reproducibility.
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5.2 Assessment of measurement reproducibility
The results of the reproducibility tests on a single dimple are summarised in table 5.1
and figure 5.2. One point to note is that the results for out of roundness tend to have
greater standard deviation than for diameter. This increased variability is to be expected,
as the out of roundness is sensitive to extreme values. Therefore, small changes in the
detected boundary could have a significant effect on the out of roundness, whereas the
same changes would be insignificant when calculating the diameter through circle fitting.
Table 5.1: Summary of results of reproducibility tests showing diameter error and out of
roundness (OoR)
Diameter/µm 50 150 300
Dimple no 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Mean dia. error/µm -5.62 -2.08 -4.83 6.29 4.24 6.59 2.45 6.70 -0.16
Std. dia. error/µm 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.083 0.090 0.082
Mean OoR/µm 6.97 8.92 7.67 18.70 11.40 13.51 14.52 10.32 8.49
Std. OoR/µm 0.25 0.25 0.44 0.68 0.23 0.39 0.53 1.23 0.25
In terms of uncertainty, the mean values are of little relevance. However, the stan-
dard deviation provides an estimate of the standard uncertainty (k = 1) due to the
reproducibility of the measurement. There are small differences among the standard un-
certainties of each set of three dimples, due to variations in local topography and the finite
number of measurements made. However, a single uncertainty estimate for each nomi-
nal diameter is highly desirable as otherwise uncertainty would have to be estimated for
each individual dimple on the surface, which would be impractical. Therefore, a conser-
vative uncertainty estimate is made by taking the maximum standard deviation of the
three dimples at each nominal diameter. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, this approach
gives expanded uncertainties (k = 2) for the 50, 150 and 300 µm dimples respectively as:
±340 nm, ±280 nm and ±180 nm in diameter and ±880 nm, ±1.4 µm and ±2.5 µm in
out of roundness.
To determine whether the measurement reproducibility is significant, it should be
compared to the manufacturing reproducibility, i.e. the measurement of multiple different
dimples. Table 5.2 and figure 5.3 show the results using the set of 100 different dimples.
These results show no obvious pattern in the diameter error between the three disks, but
the out of roundness results increase with increasing nominal diameter.
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Figure 5.2: Mean diameter and out of roundness (OoR) of measured dimples. Error bars
given by 95 % confidence interval.
Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation (std) of diameter error and out of roundness
(OoR) for each set of samples.
Nominal diameter/µm 50 150 300
Mean dia. error/µm -4.64 5.79 1.67
Std. dia. error/µm 3.38 1.69 4.19
Mean OoR/µm 8.63 15.36 18.29
Std. OoR/µm 3.18 2.59 5.45
In order to assess the significance of measurement uncertainty on a single dimple
compared to manufacturing uncertainty of multiple dimples, the variances of the two sets
of data are compared. Table 5.3 shows the variance due to measurement reproducibility
over the variance due to manufacturing as a percentage, calculated as
R = 100
(
σ2meas
σ2manuf
)
(5.1)
where R is the ratio and σ2meas and σ2manuf are variances due measurement and manufac-
turing respectively. For the measurement reproducibility, the largest variance of the three
dimples at each size was again chosen in order to account for the worst case scenario. For
diameter, the effect of measurement reproducibility is small compared to the manufactur-
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Figure 5.3: Means and standard deviation (std) values for diameter error and out of
roundness (OoR) for each set of samples. Error bars indicate 95 % confidence intervals.
ing reproducibility, less than 1 % of the variance of the manufacturing process. For out
of roundness, the effect of measurement reproducibility is slightly larger, approximately
5 % of the variance due to manufacturing, although this is still relatively small.
Table 5.3: Ratios of the variance for diameter error and out of roundness (OoR) for the
three dimple sizes. The ratio is calculated as the maximum variance due to measurement
reproducibility on a single dimple as a percentage of the total variance when measuring
multiple dimples.
Diameter/µm 50 150 300
Dia. error ratio/% 0.26 0.71 0.046
OoR ratio/% 1.96 6.83 5.12
5.3 Assessment of position dependence
Position dependence of the measurements is also considered. If this is significant compared
to measurement reproducibility then correction for measurement position may be useful.
Figures 5.4 to 5.9 show the mean and standard deviation of the diameter using bicubic
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interpolation between measurement positions. From these figures, there appears to be
a weak pattern in the diameter between dimples of the same diameter. While there are
some differences between the three dimples, this is to be expected due to the differences in
geometry, exact position of the dimples and reproducibility of the measurement system.
The standard deviation does not show any consistent pattern across the dimples. It may be
possible to create a distortion map to correct the diameter using this data. However, this
correction would be relatively small and, without further information on the cause of the
relationship, it is not certain that other features on the surface would also follow the same
pattern. Therefore, no correction was performed and the effect of position dependence is
considered as part of the uncertainty.
For out of roundness, there is no obvious position dependence in the data. This sug-
gests that the repeatability at a constant position is more significant than any position
dependence for out of roundness. Therefore, no correction of the out of roundness is
possible with these measurements.
5.4 Comparison of segmentation methods
It is expected that the choice of segmentation method will also effect the measurement
reproducibility, as changes in measured heights will have a more or less significant effect
depending on segmentation method. To demonstrate this issue, the analysis of the 300 µm
dimples measured in section 5.2 was repeated using a height threshold of −0.5 µm, rather
than a gradient threshold. The results of the height and gradient threshold approaches
are shown in table 5.4, with an expanded uncertainty (k = 2) using the height threshold
of ±0.54 µm in diameter and ±1.9 µm in out of roundness. This process could also be
performed with any other segmentation method.
Table 5.4: Comparison of measurement reproducibility using height and gradient thresh-
olds for the 300 µmdimples.
Method Gradient Height
Dimple no 1 2 3 1 2 3
Mean dia. error/µm 2.45 6.70 -0.16 -4.45 -1.01 -5.41
Std. dia. error/µm 0.083 0.090 0.082 0.13 0.13 0.21
Mean OoR/µm 14.52 10.32 8.49 13.93 11.40 8.67
Std. OoR/µm 0.53 1.23 0.25 0.33 0.31 0.26
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Figure 5.4: Position dependence of diameter for 50 µm dimples, interpolated using bicubic
interpolation. a-c) mean diameter, d-f) standard deviation of diameter. All units in µm.
Figure 5.5: Position dependence of out of roundness for 50 µm dimples, interpolated
using bicubic interpolation. a-c) mean out of roundness, d-f) standard deviation of out of
roundness. All units in µm.
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Figure 5.6: Position dependence of diameter for 150 µm dimples, interpolated using bicu-
bic interpolation. a-c) mean diameter, d-f) standard deviation of diameter. All units in
µm.
Figure 5.7: Position dependence of out of roundness for 150 µm dimples, interpolated
using bicubic interpolation. a-c) mean out of roundness, d-f) standard deviation of out of
roundness. All units in µm.
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Figure 5.8: Position dependence of diameter for 300 µm dimples, interpolated using bicu-
bic interpolation. a-c) mean diameter, d-f) standard deviation of diameter. All units in
µm.
Figure 5.9: Position dependence of out of roundness for 300 µm dimples, interpolated
using bicubic interpolation. a-c) mean out of roundness, d-f) standard deviation of out of
roundness. All units in µm.
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Figure 5.10 shows the position dependence of the diameter and figure 5.11 the position
dependence of the out of roundness. The height threshold seems to give a fairly consistent
position dependence across the three dimples used. This correction could be applied to
the data. However, for this analysis no correction was applied due to lack of knowledge
about the causes of this distortion.
5.5 Effect of threshold value
Just as the choice of threshold effects the value of geometric properties measured (chap-
ter 4), it is expected that the choice of threshold will effect the uncertainty in these
measurements. This issue was investigated by performing the analysis using both gradi-
ent and height threshold methods for a range of threshold values. Figure 5.12 shows the
resulting uncertainties for the gradient threshold and figure 5.13 for the height thresholds.
Using the gradient threshold, there appears to be an optimal threshold range between
0.2−0.3, where uncertainty in both diameter and out of roundness are minimized. For the
out of roundness, the uncertainty using the gradient threshold varies irregularly between
dimples, whereas for the height threshold, the results are far more consistent. Outside
these values the uncertainty using gradient thresholds varies significantly between the
different dimples. For the height threshold, there is less variability between dimples.
However, there is also less of an optimal threshold region. It could be argued that there
is lower uncertainty for height thresholds between −0.5 and −1 µm, but the effect is
minimal.
These results, highlight the importance of considering multiple features when deter-
mining uncertainty, especially if using less stable methods, such as the gradient threshold.
There is no consistent relationship between threshold and uncertainty across the dimples,
although they all have a similar range of values. Therefore, if only one feature is measured,
it is not possible to determine whether the value at a particular threshold is unexpectedly
low and may be an underestimate of the uncertainty in measuring similar features.
5.6 Analysis with confocal microscope
A similar repeatability test, using the same measurement strategy as above and analysing
the results using the height threshold, was performed using the confocal microscope, al-
though different specific dimples were measured on each instrument. Such a comparison
is interesting to see if the instruments have similar capability to measure the dimples
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Figure 5.10: Position dependence of diameter for 300 µm dimples using height threshold,
interpolated using bicubic interpolation. a-c) mean diameter, d-f) standard deviation of
diameter. All units in µm.
Figure 5.11: Position dependence of out of roundness for 300 µm dimples using height
threshold, interpolated using bicubic interpolation. a-c) mean diameter, d-f) standard de-
viation of out of roundness. All units in µm.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of gradient threshold value on standard uncertainty (k = 1) for a)
diameter and b) out of roundness.
Figure 5.13: Effect of height threshold value on standard uncertainty (k = 1) for a)
diameter and b) out of roundness.
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repeatably, which may be a significant factor in deciding which instrument to use. Ad-
ditionally, these measurements will be used for comparison to the analysis in chapter 6.
The depth is also measured in this case, to assist in that comparison.
Figure 5.14 shows a comparison between the uncertainties for the confocal and focus
variation microscopes, using the height threshold. As can be seen, the uncertainty in
the diameters are reasonably similar, with the confocal microscope having slightly worse
reproducibility. The reason for these differences cannot easily be determined, but one
contributing factor may be the additional filtering introduced by the focus variation mi-
croscope when calculating the height, which will smooth the topography and reduce the
reproducibility. While there may be significant differences due to how the instruments
operate, the number of dimples measured may also be an issue. For each instrument,
only three dimples out of several thousand on the disk were measured. Without measur-
ing more dimples to allow for estimation of the distribution of the uncertainty for the
two instruments it is not possible to determine whether the differences are statistically
significant or not.
Figure 5.14: Comparison between reproducibility of diameter and out of roundness using
confocal and focus variation microscopes
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5.7 Discussion
In section 5.2, it was shown that the measurement uncertainty is small compared to
the manufacturing reproducibility of the dimples. Therefore, for these samples, the mea-
surement uncertainty will not significantly effect the measurement of the manufacturing
reproducibility or the uncertainty of mean values. However, if the surface, manufacturing
method or measuring instrument are changed, the measurement uncertainty may have a
larger effect. Therefore, it is still important to provide a method to assess uncertainty, in
order to show if it will have a significant influence or not.
One of the major limitations of the method presented here is that this method only
accounts for uncertainty sources that are transitory in time or dependant on position in
the field of view. While this approach accounts for most major uncertainty contributions
some, particularly amplification factors due to the traceability of the scales, cannot be
considered in this way, as they are expected to be consistent between measurements. If it
is believed that these sources are significant, then additional analysis will be required to
determine their effect. Similarly, this analysis does not account for any systematic bias
in the measurement, which can also be introduced by the same factors that cause uncer-
tainty. In order to consider the measurements as absolute values some way of estimating
this bias would be needed, either by estimating the bias and correcting for it, or adding
it as an additional uncertainty contribution.
Another issue is the large number of measurements required. In this case, 250 mea-
surements were performed, which for many real applications may be impractical due to
the long measurement time. Less measurements could be used but would result in a lower
quality estimate of the uncertainty. A simple estimate of the confidence in the uncer-
tainty assumes that measurements are normally distributed and independent. If this is
the case, estimates of the variance follow a chi-squared distribution due to Cochran’s the-
orem (Cochran 1934), such that for n measurements with true variance σ2 and estimated
variance s2
(n− 1)σ
2
s2
∼ χ2n−1 (5.2)
using this relationship for 250 measurements gives an uncertainty in σ such that 0.91s <
σ < 1.1s. However, if the number of measurements is reduced to 25, i.e. one measurement
at each position with no repeats, this uncertainty increases to 0.74s < σ < 1.3s. In other
words, there is an up to 30 % error in the uncertainty estimate if only 25 measurements
are performed. In reality, this is an oversimplification, as there is likely to be significant
correlation between measurements at the same position and nearby positions on the
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grid. However, this approach provides a useful ballpark figure and as a large number of
measurements were used it is little interest to provide a better estimate of the confidence
in the uncertainty. Although generally, a positive correlation between measurements at
the same position, as is observed here, is likely to decrease the overall degrees of freedom
and, therefore, result in a larger error in the uncertainty.
Interestingly, there appears to be an optimal range of thresholds for both height and
gradient thresholding, which minimises the resulting uncertainty, of −0.5 to −1 µm for
the height threshold and 0.2 to 0.3 for the gradient threshold. These lower uncertainty
thresholds suggest another approach to deciding a suitable threshold may be to choose
the one that minimises the uncertainty. While the uncertainty achieved in using this
approach may be lower, it is important to remember that the underlying values will
also change and the values with the lowest uncertainty may not be the most physically
relevant. Therefore, choosing thresholds and other algorithm parameters solely on the
basis of minimising uncertainty is not recommended.
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter has presented an approach to assess uncertainty in structured surfaces via a
reproducibility assessment using repeated measurements of the surface. The conclusions
are as follows:
1. A reproducibility assessment of the diameter and out of roundness of surfaces with
three different nominal diameters was made, using three different dimples on each
surface. By repeatedly measuring a grid of 25 positions, uncertainty contributions
due to position in the field of view, as well as repeatability, were accounted for. This
analysis showed that smaller dimples had a larger uncertainty in diameter, but a
smaller uncertainty in out of roundness.
2. Additionally, a larger set of 100 dimples was measured to assess the reproducibility
of the manufacturing process. This was much larger than the measurement repro-
ducibility, approximately 3−4 µm in both diameter and out of roundness. The ratio
of variance due to measurement uncertainty over the variance due to manufacturing
was calculated and showed that, in this case, the measurement reproducibility will
not have a significant impact on the final result, being at most 6.8 % of the vari-
ance due to manufacturing and < 1 % when considering the diameter. However, it
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is important to remember that for other surfaces the measurement reproducibility
may be much larger compared to the manufacturing reproducibility.
3. As well as the value of reproducibility, the effect of position in the field of view was
also considered. By plotting the mean and standard deviation of the measurements
at each position in the field of view and interpolating between results, maps of the
diameter and out of roundness as a function of position were created. While in some
cases there appears to be a weak dependence on position, this dependence was not
viewed as significant enough to warrant any correction and is just viewed as part
of the reproducibility. In other cases, where there is a more significant dependence
on position, it may be of interest to investigate further corrections based on the
position. However, in such cases, care must be given to not over correct the results,
which may introduce greater distortion than was originally present.
4. To show how the segmentation method affects the uncertainty, a comparison was
made between the gradient threshold, as was used initially, and a similar height
threshold method. The height threshold had a larger uncertainty in the diameter,
but a smaller uncertainty in the depth than the gradient threshold. These results
reiterate that the choice of method significantly affects the results, as much in terms
of uncertainty as in the value itself.
5. Just as the segmentation method affects the uncertainty, it was also shown that
the thresholds used affected the uncertainty. Again, the relationship here varied be-
tween the height and gradient threshold methods. Interestingly, in both cases there
seem to be thresholds which give consistently lower uncertainty than others. This
effect is believed to be due to the shape of the topography in these regions and
gives the possibility of optimising the segmentation threshold to minimise uncer-
tainty. However, the functional relevance of such a solution would still have to be
considered.
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Chapter 6
Assessment of uncertainty of
geometric properties of structured
surfaces using metrological
characteristics
Chapter 5 presented an approach to estimate uncertainty in structured surfaces based
on repeated measurement of a geometric feature. While this approach is straightforward
and relatively easy to calculate, it requires many measurements and cannot easily be
generalised between different types of surface, making it time consuming to perform. Ad-
ditionally, the contribution of the amplification coefficients of the scales cannot easily be
assessed, neither can the presence of any bias in the measurements, meaning that repro-
ducibility measurements cannot provide a full assessment of measurement uncertainty.
This chapter investigates an alternative approach to estimate uncertainty using the
instrument’s metrological characteristics (Giusca et al. 2012a; Giusca et al. 2012b; Giusca
and Leach 2013), which estimate the distortions observed in an image in an easily mea-
surable way, and Monte Carlo techniques to propagate the metrological characteristics
into the uncertainty. Firstly, the concept of metrological characteristics is introduced and
an overview of the measurement strategy is given. Each metrological characteristic used
is then considered in more detail, explaining how it is determined and how the results
are propagated into an uncertainty. Finally, the results are propagated into a combined
uncertainty and various other issues effecting the uncertainty are discussed.
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6.1 Set-up and methodology
6.1.1 Sample and measurement set-up
For this chapter, the 300 µm nominal diameter, 10 µm nominal depth, 20 % texture
density disk is used for the analysis; as the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the
analysis method used, it is not necessary to assess the full range of diameter, depth and
texture density available. However, the approach used here would be just as applicable
to any of the other disks, or other structured surfaces.
Measurements for this chapter were made using the confocal microscope, described
in section 3.2. In theory, this approach could be applied to any other instrument, pro-
vided that its metrological characteristics can be determined. However, focus variation
microscopy was not used here, because the relatively high roughness required to perform
focus variation measurements makes determining the instrument’s metrological charac-
teristics difficult. Many of the standard artefacts used to determine the metrological
characteristics are too smooth to use with focus variation instruments. It is possible to
estimate the characteristics of such instruments using specially roughened samples and a
large number of repeat measurements. However, such measurements are challenging and
research into the optimal approach is currently ongoing (Giusca et al. 2014).
For this chapter, only two geometric properties of the feature are assessed, diameter
and depth. Out of roundness which was considered in chapter 5 is not considered here.
In theory, any other properties could be considered using a similar approach to the one
presented in this chapter, provided that care is taken to ensure the full variation of
these parameters is simulated. The difficulty lies in ensuring that suitable variation in
parameters is measured, particularly for parameters which are dominated by local effects,
such as out of roundness, where additional effects such as the rotation of a feature in the
field of view may have a significant effect. Therefore, it was decided to demonstrate this
method only using the depth and diameter which are dominated by the average effects
over the image reducing the amount of variation that must be considered. Extending this
method to other parameters is left as future work.
6.1.2 Characterisation approach
For this chapter, the same height thresholding algorithm as used in section 5.4 was used
to segment the surfaces. However, the approach to determine uncertainty is not reliant
on the segmentation algorithm and the same approach can be used for any algorithm
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that produces a binary segmentation of feature and background regions. Just as in chap-
ter 5, the uncertainty will vary with choice of segmentation algorithm, as how changes
in the topography, caused by the metrological characteristics, effect the segmentation is
controlled by the algorithm used.
6.1.3 Metrological characteristics
Uncertainty in a measurement is determined by many influence factors of an instrument
such as, scanning non-linearities, optical distortions and quality of light source, which
can effect the measurement results (Leach et al. 2015). However, in practise it can be
difficult to measure these influence factors and how they affect a measurement, especially
for commercial instruments where some factors are not known or are not easily measured.
Additionally, the relevant influence factors and their effects will vary depending on the
instrument used.
One method to avoid these problems is to only consider the output of the measure-
ment, treating the internal workings of the instrument almost like a black box. The errors
in the instrument can then be characterised by the so called metrological characteristics,
which described the geometric distortions observed in a measurement (Giusca et al. 2012a;
Giusca et al. 2012b; Giusca and Leach 2013; Leach et al. 2015). The relevant metrological
characteristics for areal surface topography instruments are currently being standardised
in ISO 25178-600 (ISO 2015). This document is currently in the draft stage and so is sub-
ject to change, but it describes a set of seven metrological characteristics which describe
the main errors in surface topography instruments. These are:
• Amplification coefficient (vertical and lateral)
• Linearity errors (vertical and lateral)
• Flatness deviation
• Measurement noise
• Spatial resolution of measurements
• Perpendicularity of axis
• Topography fidelity
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There are various standard methods that can be used to determine these parameters.
The methods used in this analysis are described below. However, other methods would
be equally valid, see Giusca et al. 2012a; Giusca et al. 2012b; Giusca and Leach 2013;
ISO 2015; Giusca and Leach 2012 for more information on metrological characteristics
and how to determine them.
In this chapter, the measurement noise, flatness deviation, vertical and lateral amplifi-
cation coefficients and linearity errors are measured and used to estimate the uncertainty
in the measurement of a dimple. For various reasons the other metrological characteristics
are not measured for the reasons discussed below.
The perpendicularity of the vertical axis is rarely assessed for commercial surface
topography instruments, as it is assumed to be small and have a negligible effect (Giusca
et al. 2012b). However, in the xy plane the perpendicularity of the axis is indirectly
assessed and is included in the measurement of linearity errors, so further assessment is
unnecessary.
For the resolution, the vertical resolution is generally limited by the measurement
noise and can be ignored. However, lateral resolution can have a significant effect on
measurements. Lateral resolution can be assessed using a star artefact or similar (Giusca
and Leach 2013), which gives a lateral period limit, where the response of the instrument
drops below 50 %. However, the lateral resolution assumes that the instrument response
is linear, which is often not the case, particularly when measuring steep slopes. To deal
with this issue the topography fidelity was introduced, which aims to describe the errors
measured in a traceable surface topography, including non-linear effects. However, as the
topography fidelity is still a new characteristic, the best way to assess it is not clear;
especially as it includes non-linear effects, which will be dependant on local topography.
For these measurements, an initial comparison was performed with stylus measurements,
as shown in figure 6.1. This comparison indicates that effect of the lateral resolution
is suppressed by the relatively large filter, of approximately 10 µm, compared to the
lateral resolution of approximately 2 µm. Therefore, any distortions introduced by the
lateral resolution, will be insignificant compared to the effect of the filter and can be
ignored. Similarly, it is believed that the distortions in the topography fidelity will be
also suppressed by the filter used. While it is not generally true that topography fidelity
can be suppressed by filtering, it is believed to be the case for these measurements.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between stylus profiles and profile from confocal measurement.
After filtering the results are similar with each method. Note different features are mea-
sured in each case. a) Profile extracted from confocal measurement of surface. b) Stylus
measurement of a feature. c) Confocal measurement after filtering with a 8 µm Gaussian
filter. d) Stylus measurement after filtering with a 8 µm Gaussian filter.
6.2 Assessment of uncertainty
To determine uncertainty in the geometrical characterises of a feature, here diameter
and depth, the effect of the metrological characteristics must be propagated through
the analysis. The steps required to propagate these uncertainties vary depending on the
metrological characteristic being assessed and the process for each is discussed below.
To perform the analysis, the same three dimples were used as in chapter 5, allowing
for easier comparison between the two methods of assessing uncertainty. For this analysis,
only a single measurement of each dimple is needed and is combined with the assessment
of the metrological characteristics as described below.
6.2.1 Measurement noise
The measurement noise is defined as the expected contribution from random noise be-
tween repeated measurements under the same conditions and can be estimated using
repeated measurements of a surface (Giusca et al. 2012a). In this case, a subtraction ap-
proach was used where the difference between pairs of measurements is used to determine
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noise. The noise, , at a particular pixel from a pair of measurements is given by
 = z1 − z2√
2
(6.1)
where zi is the ith height measured at that pixel. This can be used to determine a distri-
bution of the noise over the entire surface. As optical surface topography instruments are
sensitive to factors such as local slope and material effects, the measured noise is depen-
dent on the surface topography. Therefore, measurements should be taken on a surface
that closely matches the surface of interest. In this chapter, 12 repeat measurements of a
randomly chosen dimple were made and noise was assessed on subsequent pairs of mea-
surements, i.e. z1 − z2, z2 − z3, etc. The noise distribution was then calculated based on
the combined result of all these pairs, in order to provide the best noise estimate.
Normally, noise is estimated by the root mean square noise of the surface (Sqnoise)
and for simplicity an uncorrelated Gaussian distribution over the surface is often as-
sumed (Giusca et al. 2012a; Leach et al. 2015). However, for structured surfaces, the
noise values often differ significantly between different regions of the surface; in this case
background and feature regions, as shown in figure 6.2. In such cases, a more in depth
analysis, differentiating between the different regions is required. This can be achieved by
segmenting the surface using the same approach as when analysing the dimple’s properties
and then calculating noise in each region using the pixels in those regions.
Additionally, the noise, shown in figure 6.2, has a non-Gaussian distribution, with
many large spikes indicating a more heavy tailed distribution. Therefore, in this case, it
was decided to use a bootstrap of the noise distribution directly, rather than using the
Sqnoise values as would normally be done. This means that the noise map was segmented
into feature and background regions and for each pixel in the measurement a random
value from the appropriate region in noise map was chosen (with replacement) and added
to the measured value to simulate the noise. Such an approach may not be necessary
for other instruments depending on their noise distributions. However, the Sqnoise still
provides a convenient indication of the magnitude of the noise, which is more difficult
to understand directly from the distributions. For the dimple in figure 6.2, the average
Sqnoise was measured as 170 nm for the background surface and 460 nm in the dimple.
To estimate the effect of measurement noise, a Monte Carlo simulation was then
performed, where to each pixel random noise was added based on the appropriate distri-
bution, either inside or outside the feature, before analysing the surface to determine the
diameter and depth of the feature. This process was repeated 5000 times, using different
random noise values to build up distributions, shown in figure 6.3 for one of the dimples
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used. In this case, the 95 % confidence intervals are 294.33 < φ < 994.62 µm for diameter
and 7.627 < d < 7.635 µm for depth. The full results are summarised in section 6.4.
Noise may also introduce a bias into the results depending on how it interacts with
the segmentation algorithm. This can be determined by calculating diameter and depth
results for the surface with no noise added and comparing them to the mean of the
distributions in figure 6.3. This gives a bias due to noise of 80 nm in the diameter and
12 nm in depth, where a positive value the measured diameter is larger than the true
value.
6.2.2 Flatness deviation
Systematic shifts in the height across the field of view can also effect measurements, due
to optical distortions or other effects. These effects are termed flatness deviation and
commonly cause a flat surface to appear bowed. To estimate the flatness deviation, a flat
artefact is measured. It is important to remove any residual topography in the artefact
and minimise the effect of measurement noise, which could mask the flatness deviation.
Therefore, the sample should be measured multiple times, with a small shift in position
between measurements and the results averaged (Giusca et al. 2012a). For this chapter,
Figure 6.2: Noise map produced by the difference between two measurements. All axis in
µm. z axis has been truncated to increase clarity, full range is approximately ±8 µm.
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Figure 6.3: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation results for a) diameter and b) depth. x
axis in µm. y axis is in counts.
a 5× 5 grid of measurements was taken with 100 µm shift between measurements and a
flatness map was calculated as the mean of these measurements after levelling and outlier
removal.
Outlier removal is necessary as outliers in the data, due to measurement noise or
deformations in the surface, can significantly affect the flatness measurement, even after
averaging. Therefore, some method to remove these outliers is needed. Several possible
methods to perform this outlier removal exist. In this chapter, form was first removed by
fitting a 5th order polynomial to the surface. A 5th order polynomial was found to give
good results in this case, although other choices of polynomial order are also valid (Giusca
et al. 2012a). Then, pixels with heights more than three standard deviations from the
mean of the residual surface were marked as outliers and not added to the averaged
image. It should be noted that the form was only removed for the purpose of determining
outliers and the original topography (excluding outliers) was used when calculating the
average map.
Normally, the flatness deviation is reported as a Sz value, i.e. peak to valley devia-
tion (Giusca et al. 2012b; Leach et al. 2015). However, for the analysis here, the Sz value
is not sufficient, as it gives no indication of the shape of the flatness deviation, and the
map of the flatness deviation, shown in figure 6.4, is used instead. As figure 6.4 shows,
for the confocal microscope there is a significant flatness deviation in the instrument of
approximately 200 nm. By performing adjustment routines on the instrument it may be
possible to improve this value. However, such a process is beyond the scope of this chapter
and is not considered here.
The effect of the flatness on the final geometrical properties will depend on the position
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of the feature in the field of view. One way to assess the contribution of the flatness
deviation is to subtract the flatness map from the measurement data, i.e. correct for the
effect of flatness, then add the flatness map back to the measurement after a shift in x
and y. This process simulates performing the same measurement at different positions in
the field of view. Figure 6.5 illustrates the method used.
To determine the uncertainty contribution of the flatness, the above process is applied
via a Monte Carlo simulation using 5000 repeats with a range of shifts. The position
of the feature in the field of view and, therefore, the shift was modelled as a uniform
distribution with as large as possible range to avoid the feature clipping the edge of the
image. In reality, at least for manual positioning, central positions are probably more
likely. However, bigger distortions are expected at larger shifts. Therefore, a uniform
distribution provides a conservative uncertainty estimate.
Figure 6.6 shows histograms for one of the measured dimples from the Monte Carlo
simulation. These results give the 95 % confidence intervals as 294.42 < φ < 294.83 µm
for the diameter and 7.619 < d < 7.698 µm for the depth.
The flatness may also introduce a bias into the results. As before, this can be deter-
mined by calculating diameter and depth results for the surface with the flat corrected
and comparing them to the mean of the distributions in figure 6.6, with the distributions
shown giving a bias due to flatness of −416 nm in the diameter and −76 nm in depth.
6.2.3 Z scales
The amplification coefficient and linearity errors in z scale can be assessed together, using
measurements of a series of calibrated step heights (Giusca et al. 2012b). For this chapter,
six different step heights with nominal steps of 350 nm, 500 nm, 1.2 µm, 2.4 µm, 3.0 µm
and 17 µm were used. Several factors should be considered to get useful measurements
from these steps.
Firstly, there may be a systematic change in the amplification as a surface is moved
up or down in the measuring volume of the instrument. To account for this effect, three
sets of step measurement are taken, one at a normal measurement position (0 mm) and
additionally where the position of the surface in the measurement volume is changed
by ±1 mm. For the confocal instrument used this step can be achieved by moving the
focus position position up or down by 1 mm and adjusting the manual (course) focus so
that the surface is in focus, but for other instruments it may be necessary to physically
raise or lower the surface. Additionally, it is important to assess the reproducibility of
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Figure 6.4: Flatness map calculated from 25 repeats. All units in µm.
Figure 6.5: Method to determine effect of flatness. First flatness map is subtracted from
the measured data. Then flatness map is shifted and added back to height data. Geometric
parameters are calculated on resultant height map.
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Figure 6.6: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation results for a) diameter and b) depth. x
axis in µm. y axis is in counts.
the step height measurement, in order to determine its uncertainty. Therefore, five repeat
measurements of each step, at each position where made, for a total of 15 measurements
of each step.
Once completed, the measurements showed no significant dependence on position in
field of view and changes between sets of measurements of the same step are viewed to
be due to the non-linearities in the system. Therefore, the results could be combined
to give a single mean and uncertainty, determined from the standard deviation of the
measurements, of each step. These results, along with the calibrated heights are shown in
table 6.1. A linear fit through the origin, shown in figure 6.7, can then be used to estimate
the amplification coefficient, as 0.9989± 0.0032 (k = 2).
Table 6.1: Nominal, calibrated and measured heights and expanded uncertainties (k = 2).
Uncertainties in measured values from repeatability of the measurements.
Nominal height/nm Calibrated height/nm Measured height/nm
350 343.2± 2.3 331.2± 3.8
500 500.4± 4.1 460.8± 38.6
1200 1267.4± 4.2 1205.6± 16.0
2100 2055.0± 4.1 2040.0± 35.4
3000 3030.5± 4.3 3012.9± 8.8
17000 17018.2± 26.9 17009.5± 25.6
As well as the amplification factor, an estimate of the non-linearities must be made. A
simple estimate can be given by the residuals of the linear fit, shown in figure 6.8. Due to
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small number of sample heights, the effect of linearity error is modelled as a rectangular
distribution with bounds at ±|max error|. While this approach likely overestimates the
linearity error, without further information on how the residual varies with height it is
not possible to make a better estimate. One possible way to achieve more information
on the non-linearity may be by using a tilted flat (Kiyono et al. 2000). However, this
approach is non-trivial, requiring a separate interferometer to measure change in height,
and was not attempted here. Based on the results in figure 6.8, the linearity error of the
system is estimate to be ±72 nm.
This non-linearity is surprisingly large. Further analysis shows that some of the
500 nm, 1200 nm and 2100nm step measurements have a large difference from the cali-
brated value, as can be seen in figure 6.8. These three steps were made of nickel whereas
the other steps, where this effect did not occur, were glass. These nickel steps appear
to result in an error where the background surface is shifted, as shown in figure 6.9.
Whether this error is caused by the material, the square shape of the steps or some other
effect is currently unknown. However, the brightness setting of the confocal instrument
is believed to be a factor and reducing the illumination when performing measurements
can significantly reduce the distortion to almost zero. However, such conditions do not
represent the real measurement conditions when measuring a feature and it is not known
if this effect occurs when measuring the dimples. Therefore, only the original results were
used, even though this may be an overestimate of the real effects.
Figure 6.7: Plot of calibrated and measured step height values.
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Figure 6.8: Residuals after removing mean amplification coefficient from measured data.
The effect of the z scales on dimple depth and diameter was again assessed using
a Monte Carlo approach. The non-linearity was evaluated as a simple modification of
the amplification factor over the nominal depth of the feature (10 µm). While this is a
gross over-simplification of the real effect of the non-linearity, without more information
Figure 6.9: Error caused by measuring nickel steps. Measurements have been thresholded
to highlight the errors. a) Distortion in the background surface can be seen in the measure-
ment of the step. b) When measured using a much lower brightness setting the distortion
is eliminated.
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on how the non-linearity changes with height, a more realistic estimate is not possible.
Random estimates of the amplification coefficient and non-linearity are then made, giving
a modified amplification coeffcient αz modelled by
αz ∼ N(αz(lin), uα) + U(−|max error|,+|max error|)10000 (6.2)
where uα is the standard uncertainty in the amplification factor and αz(lin) is the estimated
amplification factor before modification. The height value of the measurement was then
modified by this amplification factor and values of diameter and depth calculated. By
repeating this process 5000 times, distributions of diameters and depths were built up,
as shown in figure 6.10 for one of the dimples used. The corresponding 95 % confidence
intervals of this distribution are 294.38 < φ < 294.42 µm for the diameter and 7.573 <
d < 7.648 µm for the depth.
Just as for the other parameters, the z scale may also introduce a bias in the results. By
comparing the diameter and depth calculated with amplification factor 1 with the means
of the distributions in figure 6.10, the biases are determined to be 15 nm in diameter and
−8 nm in depth.
Figure 6.10: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation results for a) diameter and b) depth.
x axis in µm. y axis is in counts.
6.2.4 Lateral scales
Errors in the lateral (xy) scales can be assessed separately from the vertical scales using
a cross grating artefact (Giusca et al. 2012b), as shown in figure 6.11. The centre of mass
of the cross-grating pits, extracted by height thresholding can then be used to determine
non-linearities in the lateral scales.
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One approach to assess the lateral distortions, which was applied in this chapter, is
self-calibration (Henning et al. 2013; Downs et al. 1999). By measuring the artefact three
times including a shift and rotation, any distortion in the scales can be separated from
errors in the artefact. In this way, a distortion map over the field of view can be created.
Figure 6.11: Height map of cross grating. Note errors on grid edges these are not believed
to be in the artefact but due to instrument effects on the edges.
For these measurements, it was found that there was significant non-repeatability in
determining the pit centre of mass, due to various factors including pixel size and edge
effects at the pit boundary. Therefore, five measurements were taken at each position,
repositioning the grid between each measurement. The centres were then extracted and
aligned via a rigid translation to account for the repeatability of the stage. The mean at
each grid position was then taken as the centre of mass at that position.
The result of these measurements was three sets of grid coordinates, one set rotated
by 90◦ compared to the first and another set shifted by one grid row in the x direction
compared to the rotated measurements. A self-calibration approach (Henning et al. 2013;
Downs et al. 1999) was then used to determine the distortion of the grid points in x and
y. Figure 6.12 shows the distorted and nominal grid points showing 10 times the real
error. These errors were interpolated using a bi-cubic interpolation scheme to produce
maps of the x and y errors, shown in figure 6.13. The self-calibration algorithm also gives
an uncertainty in the error at each point. The value changes over the field of view but an
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Figure 6.12: Nominal grid positions (blue crosses) and distorted positions (orange dots)
from self calibration. Distortion is magnified magnified by a factor of 10 to allow easy
visualisation. Box shows entire field of view with axis in µm.
average value of 0.3 pixels or 188 nm in each direction will be used in further analysis.
From the error map, a similar approach as for the flatness deviation was used. First,
the edge of the measured feature was extracted. Distortion in the edge was then corrected
by subtracting the x and y distortions at the position of the measured edge. The distor-
tion was then added back after shifting the distortion map. The uncertainty due to the
distortion was determined via a Monte Carlo simulation using 5000 random shifts, with
the diameter and depth of the feature calculated at each point.
Figure 6.14 shows histograms of the result of the Monte Carlo simulation on one of the
dimples used. These results give the 95 % confidence intervals of 294.04 < φ < 294.29 µm
for the diameter and 7.5305 < d < 7.5316 µm for the depth.
Uncertainty in the lateral scale distortion was accounted for by repeating the analy-
sis at a number of measurement positions varying the position of each boundary pixel,
using a 0.3 pixel standard deviation Gaussian. In reality, nearby points will be somewhat
correlated, but considering variations between pixels as uncorrelated provides a good ini-
tial estimate and, if this uncertainty is believed to be a significant contribution to the
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Figure 6.13: Distortions in x (a) and y (b), interpolated using a bi-cubic interpolation.
Images show entire field of view with all axis in µm.
Figure 6.14: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation results for a) diameter and b) depth.
x axis in µm. y axis is in counts.
overall measurement uncertainty, further analysis to account for any correlation can be
performed. However, in this case, the uncertainty in the lateral scale distortions results
in a 56 nm standard uncertainty in diameter and < 1 nm in depth, which is much smaller
than some other contributions and only has a minor effect on the combined uncertainty.
The lateral distortion may also introduce a bias in the results. By comparing the
undistorted diameter and depth with the mean values from figure 6.14 the biases are
−51 nm in diameter and < 1 nm in depth.
The above analysis only considers non-linearities in the lateral scales; the amplification
should also be assessed. Ideally, a calibrated grid would be used and a direct compar-
ison between the calibrated positions and measured positions, after the non-linearities
are corrected, would allow for the amplification factor to be determined. With a cali-
brated grid, the uncertainty will be limited by the uncertainty in the calibrated grid,
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with uncertainties of 100 nm being achievable over a field of view (Giusca et al. 2012b).
Unfortunately, a suitably calibrated grid was not available for these measurements and
the grid, in figure 6.11, is uncalibrated. While this does not effect the non-linearity esti-
mate, as it uses a self-calibration approach, it is not possible to estimate the amplification
without a known distance. Another possible approach would be to use another calibrated
artefact with a known distance, if available. A lower quality estimate is also often given
by the manufacturer’s calibration of the instrument, which is used here. The calibration
certificate of the instrument gives the maximum lateral error as 1.03 %. However, this
value also includes non-linear effects already accounted for by the grid measurements.
Indeed, a 1 % error over half the field of view is approximately 3 µm, the same as the
maximum observed lateral distortions, suggesting that the actual amplification in the
lateral scales is relatively small.
6.3 Filter effect
As shown in chapter 4, the choice of filter size can have a significant effect on the measured
geometric properties of a feature. As the filter size is based on the nominal pixel spacing,
any lateral scale effects will have an influence on the real filter used. Therefore, the
uncertainty in the lateral scales will introduce uncertainty in the filter size used and
will add additional uncertainty to the geometric properties. For this example, only the
1 % uncertainty in the amplification factor contributes to the uncertainty using a linear
model, as described in section 2.8.5, where the diameter and depth of the dimple are
redetermined after changing the filter size by ±1 %. The uncertainty is then modelled
as a uniform distribution between the maximum and minimum values. For the example
dimple used previously, this model gives a change in diameter of 44 nm, corresponding
to a standard uncertainty 13 nm. For the depth, the effect is very small with a change of
< 1 nm.
This sort of linear model is commonly used to model uncertainty (see section 2.8.5
or JCGM 2008a; Haitjema 2013). However, it relies on the assumption that the effect
being modelled behaves approximately linearly over the range of variation, which the
results in chapter 4, show is not the case. A more robust approach would be to perform a
Monte Carlo simulation using random changes in the amplification factor to build up the
distributions. However, as the effect of filtering in this case is relatively small compared
to other effects, a more robust simulation was not deemed to be necessary and a simple
estimate was sufficient.
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6.4 Combined uncertainty
To estimate the combined uncertainty in a measurement of the diameter or depth of a
dimple, the uncertainty due to all the previously mentioned sources must be combined.
Two approaches to combine the uncertainties are considered. Either using a Monte Carlo
approach, drawing random values from each distribution and combining them to build
up a combined distribution, or relying on the central limit theorem and combining the
standard deviation of each uncertainty source in quadrature as per the law of propagation
of uncertainty in the GUM (JCGM 2008a). Due to the non-Gaussian nature of some of
the uncertainty terms, the Monte Carlo approach was initially used. Figure 6.15 shows the
resulting distributions for one of the dimples used. This gives 95 % confidence intervals
of 294.07 < φ < 294.76 µm for the diameter and 7.551 < d < 7.667 µm for the depth.
These combined uncertainty distributions are approximately Gaussian and adding the
uncertainties in quadrature gives a standard deviation of 163 nm in diameter and 26 nm
in depth, which is in agreement with the Monte Carlo approach and suggests that the
law of propagation of uncertainty is a good approximation in this case.
Figure 6.15: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation results for a) diameter and b) depth.
x axis in µm. y axis is in counts.
As well as the uncertainty, the combined bias should also be estimated. By taking the
sum of individual biases, the total bias can be calculated as −372 nm in diameter and
−72 nm in depth for the dimple shown in figure 6.15.
Table 6.2 summarises the uncertainty and bias contributions for all three dimples
used. There are differences between the three dimples, primarily in the uncertainty and
bias of the diameter. These differences are believed to be primarily due to the variation
in topography between the dimples, which will affect the sensitivity of the segmentation
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to the changes caused by the metrological characteristics and, therefore, the uncertainty.
Based on the differences between dimples it is recommended, as in chapter 5, to take
maximum uncertainty estimate as the estimate of the uncertainty of the surface in order
to provide a conservative uncertainty estimate.
As well as the uncertainty, the bias varies between the three dimples measured. Again,
this variation is believed to be due to how the changing topography interacts with the
segmentation method and metrological characteristics. Given the instability in the bias,
there should be an additional uncertainty contribution from the uncertainty in the value
of the bias when any other surface is measured. This uncertainty could be modelled in
many ways. Here a curvilinear trapezoid has been used, which is similar to a uniform
distribution but better accounts for the uncertainty in the limits due to the small num-
ber of reference points Giusca et al. 2012a; JCGM 2008b. The curvilinear trapezoid,
Ctrap(Max(bias),Min(bias), σbias) has standard deviation
σCtrap =
√
W 2
12 +
σ2bias
9 (6.3)
where W is the nominal width of the underlying rectangular distribution given by W =
Max(bias) −Min(bias) and σbias is the standard deviation of the combined bias mea-
Table 6.2: Summary of results showing standard uncertainties and bias due to each char-
acteristic as well as the combined uncertainties and biases.
σ(D) σ(depth) bias(D) bias(depth)
Dimple 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Noise (nm) 74 90 64 2 2 2 80 154 88 12 12 12
Flatness (nm) 95 133 113 17 16 16 -416 -395 -488 -76 -77 -79
Vert. scales (nm) 13 29 48 20 22 23 15 <1 -45 -8 -9 -10
Lat. scales (nm) 64 65 75 <1 <1 <1 -51 -68 -58 <1 <1 <1
Filter effect (nm) 13 14 18 <1 <1 <1 - - - - - -
Repeatability of
lat. scales (nm)
58 58 56 <1 <1 <1 - - - - - -
Uncertainty in bias
(nm)
65 65 65 2 2 2 - - - - - -
Combined (nm) 163 196 181 26 27 28 -372 -309 -503 -72 -74 -77
Combined with cor-
relation (nm)
197 236 224 27 27 28 - - - - - -
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surements. The combined biases give W = 194 nm and σbias = 99 nm in diameter, and
W = 5 nm and σbias = 2.5 nm in depth. These values result in an additional uncertainty
of 65 nm in diameter and 2 nm in depth, which is included in the uncertainty in table 6.2.
Correction of any measurements on this surface could then be performed using the mean
bias values of −395 nm in diameter and −74 nm in depth.
The results in table 6.2 do not include the effects of the lateral scale amplification
factor. With the available data, the best estimate of 1 % uncertainty in the lateral ampli-
fication factor would far outweigh any other contribution. However, as the amplification
factor is a constant of the measurement system it does not affect the reproducibility of
the system and will not decrease when taking uncertainty of the mean from multiple
measurements. Therefore, the lateral amplification factor is only directly important when
measuring the absolute values of a feature, not when comparing between different features
measured with the same instrument. There may still be indirect effects from the uncer-
tainty in the amplification factor, which do vary between features due to the dependence
on local topography, such as the filter effects, but these have been considered separately
and are included in table 6.2. A similar argument could also be made for the vertical
scale amplification factor. However, the indirect effects in the vertical scales are much
stronger, due to the complex interaction between the height values and segmentation
algorithm. Therefore, further research into how the vertical scale amplification changes
between measurements may be of interest.
6.5 Correlation
The above analysis assumes that all the metrological characteristics are independent of
each other. However, due to their position dependence it is suspected that there may be
some correlation between the effect of flatness and lateral scales.
This effect can be investigated by using the same set of random positions to model the
effect of both flatness deviation and the lateral scales. Then combining the uncertainty
using a Monte Carlo approach, drawing the same sample for both the flatness and lateral
scales. In this way, the contributions due to flatness and lateral scales will always be
evaluated at the same position and so will be correlated. Table 6.2 also shows the combined
uncertainties once this correlation has been accounted for. As can be seen, the diameter
has significantly higher uncertainty once correlation is added, which suggests that the
metrological characteristics cannot be viewed as independent in this case. The effect of
correlation on the depth is negligible, which is unsurprising considering that the effect of
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the lateral scales on depth is almost zero.
Due to the dependence on the lateral scales, it is expected that the effect of filtering
is also correlated in a similar way. However, as the effect of filtering is not dependant
on position, it is not straightforward to consider this correlation. In any case, the effect
of filtering is small and, therefore, the changes due to any correlation with position are
likely to be negligible.
6.6 Comparison with reproducibility
Once correlation is accounted for, the approach in this chapter can be compared with the
analysis in chapter 5. Using metrological characteristics gives a standard uncertainty of
222 nm in diameter and 28 nm in depth, compared to 202 nm in diameter and 18 nm in
depth from the repeatability tests on the confocal microscope.
These results are approximately equivalent with metrological characteristics giving a
slightly higher uncertainty, which is expected as the vertical scales and uncertainty in the
bias are not considered in the reproducibility and other effects may be underaccounted
for.
Additionally, the metrological characteristics provide an estimate of the bias in the
measurements, which reproducibility measurements cannot give. It should also be noted
that the changing topography alters the bias values between measurements and con-
tributes an additional uncertainty term. For these measurements, this additional uncer-
tainty did not significantly effect the combined uncertainty but for other cases it may be
more important.
6.7 Discussion
The procedure described in this chapter could be applied to any other structured sur-
face to determine uncertainty in geometric properties of those surfaces. The uncertainty
is estimated using the metrological characteristics of the instrument, which are mostly
unaffected by the sample used and are the same measurements that would be required to
assess uncertainty in non-structured surfaces. Therefore, the assessment of metrological
characteristics should already be part of the instrument calibration process and require
minimal extra work. The main difference between the method used here and that for
non-structured surfaces is in how the metrological characteristics are propagated into the
final uncertainty.
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The main drawback of the approach presented in this chapter is that it relies heavily
on Monte Carlo techniques to propagate the uncertainties. While this is necessary, due
to non-differentiable nature of segmentation algorithms, Monte Carlo techniques are also
very computationally expensive which makes the approach used here somewhat time
consuming to implement in practise. For this reason, one interesting line of future research
would be to investigate possible models and approximations that could avoid or reduce
the need for Monte Carlo simulations, such as using a linear approximation over a few
positions.
In this chapter, the microscope was not corrected based on the measured metrological
characteristics. Firstly, the associated uncertainty, even with the uncorrected metrological
characteristics, is still small compared to the variation in the geometric properties across
the surface, which chapter 5 shows is on the order of 4 µm in the diameter. The main aim
of this chapter is to demonstrate the principle of calculating the uncertainty in structured
surfaces, not to provide the lowest uncertainty possible. Additionally, for some uncertainty
components, particularly the lateral distortion, correcting the error is quite difficult and
introduces many more complications in the calculation stage, as the grid is no longer
uniform and must be considered as a point cloud.
While the magnitudes of the metrological characteristics are quite large, compared
to values for some other instruments, they are mostly not unexpected for this type of
scanning confocal microscope. The one surprising result is the non-linearity in the z scales.
The 500 nm, 1.2 µm and 2.4 µm steps gave significantly worse results than the other three
steps, with over 70 nm residual, which is very high. This error was determined to be a
material effect and dependant on the instrument brightness used. Further research would
be necessary to identify the base cause of this effect and how it effects real measurement
results.
It should also be remembered that the use of metrological characteristics for sur-
face metrology is still a relatively new idea and relies on certain assumptions about the
measurement set-up. The main issue of concern is that some of the metrological charac-
teristics are not measurement independent. This means that characteristics such as noise
and flatness will change depending on the measurement set-up used. Such changes can
include many factors, such as changes in illumination and material between artefacts and
real measurement samples. Ideally, measurements would be performed under identical
conditions when calibrating and preforming measurements. However, in reality this is
never possible and there is often a desire to perform as general a calibration as possible
to avoid having to repeat it for each measurement. In theory, these effects could be in-
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corporated into the uncertainty in the metrological characteristics. However, significant
further research would be required to determine how various factors effect the metrolog-
ical characteristics and such effects are likely to be somewhat instrument dependant as
well.
Finally, throughout this chapter the choice of segmentation algorithm and associated
choices, such as filtering and height threshold, have been considered fixed. These choices
will have a strong influence on the geometric properties of the features and, under the
approach used here, the segmentation method defines the position of the feature boundary.
An alternative viewpoint is possible, where there is a ’true’ feature which the segmentation
method aims to determine. Under this approach, there may be some uncertainty in the
correct threshold, filter and other algorithmic choices to best identify the feature, resulting
in additional uncertainty in the geometric properties of the feature. Such an approach
is not considered in this chapter as it is not clear how to define the ground truth or
the uncertainties associated with the thresholds, etc. Further knowledge of the functional
performance of the surface may help in determining these values.
6.8 Conclusion
This chapter has presented an approach to determine the uncertainty in the measurement
of geometric properties of structured surfaces using the metrological characteristics of the
measuring instrument. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. Four metrological characteristics: measurement noise, flatness deviation, vertical
and lateral scale deviations were measured using standard techniques and then
propagated into the uncertainty in the geometric properties of a feature using novel,
Monte Carlo based methods.
2. The single values normally reported for metrological characteristics, such as Sq of
the noise and Sz of the flatness, where not sufficient to propagate into the uncer-
tainties and additional information such as segmenting the noise map and using
the full flatness and lateral distortion maps was necessary in order to estimate the
uncertainty.
3. The use of metrological characteristics also allows for estimation of measurement
bias by comparing the results with those where the effect of the metrological charac-
teristic has been corrected, which is not possible when performing a reproducibility
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assessment. This bias was found to vary between dimples due to the interaction with
the local topography. Therefore, to allow for measurement of other dimples on the
same surface, the uncertainty in the bias was also added to the overall uncertainty.
4. Correlation between the flatness deviation and lateral deviation was determined by
modelling these effects using the same set of positions and drawing from the joint
distribution when combining the uncertainties. It was found that there was signif-
icant correlation as both these effects are highly dependant on the position of the
feature in the field of view. This is an important result as it shows that metrological
characteristics cannot always be viewed as independent from each other.
5. The combined uncertainty of all these effects was calculated using both Monte
Carlo techniques and the standard law of propagation of uncertainty, although
the law of propagation of uncertainty cannot easily account for correlation between
components. The combined uncertainty was 229 nm in diameter and 28 nm in depth.
These values are slightly higher than the results from the reproducibility analysis
in chapter 5, due to the additional effects of vertical scales and other factors which
cannot easily be fully determined in the reproducibility study.
6. The amplification of the lateral scales was not measured directly, as a suitably cali-
brated grid was not available, and is not included in the combined uncertainty. The
manufacter’s calibration of the lateral scales, which gives a maximum error of 1 %,
could be used as an estimate of the uncertainty in the amplification of the lateral
scales. However, this value is probably an overestimate as it will include some non-
linear effects which are already accounted for in the lateral deviation calibration.
If this value were used, it would dominate the uncertainty in the diameter. How-
ever, amplification does not contribute to the repeatability of a measurement and,
therefore, has no direct effect when comparing between features with the same in-
strument, only when an absolute value is needed. Some indirect effects of the lateral
amplification, such as filter effects may vary between different measurements, but
these are minor effects and are already included in the combined uncertainty.
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Chapter 7
Discussion, conclusion and future
work
This thesis has successfully investigated the effects that influence the geometric proper-
ties of structured surfaces. Additionally, two methods have been developed to assess the
uncertainty in these geometric properties. This chapter highlights the main conclusions
and contributions and discusses possible areas of future research.
7.1 Conclusions
The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
1. A review of the current literature with respect to characterisation of structured
surfaces was performed. It concluded that:
(a) Field parameters are generally viewed as unsuitable for the characterisation of
structured surfaces as they do not differentiate between surface features and
background surface.
(b) Identification of individual features and calculation of geometric parameters
is the most common method to characterise structured surfaces in the current
literature. The most common segmentation methods were discussed in more
detail.
(c) Pattern matching techniques are another approach which can successfully char-
acterise structured surfaces. However, this approach requires a CAD model or
similar to compare the surface to.
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2. The effects of control parameters, such as threshold level and filtering, on the ge-
ometric properties of a feature were considered. These effects have not previously
been explicitly considered for structured surfaces. It was found that:
(a) The effect of changing thresholds and similar algorithm control parameters
was investigated. For height and gradient thresholding methods, changing the
threshold value had significant effect on the feature size. On the other hand,
changing smoothing parameters for the active contour method had little ef-
fect, as this method always seeks to minimise the variance between regions.
For morphological segmentation, provided that the feature is still segmented
successfully, the merging parameters can vary significantly without effecting
the feature boundary as the position of ridges is unaffected.
(b) The effect of filtering was also estimated using a range of Gaussian filters.
The filter cut-off was found to have significant effect on the feature size. For
the gradient threshold, the dimple diameter changed by approximately 20 µm
over the range of cut-offs used. However, for the other methods the effect
was smaller, approximately 1 or 2 µm change. Most notably, there was no
simple relationship between filter size and measured geometric properties; the
interaction between local topography and the filter can produce a larger dimple
with a smaller filter or vice versa.
3. As well as the effects of instrument control parameters, the measurement uncer-
tainty in characterising structured surfaces was estimated, which has not previously
been considered. An initial assessment of the measurement uncertainty was made
by a reproducibility analysis, where a dimple was repeatedly measured over a 5× 5
grid.
(a) The results of the reproducibility tests give an expanded uncertainty (k = 2)
of 180 nm in diameter and 2.5 µm for the out of roundness using the 300 µm
disk. 50 and 150 µm diameter disks were also assessed with similar results.
(b) Manufacturing reproducibility was also estimated by measuring a sample of
100 dimples and was found to be much larger than the measurement repro-
ducibility, approximately 5 to 10 µm, depending on dimple size. Therefore, the
measurement uncertainty does not significantly affect the estimation of manu-
facturing reproducibility in this case. However, it is still important to estimate
uncertainty as it may be more important for other surfaces.
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(c) The position dependence of the geometric properties was also considered.
While in many cases the correction was similar across the different dimples, it
was also less than the variance at a single position. Additionally, no absolute
reference was available to determine a suitable value to correct the proper-
ties to. Therefore, no attempt to actually correct the data using the position
dependence was made.
(d) The effect of varying height and gradient thresholds on the uncertainty was
also assessed. For gradient thresholds, there was a region between gradient
0.2 and 0.3 where the uncertainty was minimised. Outside this region, the
uncertainty varied significantly between dimples and was generally unstable.
For the height threshold, the uncertainty was more stable. However, there was
slightly lower uncertainty in the range −1 to −0.5 µm.
(e) Several drawbacks to estimating uncertainty by a reproducibility study were
identified. Firstly, some uncertainty components will not be accounted for us-
ing the reproducibility tests. Specifically, those that do not change significantly
between repeated measurements and are not position dependant, such as verti-
cal scale effects. If these sources are believed to be significant, another method
would be needed to assess them. Secondly, the reproducibility cannot assess
any bias in the measurements and, therefore, systematic measurement errors
cannot easily be accounted for.
4. To deal with the drawbacks of using the reproducibility, an alternative novel ap-
proach to assess uncertainty in structured surfaces using metrological characteristics
was considered. This approach provides a more comprehensive assessment of the
uncertainty, accounting for additional uncertainty components that are not included
in the reproducibility analysis and allowing for assessment of bias in the measure-
ments.
(a) Four metrological characteristics: measurement noise, flatness deviation, ver-
tical scales and lateral scales were measured using standard techniques.
(b) Monte Carlo and other techniques were used to propagate these metrological
characteristics into uncertainties in the geometric properties using three ex-
ample dimples. In order to account for the nature of structured surfaces, more
information than the single values normally reported for metrological charac-
teristics was used, such as using the full flatness map and segmenting the noise
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map into multiple regions.
(c) By correcting for the effect of the metrological characteristics, the bias intro-
duced to the measurements could be calculated. There was significant variation
between the bias of the three measured dimples due to variations in the local
topography and the interaction with the metrological characteristics and seg-
mentation algorithm. The average bias was −395 nm in diameter and −74 nm
in depth and the variation in bias provided an additional contribution to the
uncertainty.
(d) Uncertainty due to each individual metrological characteristic was combined
to give a combined uncertainty of 229 nm in diameter and 28 nm in depth.
The main contributor to uncertainty was the flatness deviation.
(e) The amplification in the lateral scales was not directly assessed as no calibrated
grid was available and is not included in the combined uncertainty. The man-
ufacturer’s calibrated value could be used, but the value of 1 % is likely an
overestimate as it includes some non-linearity components which are already
measured. This value is far larger than any other uncertainty components in
the diameter, but does not effect the reproducibility of the instrument and is
only significant when absolute values are needed.
(f) The results calculated using metrological characteristics were compared with
the reproducibility results. The results using the two methods are similar and
as expected the metrological characteristics give a slightly higher uncertainty
due to the inclusion of the effect of vertical scales and uncertainty in bias,
which are not considered in the reproducibility analysis.
7.2 Future work
This thesis has advanced the state of the art in characterisation of structured surfaces.
However, there are many possible avenues for further research in this area. These include:
• There are many advanced segmentation and characterisation strategies present in
the image processing and computer vision literature that have not yet been applied
to surface metrology. These techniques may allow for more relevant characterisa-
tion with fewer problems such as choice of threshold. In particular, support vector
machines (SVM) (Yu et al. 2011b; Song and Civco 2004), neural networks (Cheng
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et al. 1996) and fuzzy logic (Yang and Huang 2012; Mohamed et al. 1999; Li et al.
1994) appear to be promising approaches.
• The effect of choice of thresholds and filter size on geometric properties of structured
surfaces has been investigated. However, these results are limited to a particular test
case and cannot easily be generalised to different surface structures as the effects
are dependant on the local topography. Further research may allow for a more
general model of the effect of these parameters to be developed. A modelling based
approach would likely be necessary due to the vast range of possible structures,
which make it logistically impossible to manufacture and measure a complete range
of structures.
• When considering uncertainty using metrological characteristics, extensive use was
made of Monte Carlo simulations. This makes the analysis very computationally
intensive and time consuming. Further work to develop a simplified model to propa-
gate the uncertainty would allow for much simpler and faster analysis of uncertainty
than is possible with the techniques presented here. One possibility would be to the
effects of metrological characteristics, such as flatness, are evaluated at a fixed num-
ber of positions and the maximum and minimum values are used to estimate the
uncertainty. Such an approach would rely on having a good model of how the metro-
logical characteristics affect the results, in order to develop a reasonable model for
the uncertainty distribution. Additionally, non-linear effects which this thesis have
shown can be significant would have to be considered as they could invalidate a
linear model.
• The effect of the lateral resolution on measurements and their uncertainty has not
been considered. While the lateral resolution can be measured (Giusca and Leach
2013), it is difficult to relate to distortion of the surface, as it does not provide full
information about the measurement system (Foreman et al. 2013). Measurement of
the instrument transfer function could provide more complete information. However,
such measurements are challenging and do not account for reconstruction errors and
other non-linear effects, that can cause significant errors (Gao et al. 2008; Coupland
and Lobera 2010). Further fundamental research is needed to better understand
these non-linear effects. Many commercial instruments currently employ heuristic
corrections to eliminate many of these effects. However, these corrections cannot
always be effective, see for example the step height measurements in section 6.2.3,
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and often make it hard for the end user to understand what the problems with their
measurements really are. That said, these corrections are also necessary to provide
the fast, high quality measurements required by industry and so a balance must
be struck between fundamental research to better characterise the instruments and
the current needs of industry.
7.3 Publications
The results of this thesis have resulted in and contributed to several publications as
follows:
• G D MacAulay, N Senin, C L Giusca, R K Leach, A Ivanov (2015) Review of feature
boundary identification techniques for the characterization of tessellated surfaces,
Surf. Topog.: Met. Prop., 3, 013002
• G D MacAulay, N Senin, C L Giusca, R K Leach (2014) Comparison of segmenta-
tion techniques to determine the geometric parameters of structured surfaces, Surf.
Topog.: Met. Prop., 2, 044004
• G D MacAulay, N Senin, C L Giusca, R K Leach (2015) Investigation of micro-
manufacture process performance via innovative surface characterisation methods,
Measurement, under review
• G D MacAulay, C L Giusca (2016) Assessment of uncertainty in structured surfaces
using metrological characteristics, to be submitted to CIRP Annals 2016
• N Senin, G D MacAulay, C L Giusca, R K Leach (2014) On the characterisation of
periodic patterns in tessellated surfaces, Surf. Topog.: Met. Prop., 2, 025005
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Appendix
This appendix provides an overview of the code of the code used in this thesis. Many
variations on this code was used and this should not be considered complete code.
This function performs levelling on an image allowing for exclusion of a specified
region.
1 %Function f o r l e v e l l i n g images
2
3 function [ l img ]= l e v e l ( img , mask )
4
5 [ x , y]=meshgrid ( 1 : s ize ( img , 2 ) , 1 : s ize ( img , 1) ) ;
6
7 xyz = [ x ( : ) , y ( : ) , img ( : ) ] ; %conver t to xyz coords
8
9 [ yrem , xrem]= find (mask==1) ; %f ind po in t s where mask ==1
10
11 tempxyz=xyz ;
12 [ t f , mark ]=( ismember ( [ xrem , yrem ] , tempxyz ( : , 1 : 2 ) , ’ rows ’ ) ) ; %remove
po in t s in mask
13 mark=[mark ; find ( isnan ( tempxyz ( : , 3) )==1) ] ;
14 tempxyz (mark , : ) = [ ] ;
15
16 [ x0 , a]= l s p l an e ( tempxyz ) ; %f i t l s p l a n e
17
18 f i t p l a n e z=(a (3 ) ∗x0 (3 )−a (1 ) ∗( xyz ( : , 1)−x0 (1 ) )−a (2 ) ∗( xyz ( : , 2)−x0 (2 ) ) )
/a (3 ) ;
19
20 f i t p l a n e=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ;
21 for i =1: length ( xyz )
22 f i t p l a n e ( xyz ( i , 2 ) , xyz ( i , 1) )=f i t p l a n e z ( i ) ;
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23 end
24
25 l img=img−f i t p l a n e ;
26
27 end
Function to perform Gaussian filtering with a specified cut-off and not edge correction.
1 %Gaussian f i l t e r i n g no edge co r r e c t i on
2
3 function smim = gau s s f i l t_cu t ( im , c u t o f f )
4
5 sigma=cu t o f f ∗sqrt ( log (2 ) /2) /pi ; %cor r e c t f i l t e r s i z e so sigma
g i v e s lambda_c i . e . 50% frequency c u t o f f .
6
7 i f sigma == 0
8 smim = im ;
9 return ;
10 end
11
12 % I f needed conver t im to doub le
13 i f ~strcmp ( c l a s s ( im) , ’ double ’ )
14 im = double ( im) ;
15 end
16
17 s ze = ce i l (6∗ sigma ) ;
18 i f ~mod( sze , 2 ) % Ensure f i l t e r s i z e i s odd
19 s ze = sze +1;
20 end
21 s ze = max( sze , 1 ) ; % and make sure i t i s a t l e a s t 1
22
23 h = f s p e c i a l ( ’ gauss ian ’ , [ s z e s ze ] , sigma ) ;
24
25 smim = im f i l t e r ( im , h , 0) ;
Function to preform Guassian filtering with edge correction.
1 %Edge cor r ec t ed Gaussian f i l t e r
2
3 function smim = g a u s s f i l t e c ( im , cu to f f , order )
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45 i f c u t o f f == 0
6 smim = im ;
7 return ;
8 end
9
10 i f order~=0
11 x=1: s ize ( im , 2) ;
12 y=1: s ize ( im , 1) ;
13 x=repmat (x , s ize ( im , 1) , 1) ;
14 y=repmat (y , 1 , s ize ( im , 2) ) ;
15
16 x=reshape (x , numel ( im) , 1) ;
17 y=reshape (y , numel ( im) , 1) ;
18 z=reshape ( im , numel ( im) , 1) ;
19 x ( isnan ( z ) ) = [ ] ;
20 y ( isnan ( z ) ) = [ ] ;
21 z ( isnan ( z ) ) = [ ] ;
22 end
23
24 i f order==0 %cor r e c t order i f d e s i r ed t h i s reduces
edge e f f e c t s f u r t h e r
25 back=0;
26 e l s e i f order==1
27 ba ck f i t=f i t ( [ x , y ] , z , ’ poly11 ’ ) ;
28 back=feval ( back f i t , x , y ) ;
29 back=reshape ( back , s ize ( im , 1) , s ize ( im , 2) ) ;
30 e l s e i f order==2
31 ba ck f i t=f i t ( [ x , y ] , z , ’ poly22 ’ ) ;
32 back=feval ( back f i t , x , y ) ;
33 back=reshape ( back , s ize ( im , 1) , s ize ( im , 2) ) ;
34 end
35
36 im=im−back ;
37
38 % I f needed conver t im to doub le
39 i f ~strcmp ( c l a s s ( im) , ’ double ’ )
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40 im = double ( im) ;
41 end
42
43 sigma=cu t o f f ∗sqrt ( log (2 ) /2) /pi ; %cor r e c t f i l t e r s i z e so sigma
g i v e s lambda_c i . e . 50% frequency c u t o f f .
44
45 s ze = ce i l (6∗ sigma ) ; %sze needs to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y
b i g g e r than sigma
46 i f ~mod( sze , 2 ) % Ensure f i l t e r s i z e i s odd
47 s ze = sze +1;
48 end
49 s ze = max( sze , 1 ) ; % and make sure i t i s a t l e a s t 1
50
51 h = f s p e c i a l ( ’ gauss ian ’ , [ s z e s ze ] , sigma ) ;
52
53 t_img=im f i l t e r ( im , h , 0) ; %ca l c f i l t e r padding wi th ze ros
54
55 weights=ones ( s ize ( im) ) ; %ca l c u l a t e we igh t to account f o r
edge e f f e c t
56 lwe ight=zeros ( f loor ( s ze /2) ) ;
57
58 for i =1: ce i l ( s ze /2)
59 for j =1: ce i l ( s ze /2)
60 lwe ight ( i , j )=1/sum(sum(h ( 1 : i+ce i l ( s ze /2)−1, 1 : j+ce i l ( s ze /2)
−1) ) ) ;
61 end
62 end
63 for i =1: s ize ( im , 1)
64 for j =1: s ize ( im , 2)
65 i f i<ce i l ( s ze /2) | | j<ce i l ( s ze /2) | | abs ( i−s ize ( im , 1)−1)<
ce i l ( s ze /2) | | abs ( j−s ize ( im , 2)−1)<ce i l ( s ze /2)
66 weights ( i , j )=lwe ight (min ( [ i , ce i l ( s ze /2) , abs ( i−s ize ( im , 1)−1) ] ) ,
min ( [ j , ce i l ( s ze /2) , abs ( j−s ize ( im , 2)−1) ] ) ) ;
67 end
68 end
69 end
70
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71 smim=t_img .∗ weights ; %app ly we i gh t s
72
73 smim=smim+back ; %remove order co r r e c t i on so resemb les
o r i g i n a l topo .
Demo function to segment a feature and calculate parameters. Variations of this were
used to produce the results in chapter 4.
1 function [ hparams , gparams , acparams , fimg , hmask , gmask , acmask ] =
segmentation_demo ( name , p i x s i z e , f i l t s i z e , height_thresh ,
grad_thresh , ac_smooth )
2
3 %Demo to segment an image and c a l c u l a t e parameters us ing h e i g h t and
g rad i en t t h r e s h o l d s and a c t i v e contours .
4
5 %% load data and c a l c u l a t e g rad i en t image
6 img=read3D (name) ; %load image
7
8 f img=g a u s s f i l t e c ( img , f i l t s i z e / p i x s i z e , 1) ; %gauss ian f i l t e r ( edge
cor r ec t ed )
9
10 gimg=imgradient ( f img ) ;
11 lmask=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ;
12
13 %% ca l c u l a t e i n i t a l segmentat ion f o r l e v e l l i n g
14
15 %here we use g rad i en t t h r e s ho l d can do t h i s us ing o ther methods too .
16 i f ~isempty ( grad_thresh )
17 lmask ( gimg>grad_thresh )=1;
18 else
19 lmask ( gimg>max( gimg ( : ) ) /4)=1;
20 end
21
22 lmask=im f i l l ( lmask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l enc lo sed reg ions
23 lmask=bwareaopen ( lmask , 5000) ; %remove sma l l r e g i ons ( no i se /
roughness )
24 SE=s t r e l ( ’ octagon ’ , 12) ;
25 lmask=imd i l a t e ( lmask , SE) ; %d i l a t e mask to ensure on ly background
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l e v e l l e d
26
27 f img=l e v e l ( fimg , lmask ) ; %l e v e l us ing background only .
28
29 %% Height t h r e s h o l d i n g
30
31 i f ~isempty ( he ight_thresh )
32 hmask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ;
33 hmask ( fimg<height_thresh )=1;
34 hmask=im f i l l (hmask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l enc lo sed reg ions
35 hmask=bwareaopen (hmask , 5000) ; %remove sma l l r e g i ons ( no i se /
roughness )
36 hmask=imc learborder (hmask ) ; %remove reg ions on image edge
37
38 hedg=edge (hmask ) ; %ca l edges o f mask
39 edgpo ints = [ ] ;
40 [ edgpo ints ( : , 2) , edgpo ints ( : , 1) ]= find ( hedg==1) ;
41
42 i f isempty ( edgpo ints )
43 warning ( ’ no f e a tu r e detec ted with he ight th r e sho ld ’ )
44 else
45 [ hD, hdepth , hOOR]=calculate_params ( edgpoints , fimg , p i x s i z e ) ;
46 hparams=[hD, hdepth , hOOR] ;
47 end
48 else
49 hparams = [ ] ;
50 hmask= [ ] ;
51 end
52
53 %%grad i en t t h r e s h o l d i n g
54
55 i f ~isempty ( grad_thresh )
56 gmask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ;
57 gmask ( gimg>grad_thresh )=1;
58 gmask=im f i l l ( gmask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l enc lo sed reg ions
59 gmask=bwareaopen (gmask , 5000) ; %remove sma l l r e g i ons ( no i se /
roughness )
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60 gmask=imc learborder ( gmask ) ; %remove reg ions on image edge
61
62 gedg=edge ( gmask ) ; %ca l edges o f mask
63 edgpo ints = [ ] ;
64 [ edgpo ints ( : , 2) , edgpo ints ( : , 1) ]= find ( gedg==1) ;
65
66 i f isempty ( edgpo ints )
67 warning ( ’ no f e a tu r e detec ted with grad i en t th r e sho ld ’ ) ;
68 else
69 [ gD , gdepth , gOOR]=calculate_params ( edgpoints , fimg , p i x s i z e ) ;
70 gparams=[gD, gdepth , gOOR] ;
71 end
72 else
73 gparams = [ ] ;
74 gmask = [ ] ;
75 end
76
77 %% ac t i v e contours
78
79 i f ~isempty ( ac_smooth )
80
81 % acmask=lmask ; %fo r speed s t a r t wi th good i n i t a l guess o f
mask .
82 % acmask=imc learborder ( acmask ) ; %remove reg ions on image
edge ( t h i s i s not a lwys necessary and depnds on how f e a t u r e i s
de f ined ) .
83
84 acmask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ; %a l t e r n a t i v e l y use a box in rough ly
the r i g h t p l a ce
85 acmask (400 :600 , 400 :600) =1;
86
87 acmask=act i v e contour ( fimg , acmask , 1000 , ’Chan−Vese ’ , ac_smooth )
;
88 acmask=bwareaopen ( acmask , 5000) ;
89
90 acedg=edge ( acmask ) ; %ca l edges o f mask
91 edgpo ints = [ ] ;
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92 [ edgpo ints ( : , 2) , edgpo ints ( : , 1) ]= find ( acedg==1) ;
93
94 i f isempty ( edgpo ints )
95 warning ( ’ no f e a tu r e detec ted with a c t i v e contours ’ ) ;
96 else
97 [ acD , acdepth , acOOR]=calculate_params ( edgpoints , fimg , p i x s i z e ) ;
98 acparams=[acD , acdepth , acOOR ] ;
99 end
100 else
101 acparams = [ ] ;
102 acmask = [ ] ;
103 end
104
105 end
106 %% ca l c u l a t e parameters
107
108 function [D, depth , OOR]=calculate_params ( edgpoints , fimg , p i x s i z e ) ;
109 %ca l c u l a t e diameter , depth and out o f roundness g iven edgepo in t s
110
111 [ centre , R, ~ , std , ~ , ~ , uncer ]= l s 2 d c i r c l e ( edgpoints , mean(
edgpo ints ) ’ , 20 , 1e−3, 1e−3) ; %f i t c i r c l e to edge
112 D=2∗R∗ p i x s i z e ; %Diameter
113
114 sma l l c i r c=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ; %crea t e a sma l l c i r c l e wi th h a l f
the rad ius to l ook at the depth wi th
115 for j =1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 1)
116 for i =1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 2)
117 i f sqrt ( ( j−cent r e (2 ) )^2+( i−cent r e (1 ) ) ^2)<R/2
118 sma l l c i r c ( j , i )=1;
119 end
120 end
121 end
122 depth=−mean( f img ( sma l l c i r c==1)) ; %depth i s mean he i g h t w i th in
c i r c l e
123
124 Rpoints=sqrt ( ( edgpo ints ( : , 2 )−cent r e (2 ) ) .^2+( edgpo ints ( : , 1)−
cent r e (1 ) ) . ^2 ) ; %rad i a l d i s t ance o f po in t s
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125
126 OOR=(max( Rpoints )−min( Rpoints ) ) ∗ p i x s i z e ; %out o f roundness −
max−min de v i a t i on from c i r c l e
127
128 end
Function to determine measurement reproducibility from a series of measurements
using height thresholding. Variations of this function were used to calculate the results
in chapter 5.
1 %r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y ana l y s i s us ing h e i g h t t h r e s h o l d
2
3 outd=zeros (250 ,3 ) ;
4 depth=outd ;
5 xpos=outd ;
6 ypos=outd ;
7 rep=outd ;
8 cx=outd ;
9 cy=outd ;
10 rounderr=outd ;
11
12 aved=zeros (25 ,3 ) ;
13 avex=aved ;
14 avey=aved ;
15 repvar=aved ;
16 medd=aved ;
17 aveoor=aved ;
18 varoor=aved ;
19
20 p i x s i z e =0.438; %LEXT 0.625 Alicona 0.438
21
22
23 x_size =1624; %image s i z e p i x e l s : Al icona 1624x1232 , Lext 1024
x1024
24 y_size =1232;
25
26 % stepx=75/ p i x s i z e ; %LEXT
27 % stepy=75/ p i x s i z e ;
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28
29 stepx=90/ p i x s i z e ; %300um
30 stepy=50/ p i x s i z e ;
31
32 % stepx=130/ p i x s i z e ; %150um
33 % stepy=90/ p i x s i z e ;
34
35 % stepx=165/ p i x s i z e ; %50um
36 % stepy=110/ p i x s i z e ;
37
38
39
40 % [ gx , gy ]=meshgrid ( −2:0 .1 :2 , −2:0.1 :2) ;
41 %
42 % in t e r p r=zeros ( s i z e ( gx , 1) , s i z e ( gx , 2) , 3) ;
43 % in t e r p s t d=in t e r p r ;
44 % interpmedr=in t e r p r ;
45 % count=zeros (1000 , 1000 , 3) ;
46 for t=1 %:12
47
48 thresh=−0.5;
49
50 for k=1:3
51
52 f i l e s=dir ( [ ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\dimple unce r ta in ty
\2030010_dimp ’ num2str( k ) ’ ∗ . a l3d ’ ] ) ;
53 % f i l e s=d i r ( [ ’T:\EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y
data Lext 3−6−15\dimp_ ’ num2str ( k ) ’∗ . l e x t ’ ] ) ;
54 %for n=83
55 for n=1: length ( f i l e s )
56 disp (n)
57 name=[ ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\dimple unce r ta in ty \
’ f i l e s (n) . name ] ;
58 % name=[ ’T:\EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y
data Lext 3−6−15\’ f i l e s (n) . name ] ;
59
60 matchx=regexp (name , ’(?<=x_) .∗(?=_y) ’ , ’match ’ ) ;
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61 matchy=regexp (name , ’(?<=y_) .∗(?=_rep ) ’ , ’match ’ ) ;
62 matchrep=regexp (name , ’(?<=rep_ ) .∗ (?=. a l3d ) ’ , ’match ’ ) ;
63 xpos (n , k )=st r2doub l e (matchx{1}) ;
64 ypos (n , k )=st r2doub l e (matchy{1}) ;
65 rep (n , k )=st r2doub l e (matchrep {1}) ;
66
67 % matchcount=regexp (name , ’(?<=_000_) .∗(?=. l e x t ) ’ , ’match ’ ) ;
68 % matchcount=s t r 2doub l e (matchcount {1}) ;
69 % xpos (n , k )=mod(mod(matchcount−1, 25) , 5)−2;
70 % ypos (n , k )=( c e i l ( (mod(matchcount−1, 25)+1)/5) )−3;
71 % rep (n , k )=c e i l ( matchcount /25) ;
72
73 xes t=f loor ( xpos (n , k ) ∗ stepx ) ;
74 yes t=f loor ( ypos (n , k ) ∗ stepy ) ;
75
76 % a=AliconaReader (name) ; %to load a l i cona f i l e s i n s t ead
77 % dimple=a . DepthData ;
78 % dimple ( dimple==1e10 )=NaN;
79 % dimple=f l i p u d ( dimple ) ;
80 % img=dimple ∗1e6 ;
81
82 img=read3D (name) ;
83
84
85
86 f img=g a u s s f i l t ( img , 4) ; %f i l t e r image ( gauss ian sigma=4 => 9
p i x e l width )
87 f img=fimg−mean( f img (~ isnan ( f img ) ) ) ; %se t mean to 0 so i n i t i a l
l e v e l doesn ’ t f a i l
88
89 mask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ;
90 mask( fimg<thresh )=1;
91
92 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
93 f img=l e v e l ( fimg , mask ) ;
94
95 mask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ; %r e c a l c u l a t e f o r l e v e l l e d image
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96 mask( fimg<thresh )=1;
97
98 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
99 f img=l e v e l ( fimg , mask ) ;
100
101 mask=zeros ( s ize ( f img ) ) ; %r e c a l c u l a t e f o r l e v e l l e d image
102 mask( fimg<thresh )=1;
103
104 mask=imc learborder (mask ) ;
105 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
106 %mask=bwareaopen (mask ,1000) ; %remove sma l l r e g i ons . This
va lue w i l l need to change depending on s i z e o f ho le , f i n d a
b e t t e r way to do t h i s .
107
108
109 s e l=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ;
110 s e l ( ce i l ( y_size /2)+yest , ce i l ( x_size /2)−xes t )=1; %Alicona
111 % s e l ( c e i l ( y_size /2)−yes t , c e i l ( x_size /2)+xe s t )=1; %Lext
112
113 i f ~any( s e l==mask & mask==1)
114 mask=bwareaopen (mask , 1000 ) ; %remove any sma l l rubb i s h
115 while ~any( s e l==mask & mask==1)
116 s e l=bwmorph( s e l , ’ d i l a t e ’ ) ; %d i l a t e u n t i l they i n t e r s e c t
117 end
118 t s e l=s e l ;
119 s e l=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ;
120 s e l ( t s e l==1 & mask==1)=1;
121 mask=double (mask ) ; %some reason makes t h i s l o g i c a l ?
122 end
123
124 tmask=imrecons t ruc t ( s e l , mask ) ; %remove a l l e xcep t c o r r e c t
dimple
125
126 % f i g u r e
127 % imagesc ( tmask )
128 % pause (1)
129
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130 edg=edge ( tmask ) ; %ca l edges
131 e d g l i s t=find ( edg==1) ;
132
133 edgpo ints = [ ] ;
134 [ edgpo ints ( : , 2 ) , edgpo ints ( : , 1 ) ]= ind2sub ( s ize ( img ) , e d g l i s t ) ;
135 [ centre , R, ~ , stdr , ~ , ~ , uncer ]= l s 2 d c i r c l e ( edgpoints , mean(
edgpo ints ) ’ , 20 ,1 e−3,1e−3) ; %f i t c i r c l e to edge
136 cx (n , k )=cent r e (1 ) ;
137 cy (n , k )=cent r e (2 ) ;
138 outd (n , k )=2∗R∗ p i x s i z e ; %conver t rad ius to um
139 i f outd (n , k , t )==0
140 warning ( ’No f e a tu r e detec ted ’ ) ;
141 end
142
143 [ y , x]= find ( tmask==1) ;
144 y=y−f loor ( cy (n , k ) ) +500;
145 x=x−f loor ( cx (n , k ) ) +500;
146 temp=zeros (1000 , 1000) ;
147 for i =1: length ( y )
148 temp(y ( i ) , x ( i ) )=1;
149 end
150 % count ( : , : , k )=count ( : , : , k )+temp ;
151
152 sma l l c i r c=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ; %crea t e a sma l l c i r c l e wi th
h a l f the rad ius to l ook at the depth wi th
153 for j =1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 1 )
154 for i =1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 2)
155 i f sqrt ( ( j−cy (n , k ) )^2+( i−cx (n , k ) ) ^2)<R/2
156 sma l l c i r c ( j , i )=1;
157 end
158 end
159 end
160
161 depth (n , k , t )=−mean( f img ( sma l l c i r c==1)) ; %ca l the depth
162
163 Rpoints=sqrt ( ( edgpo ints ( : , 2 )−cy (n , k ) ) .^2+( edgpo ints ( : , 1)−cx (n ,
k ) ) . ^2 ) ;
159
164 Rdi f f=(Rpoints−R) ∗ p i x s i z e ;
165
166 rounderr (n , k , t )=max( Rd i f f )−min( Rd i f f ) ;
167
168 % gimg=imgradient ( f img ) ;
169 %
170 % f i g u r e (1)
171 % imagesc ( tmask )
172 % f i g u r e (2)
173 % imagesc ( fimg )
174 % co l o r ba r
175 % f i g u r e (3)
176 % imagesc ( gimg )
177 % co l o r ba r
178 % pause (1)
179 end
180
181 for i =1:25
182 aved ( i , k )=mean( outd ( ( i −1)∗10+1: i ∗10 , k ) ) ;
183 avex ( i , k )=xpos ( ( i −1)∗10+1 ,k ) ;
184 avey ( i , k )=ypos ( ( i −1)∗10+1 ,k ) ;
185 repvar ( i , k )=var ( outd ( ( i −1)∗10+1: i ∗10 , k ) ) ;
186 % medd( i , k )=median ( outd ( ( i−1)∗10+1: i ∗10 , k ) ) ;
187 end
188
189 end
190 end
191
192 aveD=mean( outd ) ;
193 stdD=std ( outd ) ;
194
195 aveoor=mean( rounderr ) ;
196 s tdoor=std ( rounderr ) ;
197
198 aveddepth=mean( depth ) ;
199 stddepth=std ( depth ) ;
The following functions were used to calculate the results in chapter 6.
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This function determines the contribution of measurement noise.
1 %Ca lcu l a t e the e f f e c t s o f no i se on the s i z e o f a f e a t u r e
2
3 reps =10;
4 thresh=−0.5;
5
6 clear difdimp d i fback
7
8
9 for i =1: reps −1;
10 disp ( i )
11
12 % dat1=read3D ( [ ’T:\EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\Lext \
r e p e a t a b i l t y t e s t 20% d300 10um\ noise test_1_000_00 ’ s p r i n t f ( ’%02
d ’ , i ) , ’ . l e x t ’ ] ) ;
13 % dat2=read3D ( [ ’T:\EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\Lext \
r e p e a t a b i l t y t e s t 20% d300 10um\ noise test_1_000_00 ’ s p r i n t f ( ’%02
d ’ , i +1) , ’ . l e x t ’ ] ) ;
14
15 dat1=read3D ( [ ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ rep no i s e data\
dimp_1_000_ ’ sprintf ( ’%02d ’ , i ) , ’ . l e x t ’ ] ) ;
16 dat2=read3D ( [ ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ rep no i s e data\
dimp_1_000_ ’ sprintf ( ’%02d ’ , i +1) , ’ . l e x t ’ ] ) ;
17
18
19 dat1=dat1−mean( dat1 ( : ) ) ;
20 dat2=dat2−mean( dat2 ( : ) ) ;
21
22 mask=zeros ( s ize ( dat1 ) ) ;
23 mask( dat1<thresh )=1;
24
25 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
26 mask=bwareaopen (mask , 5000) ;
27
28 l da t1=l e v e l ( dat1 , mask ) ;
29 l da t2=l e v e l ( dat2 , mask ) ;
30
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31 mask=zeros ( s ize ( dat1 ) ) ;
32 mask( dat1<thresh )=1;
33
34 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
35 mask=bwareaopen (mask , 5000) ;
36
37 d i f =( ldat1−l da t2 ) /sqrt (2 ) ;
38
39 Sqdimp ( i )=std ( d i f (mask==1)) ;
40 Sqback ( i )=std ( d i f (mask==0)) ;
41
42 cSqdimp ( i )=sqrt (sum( Sqdimp ( 1 : i ) . ^2 ) / i ) ;
43 cSqback ( i )=sqrt (sum( Sqback ( 1 : i ) . ^2 ) / i ) ;
44
45 i f exist ( ’ di fdimp ’ , ’ var ’ )
46 difdimp=[difdimp ; d i f (mask==1) ] ;
47 else
48 difdimp=d i f (mask==1) ;
49 end
50 i f exist ( ’ d i fback ’ , ’ var ’ )
51 d i fback=[ d i fback ; d i f (mask==0) ] ;
52 else
53 d i fback=d i f (mask==0) ;
54 end
55 end
56
57 dimp=read3D ( ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y
data Lext 3−6−15\dimp_1_000_0013 . l e x t ’ ) ;
58
59 dimp=dimp−mean( dat1 ( : ) ) ;
60
61 mask=zeros ( s ize (dimp) ) ;
62 mask( dat1<thresh )=1;
63
64 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
65 mask=bwareaopen (mask , 5000) ;
66
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67 dimp=l e v e l (dimp , mask ) ;
68
69 mask=zeros ( s ize (dimp) ) ;
70 mask( dat1<thresh )=1;
71
72 mask=im f i l l (mask , ’ ho l e s ’ ) ; %f i l l h o l e s
73 mask=bwareaopen (mask , 5000) ;
74
75 for i =1:5000
76 disp ( i )
77
78 nmap=rand ( s ize (dimp) ) ;
79 nback=di fback ( ce i l (nmap∗ length ( d i fback ) ) ) ;
80 ndimp=difdimp ( ce i l (nmap∗ length ( di fdimp ) ) ) ;
81
82 n=nback ;
83 n(mask==1)=ndimp(mask==1) ;
84
85 n2=zeros ( s ize (nmap) ) ;
86 n2 (mask==1)=(nmap(mask==1)−mean(nmap(mask==1)) ) ∗cSqdimp (end) ;
87 n2 (mask==0)=(nmap(mask==0)−mean(nmap(mask==0)) ) ∗cSqback (end) ;
88
89 noisedimp=dimp+n ;
90 noisedimp2=dimp+n2 ;
91
92
93 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , depth ( i ) , ~ , ~ , R( i ) ]= run_heightdimp_local (
noisedimp , 0 .625 , −0.5) ;
94 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , depth2 ( i ) , ~ , ~ , R2( i ) ]= run_heightdimp_local (
noisedimp2 , 0 . 625 , −0.5) ;
95 end
96
97 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , depth0 , ~ , ~ , R0]=run_heightdimp_local (dimp , 0 .625 ,
−0.5) ;
98
99 depthbias=mean( depth )−depth0 ;
100 D=2∗R;
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101 Dbias=mean(D)−2∗R0 ;
102 D=sort (D) ;
103 depth=sort ( depth ) ;
104
105 ubdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
106 ubD=D( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
107 lbdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
108 lbD=D( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
This function calculates the flatness map from a series of measurements.
1 function [ aveimg]= flatness_ave_img (path , t extout )
2
3 %may run out o f memory f o r more than ~10−20 images
4 %w i l l f a i l i f you have any non−data f i l e s in your f o l d e r .
5 %and yes t h i s puts a . t x t f o l d e r t he r e so move or d e l e t e i t b e f o r e
6 %re−running the s c r i p t .
7
8 %te x t o u t i s f l a g to output t e x t f i l e s e t to 1 to output .
9
10 f i l e s=dir ( [ path ’ \∗ .∗ ’ ] ) ;
11
12 f i l e s=f i l e s ( ~ [ f i l e s . i s d i r ] ) ;
13
14 for i =1: length ( f i l e s )
15 disp ( i )
16
17 z=read3D ( [ path ’ \ ’ f i l e s ( i ) . name ] ) ;
18
19 z=l e v e l ( z , zeros ( s ize ( z ) ) ) ;
20
21 z ( : , 1)=z ( : , 2) ; %very t i l t e d f l a t s are f o r some reason
l o s i n g f i r s t column ,
22
23 [ x , y]=meshgrid ( 1 : s ize ( z , 2) , 1 : s ize ( z , 1) ) ;
24
25 x=reshape (x , numel ( x ) , 1) ;
26 y=reshape (y , numel ( y ) , 1) ;
27 tz=reshape ( z , numel ( z ) , 1) ;
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28 f=f i t ( [ x ( 1 : 1 0 : end) , y ( 1 : 1 0 : end) ] , t z ( 1 : 1 0 : end) , ’ poly55 ’ , ’
normal ize ’ , ’ on ’ ) ; %remove po lynomia l
29 ev=feval ( f , [ x , y ] ) ;
30 ev=reshape ( ev , s ize ( z ) ) ;
31 % ev=g a u s s f i l t e c ( z , 2/0.625 , 1) ; %or f i l t e r ( c u r r e t l y put in
p i x e l s i z e manually )
32 temp=z−ev ;
33
34 Sq_temp=std ( temp ( : ) ) ;
35
36 z ( temp>mean( temp ( : ) )+3∗Sq_temp | temp<mean( temp ( : ) )−3∗Sq_temp)=
nan ;
37 %z=grubbs ( temp , 3 ) ; %t h i s seems to remove too much?
38
39 mask=zeros ( s ize ( z ) ) ;
40 mask( isnan ( z ) )=1;
41
42 z=l e v e l ( z , mask ) ;
43
44 i f exist ( ’ sumdat ’ , ’ var ’ )
45 a ( : , : , 1)=sumdat ;
46 a ( : , : , 2)=z ;
47 sumdat=nansum(a , 3) ;
48 else
49 sumdat=z ;
50 end
51 aveimg=sumdat/ i ;
52
53 % imagesc ( z )
54 % pause (0 . 5 )
55
56
57 end
58
59 for i =1: length ( f i l e s )
60 disp ( i )
61
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62 z=read3D ( [ path ’ \ ’ f i l e s ( i ) . name ] ) ;
63
64 z=l e v e l ( z , zeros ( s ize ( z ) ) ) ;
65
66 z ( : , 1)=z ( : , 2) ; %very t i l t e d f l a t s are f o r some reason
l o s i n g f i r s t column ,
67
68 [ x , y]=meshgrid ( 1 : s ize ( z , 2) , 1 : s ize ( z , 1) ) ;
69
70 x=reshape (x , numel ( x ) , 1) ;
71 y=reshape (y , numel ( y ) , 1) ;
72 tz=reshape ( z , numel ( z ) , 1) ;
73 f=f i t ( [ x ( 1 : 1 0 : end) , y ( 1 : 1 0 : end) ] , t z ( 1 : 1 0 : end) , ’ poly55 ’ , ’
normal ize ’ , ’ on ’ ) ; %remove po lynomia l
74 ev=feval ( f , [ x , y ] ) ;
75 ev=reshape ( ev , s ize ( z ) ) ;
76 % ev=g a u s s f i l t e c ( z , 2/0.625 , 1) ; %or f i l t e r ( c u r r e t l y put in
p i x e l s i z e manually )
77 temp=z−ev ;
78
79 Sq_temp=std ( temp ( : ) ) ;
80
81 z ( temp>mean( temp ( : ) )+3∗Sq_temp | temp<mean( temp ( : ) )−3∗Sq_temp)=
nan ;
82 %z=grubbs ( temp , 3 ) ; %t h i s seems to remove too much?
83
84 mask=zeros ( s ize ( z ) ) ;
85 mask( isnan ( z ) )=1;
86
87 z=l e v e l ( z , mask ) ;
88
89 i f exist ( ’ sumdat ’ , ’ var ’ )
90 a ( : , : , 1)=sumdat ;
91 a ( : , : , 2)=z ;
92 sumdat=nansum(a , 3) ;
93 else
94 sumdat=z ;
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95 end
96 aveimg=sumdat/ i ;
97
98 % imagesc ( z )
99 % pause (0 . 5 )
100
101
102 end
103
104 %aveimg=g a u s s f i l t e c ( aveimg , 20 , 2) ; %remove shor t wave length
components
105 %of f l a t n e s s
106
107 i f t extout==1
108 dlmwrite ( [ path ’ \aveimg . txt ’ ] , aveimg ) ;
109 end
This function calculates the effect of flatness on a measurement from the flatness map.
1 %ca l c u a l t e the e f f e c t o f the f l a t n e s s d e v i a t i on on the s i z e o f a
f e a t u r e
2
3 img=l e x th e i g h t ( ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y
data Lext 3−6−15\dimp_1_000_0013 . l e x t ’ ) ;
4
5 f latmap=dlmread( ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ F la tne s s Lext
13−3−15\0mm\20x\aveimg . txt ’ ) ;
6
7 r f l a t img=img−f latmap ;
8
9 x=dlmread( ’ data\ c o r x s h i f t . txt ’ ) ;
10 y=dlmread( ’ data\ c o r y s h i f t . txt ’ ) ;
11
12 modr=zeros (1 , 1) ;
13 moddepth=zeros (1 , 1) ;
14
15 for i =1:5000
16
17 disp ( i )
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18 s h i f t f l a t=c i r c s h i f t ( f latmap , [ y ( i ) , x ( i ) ] ) ;
19
20 i f x ( i )>0
21 s h i f t f l a t ( : , 1 : x ( i ) )=0;
22 e l s e i f x ( i )<0
23 s h i f t f l a t ( : , end+x( i )+1:end)=0;
24 end
25
26 i f y ( i )>0
27 s h i f t f l a t ( 1 : y ( i ) , : ) =0;
28 e l s e i f y ( i )<0
29 s h i f t f l a t (end+y( i )+1:end , : ) =0;
30 end
31
32 modimg=r f l a t img+s h i f t f l a t ;
33
34 [ ~ , modr ( i ) , fimg , mask , moddepth ( i ) , ~ , ~ , ~]=
run_heightdimp_local ( modimg , 0 .625 , −0.5) ;
35
36 end
37
38 [ ~ , r0 , fimg , mask , depth0 , ~ , ~ , ~]= run_heightdimp_local ( r f l a t img
, 0 . 625 , −0.5) ;
39
40 D=2∗modr ;
41 depthbias=mean(moddepth )−depth0 ;
42 Dbias=mean(D)−2∗r0 ;
43 depth=sort (moddepth ) ;
44 D=sort (D) ;
45 ubdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
46 ubD=D( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
47 lbdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
48 lbD=D( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
49
50 save ( ’ data\ f l a tne s s_e f f e c t_data_cor ’ ) ;
This function calculates the effect of lateral distortion from the lateral distortion map.
1 %ca l c u l a t e e f f e c t o f l a t e r a l s c a l e d i s t o r t i o n on the s i z e o f a
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f e a t u r e
2
3 img=l e x th e i g h t ( ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y
data Lext 3−6−15\dimp_1_000_0013 . l e x t ’ ) ;
4
5 errormapX=dlmread( ’ data\ lat_errors_X . txt ’ ) ;
6 errormapY=dlmread( ’ data\ lat_errors_Y . txt ’ ) ;
7
8
9 x=randi (300 , 5000 , 1)−150;
10 y=randi (300 , 5000 , 1)−150;
11
12 reps =1;
13
14 R=zeros ( reps , 5000) ;
15
16 [ img , fimg , mask , edg ]=run_heightdimp_local_edge ( img , 0 .625 , −0.5) ;
17 coredg=zeros ( s ize ( edg , 1) , 2) ;
18
19 for i =1: s ize ( edg , 1)
20 coredg ( i , 1)=edg ( i , 1 )−errormapX ( edg ( i , 2) , edg ( i , 1) ) ;
21 coredg ( i , 2)=edg ( i , 2)−errormapY ( edg ( i , 2) , edg ( i , 1) ) ;
22 end
23
24 [ c0 , R0 , d0 , sigmah0 , conv0 , Vx0n0 , urn0 , GNlog0 , a0 , ~ ] =
l s 2 d c i r c l e ( coredg , mean( coredg ) ’ , 150 , 1e−3, 1e−3) ;
25
26 sma l l c i r c=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ; %crea t e a sma l l c i r c l e wi th h a l f
the rad ius to l ook at the depth wi th
27 for n=1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 1)
28 for m=1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 2)
29 i f sqrt ( (m−c0 (2 ) )^2+(n−c0 (1 ) ) ^2)<R0/2
30 sma l l c i r c (n , m)=1;
31 end
32 end
33 end
34
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35 depth0=−mean( f img ( sma l l c i r c==1)) ; %ca l the depth
36
37 R0=R0∗0 . 6 25 ;
38
39 for i =1:5000
40 disp ( i )
41
42 s h i f t e r r o rX=c i r c s h i f t ( errormapX , in t16 ( [ y ( i ) , x ( i ) ] ) ) ;
43 s h i f t e r r o rY=c i r c s h i f t ( errormapY , in t16 ( [ y ( i ) , x ( i ) ] ) ) ;
44
45 i f x ( i )>0
46 s h i f t e r r o rX ( : , 1 : x ( i ) )=NaN;
47 s h i f t e r r o rY ( : , 1 : x ( i ) )=NaN;
48 e l s e i f x ( i )<0
49 s h i f t e r r o rX ( : , end−x ( i )+1:end)=NaN;
50 s h i f t e r r o rY ( : , end−x ( i )+1:end)=NaN;
51 end
52
53 i f y ( i )>0
54 s h i f t e r r o rX ( 1 : y ( i ) , : )=NaN;
55 s h i f t e r r o rY ( 1 : y ( i ) , : )=NaN;
56 e l s e i f y ( i )<0
57 s h i f t e r r o rX (end−y ( i )+1:end , : )=NaN;
58 s h i f t e r r o rY (end−y ( i )+1:end , : )=NaN;
59 end
60
61 s h i f t e d g=zeros ( s ize ( edg , 1) , 2) ;
62 for j =1: s ize ( edg , 1)
63 s h i f t e d g ( j , 1)=coredg ( j , 1)+sh i f t e r r o rX ( edg ( j , 1) , edg ( j , 2) ) ;
64 s h i f t e d g ( j , 2)=coredg ( j , 2)+sh i f t e r r o rY ( edg ( j , 1) , edg ( j , 2) ) ;
65 end
66
67 for k=1: reps
68 %sh i f t e d g=s h i f t e d g+randn ( s i z e ( s h i f t e d g ) ) ∗0 . 3 ; %add random
uncer t a in t y ( in p i x e l s ) .
69
70 [ c ( i , : ) , R(k , i ) , d , sigmah , conv , Vx0n , urn , GNlog , a , ~ ] =
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l s 2 d c i r c l e ( sh i f t edg , mean( s h i f t e d g ) ’ , 150 , 1e−3, 1e−3) ;
71
72 sma l l c i r c=zeros ( s ize ( img ) ) ; %crea t e a sma l l c i r c l e wi th h a l f
the rad ius to l ook at the depth wi th
73 for n=1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 1)
74 for m=1: s ize ( sma l l c i r c , 2)
75 i f sqrt ( (m−c ( i , 2) )^2+(n−c ( i , 1) ) ^2)<R(k , i ) /2
76 sma l l c i r c (n , m)=1;
77 end
78 end
79 end
80
81 depth (k , i )=−mean( f img ( sma l l c i r c==1)) ; %ca l the depth
82
83 end
84 end
85
86 R=R∗0 . 6 25 ;
87 d i f=R−R0 ;
88
89 depth=sort ( depth ) ;
90 D=2∗R;
91 D=sort (D) ;
92 ubdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
93 ubD=D( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
94 lbdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
95 lbD=D( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
96
97 depthbias=mean( depth )−depth0 ;
98 Dbias=mean(D)−2∗R0 ;
This function estimates the effect of vertical distortions on the measurement.
1 %ca l c u l a t e the e f f e c t s o f the v e r t i c a l s c a l e s on the s i z e o f a
f e a t u r e
2
3 he i gh t s=x l s r ead ( ’ stepcomb20x . x l sx ’ ) ;
4 nomstep=x l s r ead ( ’ c a l i b r a t e d step he ight va lue s . x l sx ’ ) ;
5
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6 for i =1: s ize ( he ights , 1) ;
7
8 k=find ( nomstep ( : , 1)==he igh t s ( i , 2) ) ;
9
10 he i gh t s ( i , 8)=nomstep (k , 2) ;
11
12 end
13
14 I=find ( he i gh t s ( : , 2)==19) ; %exc lude 19nm fo r now due to
f l a t n e s s
15 he i gh t s ( I , : ) = [ ] ;
16
17 he i gh t s ( : , 9)=he i gh t s ( : , 7)−he i gh t s ( : , 8) ;
18
19 I=find ( he i gh t s ( : , 1)==20) ;
20 h20=he igh t s ( I , : ) ;
21 for j =2:7
22 I=find ( he i gh t s ( : , 2)==nomstep ( j , 1) ) ;
23 T=he igh t s ( I , : ) ;
24 mh20( j −1, : )=mean(T) ;
25 sdh20 ( j−1)=std (T( : , 7) ) /sqrt ( s ize (T, 1) ) ;
26 end
27
28 [ f20 , gof , f lag ]= f i t (mh20 ( : , 8) , mh20 ( : , 7) , ’ poly1 ’ , ’ lower ’ , [− i n f
, 0 ] , ’ upper ’ , [ i n f , 0 ] ) ;
29
30 amp20=f20 . p1 ;
31
32 r e s20=h20 ( : , 7)−h20 ( : , 8) ∗amp20 ;
33
34 nomres20=h20 ( : , 7)−h20 ( : , 8) ;
35
36 %as s e s s unce r t a in t y by MC
37
38 for m=1:5000
39 disp (m)
40
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41 Tnomstep=nomstep ;
42 Tnomstep ( : , 2)=Tnomstep ( : , 2)+randn( s ize (Tnomstep , 1) , 1) .∗
Tnomstep ( : , 3) /2 ;
43
44 Tmh20=mh20 ;
45
46 Tmh20 ( : , 7)=Tmh20 ( : , 7)+(sdh20 .∗ randn( s ize ( sdh20 ) ) ) ’ ;
47
48 for i =1: s ize (Tmh20 , 1) ;
49
50 k=find (Tnomstep ( : , 1)==Tmh20( i , 2) ) ;
51
52 Tmh20( i , 8)=Tnomstep (k , 2) ;
53 end
54
55 Tf20=f i t (Tmh20 ( : , 8) , Tmh20 ( : , 7) , ’ poly1 ’ , ’ lower ’ , [− i n f , 0 ] ,
’ upper ’ , [ i n f , 0 ] ) ;
56
57 Tamp20(m)=Tf20 . p1 ;
58
59 end
60
61 non l in=max(abs ( r e s20 ) ) ;
62 ampuncert=2∗std (Tamp20) ;
63 mamp=mean(Tamp20) ;
64
65 img=read3D ( ’T: \EM\_MD\Pro j e c t s \115944 − IRD\Gavin\ r e p e a t a b i l i t y data
Lext 3−6−15\dimp_1_000_0013 . l e x t ’ ) ;
66
67 for i =1:5000
68 disp ( i )
69
70 amp( i )=mamp+randn ( ) ∗ampuncert+(rand ( ) −0.5)∗ non l in /10000;
71
72 l img=img∗amp( i ) ;
73
74 [ ~ , R( i ) , fimg , mask , depth ( i ) , ~ , ~ , ~]= run_heightdimp_local (
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l img , 0 . 625 , −0.5) ;
75 end
76
77 D=2∗R;
78
79 ubdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
80 ubD=D( ce i l (0 .975∗5000) ) ;
81 lbdepth=depth ( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
82 lbD=D( ce i l (0 .025∗5000) ) ;
83
84 [ ~ , R0 , fimg , mask , depth0 , ~ , ~ , ~]= run_heightdimp_local ( img ,
0 . 625 , −0.5) ;
85 Dbias=mean(D)−2∗R0 ;
86 depthbias=mean( depth )−depth0 ;
Finally, the combined effect of all metrological characteristics is determined.
1 %Ca lcu l a t e the combined uncer t a in t y from the i n d i v i d u a l e f f e c t s
2
3 clear a l l
4 load ( ’ f l a tn e s s_e f f e c t_da ta3 .mat ’ )
5
6 c1=D; %f l a t n e s s
7 d1=moddepth ;
8
9 load ( ’ n o i s e_e f f e c t 3 . mat ’ )
10
11 c2=D; %noise
12 d2=depth ;
13
14 load ( ’ l a t_ s c a l e_e f f e c t 22−7−15.mat ’ )
15
16 c3=D; %l a t s c a l e s
17 d3=depth ;
18
19 load ( ’ vert_scale_data3 .mat ’ )
20
21 c4=D; %ver t s c a l e s
22 d4=depth ;
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23
24 rD=ce i l (rand (50000 , 4) ∗5000) ;
25 rdepth=ce i l (rand (50000 , 4) ∗5000) ;
26
27 f i l t e r_ s t d =13; %f i l t e r and l a t s c a l e s in nm
28 r ep_la t s ca l e s_std =58;
29
30 f i l t e r _ e f f =(rand (1 , 50000) −0.5)∗ f i l t e r_ s t d ∗sqrt (12) /1000 ;
31 rep_lat_e f f=randn (1 , 50000) ∗ r ep_la t s ca l e s_std /1000 ;
32
33 bias_minmax_D=194; %uncer ta in t y in b i a s in nm
34 bias_minmax_depth=5;
35 bias_std_D=99;
36 bias_std_depth =2.5;
37
38 r1=rand (1 , 50000) ;
39 r2=rand (1 , 50000) ;
40
41 as_D=−(bias_minmax_D/2)−bias_std_D+2∗bias_std_D∗ r1 ;
42 as_depth=−bias_minmax_depth/2−bias_std_depth+2∗bias_std_depth∗ r1 ;
43 bs_D=−as_D ;
44 bs_depth=−as_depth ;
45
46 bias_uncert_D=(as_D+(bs_D−as_D) .∗ r2 ) /1000 ;
47 bias_uncert_depth=(as_depth+(bs_depth−as_depth ) .∗ r2 ) /1000 ;
48
49 %uncor re l a t ed
50 D=c1 (rD ( : , 1) )−mean( c1 )+c2 (rD ( : , 2) )−mean( c2 )+c3 (rD ( : , 3) )−mean( c3 )
+c4 (rD ( : , 4) )−mean( c4 )+f i l t e r _ e f f+rep_lat_ef f+bias_uncert_D+(
mean( c1 )+mean( c2 )+mean( c3 )+mean( c4 ) ) /4 ;
51 depth=d1 ( rdepth ( : , 1) )−mean( d1 )+d2 ( rdepth ( : , 2) )−mean( d2 )+d3 ( rdepth
( : , 3 ) )−mean( d3 )+d4 ( rdepth ( : , 4) )−mean( d4 )+bias_uncert_depth+(
mean( d1 )+mean( d2 )+mean( d3 )+mean( d4 ) ) /4 ;
52
53 %f l a t n e s s & l a t d i s t c o r r e l a t e d
54 % D=c1 (rD ( : , 1) )−mean( c1 )+c2 (rD ( : , 2) )−mean( c2 )+c3 (rD ( : , 1) )−mean( c3
)+c4 (rD ( : , 3) )−mean( c4 )+f i l t e r _ e f f+rep_la t_e f f+bias_uncert_D+(
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mean( c1 )+mean( c2 )+mean( c3 )+mean( c4 ) ) /4;
55 % depth=d1 ( rdepth ( : , 1) )−mean( d1 )+d2 ( rdepth ( : , 2) )−mean( d2 )+d3 (
rdepth ( : , 1 ) )−mean( d3 )+d4 ( rdepth ( : , 3) )−mean( d4 )+bias_uncert_depth
+(mean( d1 )+mean( d2 )+mean( d3 )+mean( d4 ) ) /4;
56
57 D=sort (D) ;
58 depth=sort ( depth ) ;
59
60 topcut=ce i l (0 .975∗50000) ;
61 botcut=ce i l (0 .025∗50000) ;
62
63 uncert_top_D=D( topcut ) ;
64 uncert_top_depth=depth ( topcut ) ;
65
66 uncert_bot_D=D( botcut ) ;
67 uncert_bot_depth=depth ( botcut ) ;
68
69 mD=mean(D) ;
70 sdD=std (D) ;
71
72 mdepth=mean( depth ) ;
73 sddepth=std ( depth ) ;
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